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PrefaceAbout the Apple Event Registry

Apple events are messages sent from one application or process to
another. They’re sent to request a service from another application or
process (“Please perform this task”), to respond to a request (“I’ve
done what you asked; here’s the result”), or to send news (“Here’s
something you might want to know”). Because Apple events can
contain data (in descriptor records that are transported with the
event), they’re also used to move data from one application or
process to another.
The Apple Event Registry: Standard Suites (hereafter referred to as
the Apple Event Registry) is a dictionary that defines standard
Apple event constructs. These constructs are “words” used to construct
Apple event messages. They include
■

Apple events

■

Apple event object classes

■

primitive object classes

■

descriptor types

■

key forms

■

comparison operators

■

constants

Preface
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Audience
The Apple Event Registry is intended for all software developers who want to use
Apple events. If you plan to support more than the four required Apple events
described in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI, you need to use the Apple Event Registry.

Scope of the Apple Event Registry
The Apple Event Registry is strictly a reference book. For information about how to
use Apple events and how to design Apple event–aware applications, and for
definitions of terms used in the Apple Event Registry, see the publications listed in
“For More Information.”

What’s new in the Winter 1992 version
This new version of the Apple Event Registry has been reorganized and completely
rewritten. The Core suite—the collection of Apple event definitions that apply to
all applications—is now much smaller and much easier to support. In addition, many
Apple event constructs have been redesigned to make them easier to understand and
use.
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For more information
Before using the Apple Event Registry, you should be familiar with the information
in the following documents:
■

Inside Macintosh, Volume VI, provides the fundamental information about Apple
events. Chapter 1, “Introduction to the System Software Version 7.0
Environment,” provides an overview of interapplication communication and
explains the relationship of the Apple Event Manager to other parts of system
software version 7.0. Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” provides a
complete description of Apple events, explains how to send and receive Apple
events, and includes reference information for all Apple Event Manager routines.
This book is published by Addison-Wesley.

■

The Apple Event Object Support Library Developer Note provides information
about Apple event objects, object classes, key forms, and comparison operators.

For information about using Apple events to support user scripting, see the Apple
Event User Terminology Resources Developer Note. The user terminology resources
specify terms (such as English verbs and nouns) that are understandable to end users.
These terms correspond to constructs (such as event IDs and Apple event object class
IDs) used in Apple events. Scripting utilities and other applications that need to
present information about Apple events to end users use these user terminology
resources.
For information about SANE (Standard Apple Numerics Environment) numeric data
types, see the Apple Numerics Manual, second edition, published by
Addison-Wesley.

Where to get information
Apple technical books published by Addison-Wesley, such as Inside Macintosh and
the Apple Numerics Manual, are available in commercial bookstores. Books and
manuals published by Apple are available from APDA, the Apple Programmers and
Developers Association, at the address listed in the next section. Technical notes and
other materials of interest to developers are also available from APDA.
Other documents that describe Apple events, including the Apple Event Object
Support Library Developer Note, the Apple Event Registry, and the Apple Event
User Terminology Resources Developer Note, are included
■

on CD-ROMs in the E.T.O.: Essentials•Tools•Objects CD-ROM series
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■

on CD-ROMs in the Developer CD series

■

on AppleLink

CD-ROMs in the E.T.O. and Developer CD series are available from APDA. For
information about obtaining printed versions of these documents, contact the Apple
Events Developer Association (AEDA) at AppleLink address AEDA.
The Image Graphic Apple event described in Chapter 9 allows applications to
specify the file format in which to return a graphic. Two of these formats are the
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) and the Encapsulated PostScript file format (EPS).
A specification for the Tagged Image File Format is included in the TIFF Developer’s
Toolkit available from Aldus Corporation. For information about the toolkit, contact
Aldus Corporation Product Information at 206-628-2320. A specification for the
Encapsulated PostScript File Format Version 3.0 is included in the PostScript
Language Reference Manual, second edition. For information about this manual,
contact Adobe Systems Incorporated at 415-961-4111.

About APDA
APDA provides a wide range of technical products and documentation from Apple
Computer, Inc., and other suppliers, for developers who work on Apple equipment.
You can contact them as follows:
APDA
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue, M/S 33-G
Cupertino, CA 95014-6299 USA
800-282-2732 (United States)
800-637-0029 (Canada)
408-562-3910 (International)
Fax: 408-562-3971
Telex: 171-576
AppleLink address: APDA
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About AEDA
The Apple Events Developer Association is a clearinghouse for information about
Apple events. AEDA is also a standards association that works with developers and
Apple Computer, Inc., to specify and standardize Apple event suites. For information
about AEDA, send a message to the AppleLink address AEDA.

Conventions used in examples
Throughout the registry, examples of object specifier records include corresponding
English-like phrases. These phrases—such as “The third red triangle in the
document named ‘MyDoc’ ”—resemble expressions in HyperTalk, the user scripting
language for HyperCard. These English-like phrases clarify which object or set of
objects is being specified. In addition, they suggest how you can use Apple events and
Apple event objects to support current and future scripting languages.
In examples of certain constructs, italic text is used to point out characteristics that
distinguish the construct from other related constructs. For instance, examples that
illustrate key forms include italicized words that correspond to the key (the portion
of an object specifier record that distinguishes objects of the same class in the same
container), such as “the first word in paragraph 12 . . . ” (an example of the
formAbsolutePosition key form) and “the document named ‘MyDoc’ ” (an example of
the formName key form)
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Chapter 1 Introduction to the
Apple Event Registry

The Apple Event Registry defines Apple event constructs, such as
Apple events and Apple event object classes. Like the words defined
in a dictionary, these constructs are the vocabulary that
applications can use to communicate.

1

Organization of the registry
Following this introduction, the registry includes chapters that describe each of the
suites of Apple event constructs. One chapter is devoted to a variety of miscellaneous
standard constructs that are not included in any suite. At the end of the registry are
appendixes and an index.

Suites
In the Apple Event Registry, the majority of the definitions are included in suites.
Each suite defines the Apple event constructs needed for a particular activity. For
example, the Text suite contains definitions of object classes, descriptor types, and
comparison operators that are common to all text processing. Suites provide the
common vocabulary for applications. For example, applications that manipulate
text should support all the Apple event constructs defined in the Text suite.
The most important of the suites is the Core suite. It defines the Apple event
constructs that apply to—and should be supported by—all applications.
A suite can define any of the following constructs:
■

Apple events

■

Apple event object classes

■

descriptor types

■

primitive Apple event object classes

■

key forms

■

comparison operators

■

constants

Each suite is self-contained: it includes both definitions of Apple event constructs
that are unique to the suite and definitions of any additional Apple event constructs
that are used in the suite’s definitions. For example, the cText object class in the Text
suite has typeIntlText as its default descriptor type. Even though typeIntlText is
defined in the Core suite, it is also defined in the Text suite, because it is used in one
of the definitions in the Text suite.

2
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Miscellaneous standards
Following the suites is a chapter devoted to Apple event constructs that are not
included in any of the standard suites. The constructs, known as miscellaneous
standards, extend the standard vocabulary for interapplication communication. If
any of these miscellaneous standard constructs applies to a particular application,
the application should support the standard construct rather than define a new,
custom construct that is specific to the application. Because the miscellaneous
standards are not a suite, applications need not support all of them.

Appendixes
The Apple Event Registry includes four appendixes:
■

Appendix A lists all of the Apple events defined in the Apple Event Registry.

■

Appendix B lists all of the Apple event object classes defined in the
Apple Event Registry.

■

Appendix C lists the constants used in the registry and their values.

■

Appendix D provides a complete list of the result codes defined in the
Apple Event Registry.

Index
At the end of the registry is an index of terms and identifiers used in the registry.

Suites in the Winter 1992 Apple Event Registry
The Winter 1992 Apple Event Registry contains the following suites:
■

The Required suite (described in Chapter 2) defines Apple events and descriptor
types needed to support the new launching and termination mechanisms in system
software version 7.0. All applications that support system software version 7.0
should support the Required suite.

Chapter 1
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■

The Core suite (described in Chapter 3) is the most important of the suites. It
defines Apple event constructs that apply to all or nearly all applications. All
applications should support the Core suite.

■

The Text suite (described in Chapter 4) defines Apple event constructs needed to
control word processors, page-layout applications, and other applications that
provide more than the minimal text-handling functionality defined in the Core
suite. These applications should all support the constructs defined in the Text
suite.

■

The QuickDraw Graphics suite (described in Chapter 5) defines Apple event
constructs for supporting simple graphics. All applications that work with
graphics should support this suite.

■

The QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite (described in Chapter 6) contains
additions and extensions to the QuickDraw Graphics suite. These additions, such
as the ability to rotate objects, should be supported by applications that include
the corresponding features.

■

The Table suite (described in Chapter 7) contains constructs for working with twodimensional tables. This suite should be supported by spreadsheets, databases,
and all other applications that use tabular data.

■

The Finder suite (described in Chapter 8) contains definitions of the Apple events
and other Apple event constructs understood by the Finder.

Miscellaneous standards (described in Chapter 9) are standard Apple event
constructs that do not belong to a suite. Included in the miscellaneous standards are
Apple events for initiating and ending transactions, creating Edition Manager
publishers, executing scripts that control applications, editing and converting
graphics, and performing cut, copy, and paste operations. Applications that perform
any task made possible by miscellaneous constructs should support the corresponding
constructs.
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Anatomy of definitions
The following sections describe the definitions and other information that you’ll
find in each suite and in the miscellaneous standards.

Summary descriptions
Every suite includes tables that list any Apple events, Apple event object classes,
and descriptor types defined in the class. The tables, which appear immediately
before the definitions of the constructs, include summary descriptions that provide a
quick introduction to the contents of the suite.

Apple event definitions
Some, but not all, of the suites include Apple event definitions. Figure 1-1 (a
definition from the fictional Shorten suite) illustrates the kinds of information
included in an Apple event definition.
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■

Figure 1-1

An Apple event definition

Abbr—abbreviate a set of objects
The Abbr Apple event is a request to abbreviate a set of objects.
Event Class

kAEShortenSuite

Event ID

kAEAbbr

Constants for the event
class and event ID uniquely
identify the Apple event

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:
Descriptor Type:
Required or Optional?

The set of objects to be abbreviated
typeObjectSpecifier
Required

Description:

The percentage of each object to be
discarded
typeShortInteger
Optional (default value: replace each
object with a non-standard abbreviation,
if any; if there is no non-standard
abbreviation, 90)

Keyword for the direct
parameter
Parameter is required

keyAEHowMuch
Descriptor Type:
Required or Optional?

Reply Parameters

An optional parameter;
includes a default value

keyAEResult
Object specifier record(s) that specify
the object or objects that have been
shortened. If the key form for the
keyDirectObject parameter can only
be used to specify a single object, this
parameter is an object specifier record
(a descriptor of type
typeObjectSpecifier). If the key form
can specify more than one object, this
parameter is a descriptor list (a
descriptor of type typeAEList) that
contains object specifier records.
typeObjectSpecifier or typeAEList
Required (see "Notes")

Description:

Descriptor Type:
Required or Optional?
keyErrorNumber
Description:
Descriptor Type:
Required or Optional?

The result code for the event
typeLongInteger
Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the reply
indicates that the event was handled
successfully.)

Description:

A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled
typeIntlText
Optional

keyErrorString

Descriptor Type:
Required or Optional?
Notes

Most event definitions
include optional error
number and error string
parameters for the reply

When abbreviating an object, the server application must never
use a standard abbreviation when a non-standard
abbreviation is available.

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

6
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The Apple event handler failed
when attempting to handle the
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Result codes for the Apple event.
The only result codes listed are
those that are defined in the
registry; server applications also
can return operating system result
codes for conditions that cause
Apple event handling to fail

Each parameter of an Apple event is either required or optional. Required
parameters must be provided by the sending application, whereas optional
parameters may or may not be provided by the sending application.

s

Important

In all of the Apple events defined in the standard suites, an object
specifier record can be used as the value of any parameter. When
this is the case (and the parameter is not specified to be of type
typeObjectSpecifier), the actual value of the parameter is the
value of the default descriptor record for the specified object. s

To reply to an Apple event, a server application sends back another Apple event.
The definition of an Apple event includes the parameters, if any, for the reply
Apple event.
Some Apple event definitions are extensions of Apple event definitions in other
suites. Extended definitions have the same four-character codes for their event class
and event ID as the base definitions, and they include all the same parameters. The
semantics of an extended Apple event are always a strict superset of the semantics of
the Apple event whose definition was extended. Extensions can include additional
optional parameters and/or parameters with the same keywords as the base
definition that can be descriptors of additional descriptor type(s). An example of the
first kind of extension is the definition of the Quit Application Apple event in the
Core suite, which has an additional optional parameter that is not included in the
Required suite definition. If a client application omits this optional parameter, the
result is the same as the result of sending the unextended Apple event. Examples of
the latter sort of extension are the definitions of the Open and Print Apple events in
the Core suite. The parameters in these definitions are identical to those in the base
definitions, but one parameter in each event can be a list of either
typeObjectSpecifier or typeAlias descriptor records, while the definition in the
Required suite specifies that this parameter can be only a list of typeAlias
descriptor records.

Object class definitions
Most suites include definitions of one or more Apple event object classes. Figure 1-2
(another example from the Shorten suite) illustrates the information that is
included in an object class definition.
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■

Figure 1-2

An object class definition

cStub—hyphenated words with nothing after the
hyphen
The cStub object class is the class for hyphenated words in which the characters
following the hyphen are discarded.
Superclass

cTinyObject

Default Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

The default descriptor type
returned by Get Data

Properties
pBestType
Description:
Object Class ID:
Inherited?
Modifiable or Non-modifiable?
pClass
Description:
Object Class ID:
Inherited?
Modifiable or Non-modifiable?
pDefaultType
Description:
Object Class ID:
Inherited?
Modifiable or Non-modifiable?
pWhatsLeft
Description:
Object Class ID:
Inherited?
Modifiable or Non-modifiable?

The descriptor type that can contain
the most information from objects of
this object class
cType
Yes, from cObject
Non-modifiable
The four-character class ID for the
object class
cType
Yes, from cObject
Non-modifiable
The default descriptor type for the
object class
cType
Yes, from cObject
Non-modifiable
The number of characters from the
word that are left
cShortInteger
No
Non-modifiable

Element Class
cChar

Description:
Inherited?
Modifiable or Non-modifiable?
Key Forms:

Characters contained in the stub
No
Modifiable
formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone
Count Elements
Create Elements
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data

Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject
Inherited from cObject

Events defined in the Shorten suite:
Abbr
Tighten Up

Inherited from cTinyObject
Not inherited

Apple Events

Notes
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Creating stubs is an excellent way to shorten documents. Most
readers won’t even notice what’s missing.
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All elements have key
forms that can be used to
specify an element (or
set of elements)
The Apple events that can
have an object of this class
as their direct parameter

All nonprimitive object classes except one have a superclass, an object class from
which they inherit properties, element classes, and Apple events. (The exception,
cObject, is the root of the object inheritance hierarchy. For information about object
class inheritance, see the Apple Event Object Support Library Developer Note.)
Unlike objects in other object systems, an Apple event object belongs to only one class;
it does not also belong to its superclass or any other other classes above it in the object
inheritance hierarchy.
Elements and properties can be either non-modifiable (that is, their values cannot be
changed) or modifiable. Note, however, that the elements and properties of a nonmodifiable container are not necessarily non-modifiable as well. A modifiable
property or element can be changed even if it is contained in a non-modifiable
container.
Most object class definitions do not list the element class that’s the same class as the
object class being defined (such as the cWindow element class for cWindow), because
all object classes can have elements of the same class. (You can always construct object
specifiers like “Window 1 of all the blue windows,” where an object is an element of
a set of similar objects.)
The default descriptor record usually contains data from an object. For most object
classes, the default descriptor type does not contain all the data for an object (that
is, the data contained in all the properties and elements of the object). Instead, the
default descriptor type contains specific data from the object that is of particular
interest to other applications. For example, a word object (an object of class cWord)
has, as its default descriptor record, a typeIntlText descriptor record that contains
the characters of the word. There are, however, exceptions: for many of the object
classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics, QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental,
and Table suites, there are corresponding descriptor types that encapsulate all the
information contained in objects. There are also object classes that return object
specifier records (descriptor records of type typeObjectSpecifier) as default
descriptor records. The object specifier records serve as efficient references to objects,
giving client applications quick access to the properties and elements of the objects.
Here’s an example: a client application asks for the default descriptor record for
“Document named ‘Today’s Events’” and gets back the object specifier “Document ID
123,” where the ID is the quickest way for the server application to find that
document.

Chapter 1
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Certain object classes, known as abstract superclasses, are used only in definitions of
other object classes. An example of an abstract superclass is cObject, the root class of
the Apple event object inheritance hierarchy. Apple event objects belong to only one
class and not to their superclass or any other classes in the object inheritance
hierarchy. For this reason, no instances—actual objects—belong to abstract
superclasses. Because they have no instances from which to get data, abstract object
classes do not have best or default descriptor types.
Immediately following the definitions of the standard object classes in each suite is
a table that lists the primitive object classes defined in the suite. Primitive object
classes are classes whose objects have no properties and only one element. Primitive
objects are the “leaves” in a container hierarchy: instead of containing other objects,
they contain a single value. Some examples of primitive object classes are cBoolean
(for Boolean values), cLongInteger (for long integer values), and cAlias (for alias
records). The four-character class ID of a primitive object is always the same as the
four-character descriptor type code of the descriptor that contains the object’s data.
The default descriptor type for primitive object classes is always the descriptor type
with the same four-character code as the class ID.

Descriptor type definitions
All suites include definitions of descriptor types. Figure 1-3 illustrates the
information given in descriptor type definitions.

10
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■

Figure 1-3

Descriptor type definitions

typeTLA—a three-letter acronym
Description

A typeTLA descriptor record contains a three-letter acronym
and the words from which it is derived.
To create a typeTLA descriptor record, you coerce an Apple event
record containing the following fields into the equivalent typeTLA
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

keyAEAcronym

typeIntlText

Descriptor

The acronym

keyAEWholeThing

typeIntlText

The words from
which the acronym
is derived

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any Apple event
record into any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler
is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeShortenedInteger—a long integer with every other
bit removed
Description

A typeShortenedInteger descriptor record contains a long integer
with the odd-numbered bits removed.

Data Size

2 bytes

Note

The not-quite-SANE typeShortenedInteger descriptor type is
equivalent to typeShortInteger. Although it is possible to
represent any 16-bit integer with a typeShortInteger
descriptor, using typeShortenedInteger allows applications to
provide coercion handlers that can coerce typeShortenedInteger
descriptors into descriptors of typeStretched and typeFlattened.

To create a descriptor record
of this type, you create a
corresponding descriptor
record and coerce it

This is the size of the data
pointed to by the dataHandle
field of the descriptor. The
size of a descriptor’s data
can be fixed or variable

There can be more than
one descriptor type that
represents the same data

To create some descriptor records, you must create the equivalent AE record and then
coerce the record into the desired descriptor type. The data in other descriptor
records is the same as the data in a data structure used by the Macintosh Operating
System or User Interface Toolbox. To create these descriptor records, you create the
equivalent data structure and then use the Apple Event Manager AECreateDesc
function to create and add the data to the descriptor record.
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Other definitions contained in a suite
Suites can also include definitions of the following:
■

primitive object classes (classes whose objects have only a single element
and no properties, and that contain the same data as the corresponding descriptor
record)

■

key forms (used to specify how to search for a set of objects)

■

comparison operators (used in Apple event object specifier records with
comparison predicates)

Suites also include values for and descriptions of all constants used in the suite’s
definitions.

Using the definitions
The following sections provide additional information you need to use and
understand the definitions in the registry.

About four-character codes
All definitions of Apple event constructs include one or more four-character codes. In
the registry, these codes are specified by constants such as typeObjectSpecifier and
kAECoreSuite. These codes are always 4 bytes in length (that is, the characters they
contain are always single-byte characters), and they can be stored as 4-byte long
integers. In addition, the characters they contain must always be printable
characters.

About direct parameters
The direct parameter of an Apple event is the parameter whose keyword is
keyDirectObject. Throughout the registry, “direct parameter” and “the
keyDirectObject parameter” are used interchangeably.

12
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Data sizes of descriptor records
In each definition of a descriptor type, the “Data Size” section lists the size of the
data for descriptor records of that type. This is the size of the data pointed to by the
dataHandle field of the descriptor record. For descriptor records whose data size is
not fixed, the word “Variable” appears in the “Data Size” section.

Using object specifier records in place of other parameters
In all of the suites except the Required and Finder suites, you can substitute an object
specifier record for any Apple event parameter that is not already defined as an
object specifier record. When you substitute an object specifier record for another
parameter and the object specifier record specifies a single object, the value of the
parameter becomes the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object
(that is, the value returned by a Get Data Apple event for the object when you do not
specify a particular descriptor type for the result). If the object specifier record
specifies more than one object, the value of the parameter becomes a descriptor list (a
typeAEList descriptor record) containing a default descriptor record for each object
specified by the object specifier record. If the descriptor type of the resulting
descriptor record is not the descriptor type specified for the parameter in the
definition of the Apple event, the server application should attempt to coerce the
resulting descriptor record into the necessary descriptor type.

How many objects can an Apple event handle?
Most Apple events that have object specifier records as their direct parameters can
handle more than one object at a time. For example, you can use a single Move Apple
event to move any number of objects specified by a single object specifier record. If an
Apple event can handle more than one object at a time, the words “set of objects”
appear in its summary description (the description that follows the name of the
Apple event in the table of contents, the table summarizing the Apple events defined
in each chapter, and the heading for the Apple event definition). The words “set of
objects” refer to the fact that an object specifier record specifies an ordered set of
objects belonging to the same object class. This set of objects can be empty, or it can
contain any number of objects.
An example of an Apple event that can handle more than one object at a time is the
Move Apple event. The summary description (“Move—move a set of objects”)
indicates that the event will accept a set of objects.
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Maximum sizes of Apple events and parameters
The maximum size of an entire Apple event is currently 64K bytes. Provided that the
size of the Apple event does not exceed this limit, there is no maximum size for
individual parameters. (Because each Apple event includes overhead—such as the
header for the Apple event and the keywords, descriptor types, and sizes for
parameters—not all of the space in an Apple event can be used for data.)

Interacting with the user
Apple event server applications must be able to handle Apple events without
intervention by the user. This allows client applications to perform tasks without
help from the user. (The one exception, the Edit Graphic Apple event included in the
miscellaneous standards, requires the user to edit a graphic.)
The keyInteractLevelAttr attribute of an Apple event specifies whether the server
application may interact with the user when handling the Apple event. The
interaction can include, but is not limited to, displaying modal dialog boxes. (For
information about user interaction and the keyInteractLevelAttr attribute, see
Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.) For most
Apple events, setting the value of the keyInteractLevelAttr attribute is the only
way a client application can specify whether the server application may interact
with the user. Other Apple events include an extra parameter that specifies
whether the server application must interact with the user in certain situations. An
example is the “Yes/No/Ask” parameter for the Close Apple event, which specifies
whether the server application must ask users if they want to save documents
they’ve modified before closing them. If the value of such a parameter specifies that
the server application must interact with the user, but the value of the
keyInteractLevelAttr attribute specifies that no user interaction may occur, the
server application must return the result code errAENoUserInteraction.

Descriptor lists as results
Many Apple events return results. If these Apple events also handle sets of objects,
the results are always descriptor lists (descriptor records of type typeAEList). Each
descriptor record in the list contains the result for one object in the set of objects. Note
that the result is a descriptor list even if the direct parameter specifies a single
object: in this case, the descriptor list contains a single descriptor record.
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Returning the correct result codes
The errAEEventNotHandled result code (defined by the Apple Event Manager) has
a special meaning. An Apple event handler returns this result code to indicate that
(1) it did not handle the Apple event, and (2) any available system handlers for the
event should get a chance to handle it. If a server application doesn’t recognize a
particular Apple event (or if it doesn’t understand all the parameters that the client
application says it must understand, that is, the parameters that aren’t included in
the keyOptionalKeywordAttr attribute of the Apple event), the server application
should return the result code errAEEventNotHandled. (For information about system
handlers and the keyOptionalKeywordAttr attribute, see Chapter 6, “The Apple
Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.) When an Apple event handler
returns the result code errAEEventNotHandled, the Apple Event Manager passes the
event to the next available system handler for the event, if there is one.
The definitions of Apple events list only those result codes that are defined in the
registry. An Apple event handler should return other result codes (including those
defined by the Apple Event Object Support Library, by the Apple Event Manager,
and by other operating-system managers) whenever those codes provide the most
specific information about the cause of a failure. An Apple event handler should
return the generic result code errAEEventFailed only when it cannot provide a more
specific result code.
When an Apple event handler returns any result code other than
errAEEventNotHandled, the Apple Event Manager returns the result to the client
application and makes no attempt to pass the Apple event to another handler.
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Chapter 2 The Required Suite

The Required suite, the smallest of the standard suites, includes
definitions of four Apple events and four descriptor types. The Apple
events defined in this suite, known as required Apple events, are sent
to all applications running under system software version 7.0 that
support high-level events and all applications that call the new
Standard File routines in system software version 7.0. All
applications that support system software version 7.0 should support
the Required suite.

17

Introduction to the Required suite
System software version 7.0 includes new mechanisms for launching and terminating
applications. These mechanisms are far more reliable than
the mechanisms for launching and terminating applications in previous
versions of Macintosh system software. To use these new launching and terminating
mechanisms, your application must support the four Apple
events in the Required suite.

s

Important

In Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh,
Volume VI, the four required Apple events are referred to as “core
Apple events.” Despite this, these Apple events do not belong to
the Core suite. They are part of the Required suite, which is
separate from the Core suite. s

What applications receive the required Apple events?
The Finder sends the required Apple events—Open Application, Open Documents,
Print Documents, and Quit Application—to all applications that support high-level
events. (To indicate that your application supports high-level events, you set the
isHighLevelEventAware flag in the application’s 'SIZE' resource. For information
about the 'SIZE' resource and the isHighLevelEventAware flag, see Chapter 5, “The
Event Manager,” and Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh,
Volume VI.) In addition, the Finder sends the Open Application, Open Documents,
and Quit Application Apple events to applications that call any of the four new
Standard File routines—StandardPutFile, CustomPutFile, StandardGetFile, and
CustomGetFile—in system software version 7.0. (For descriptions of the new
Standard File routines, see Chapter 26, “The Standard File Package,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.)
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How applications are launched
The new launching mechanism in system software version 7.0 works as follows:
■

Opening an application. When an application is opened, the Finder launches the
application and immediately sends it its first Apple event: the Open Application
Apple event. This Apple event tells your application that it has just been
launched, lets it know why it was launched, and provides it an opportunity to
perform tasks (such as displaying an untitled document window) that it needs to
do only when it is launched in this manner.

■

Opening documents. When a user opens documents from the desktop (either by
selecting one or more icons for documents belonging to your application and
choosing Open from the File menu, or by double-clicking one or more document
icons), the Finder launches your application if it isn’t already open. It then tells
your application to open the selected documents by sending it an Open Documents
Apple event that specifies the documents to be opened. If your application wasn’t
already open, this Apple event is the first it receives. The Apple event lets your
application know that it has just been launched, tells it why it was launched, and
provides it an opportunity to perform any additional tasks that it needs to do
only when it is launched in this manner.

■

Printing documents. When a user prints documents from the desktop (by selecting
one or more document icons on the desktop for documents and choosing Print from
the File menu), the Finder first launches your application if it isn’t already open.
It then tells your application to open the selected documents by sending it a Print
Documents Apple event that specifies the documents to be printed. If your
application wasn’t already open, this Apple event is the first it receives. The
Apple event lets your application know that it has just been launched, tells it
why it was launched, and provides it an opportunity to perform any additional
tasks that it needs to do only when it is launched in this manner. Your application
must remain open after receiving a Print Documents Apple event; the Finder sends
a Quit Application Apple event (described in “How Applications Are
Terminated”) when it’s time for your application to quit. If your application was
not already open when it received the Print Documents Apple event, the Finder
sends it a Quit Application Apple event when your application has finished
printing.

Chapter 2
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Many tasks that your application performs when launched may be the same
regardless of the circumstances under which it is launched. Your application should
perform these tasks immediately after it is launched (as part of its initialization
code) and before it handles the Open Application, Open Documents, or Print
Documents Apple event sent by the Finder. The handlers for the Open Application,
Open Documents, and Print Documents Apple events should perform only those tasks
that are specific to the circumstances in which your application is launched (such as
creating an untitled document window in response to an Open Application Apple
event).
When your application supports the Open Application, Open Documents, and Print
Documents Apple events, calls to CountAppFiles, GetAppFiles, and ClrAppFiles
needed in earlier versions of the system software are no longer necessary.
Applications are most often launched by the Finder, but they can also be launched by
other applications. When an application launches another application, the
launching application can specify the Apple event (or other high-level event) that
the launched application receives first. For information about launching
applications, see Chapter 29, “Process Management,” in Inside Macintosh,
Volume VI.

How applications are terminated
The new termination mechanism in system software version 7.0 works as follows:
■

s
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Immediately before terminating your application, the Finder sends the
application a Quit Application Apple event. This Apple event lets your
application know that it is about to be terminated and provides it an opportunity
to perform any tasks (such as saving documents that have
been modified) that need to be done before termination. Your application
can then terminate.

Important

Except for the Open Application Apple event (which must be sent
only by the Finder), the Apple events in the Required suite can be
sent by applications other than the Finder, and they can be sent to
your application after it is opened. s
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Apple events defined in the Required suite
The Required suite includes the four Apple events described in the following sections.
Table 2-1 lists these Apple events.

■

Table 2-1

Apple events defined in the Required suite

Name

Requested action

Open Application

Perform tasks associated with opening an
application

Open Documents

Open the specified documents

Print Documents

Print the specified documents

Quit Application

Perform tasks necessary before terminating the
application, then terminate

Chapter 2
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Open Application—perform tasks associated with opening
an application
An Open Application Apple event is a request to perform any tasks—such as
displaying an untitled document window—that your application would perform
when a user selects the application’s icon on the desktop and chooses Open from the
File menu, or double-clicks the application icon to launch the application.

s

Important

The Open Application Apple event must be sent only by the
Finder. Applications other than the Finder must never send Open
Application Apple events. s

Event Class

kCoreEventClass

Event ID

kAEOpenApplication

Parameters

None

Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

The Finder sends an Open Application Apple event when a user
opens your application from the desktop (either by selecting your
application’s icon on the desktop and choosing Open from the File
menu, or by double-clicking your application’s icon).

s

Important

You cannot launch an application by sending the
application an Open Application Apple event. To
launch another application, send an Open Selection
Apple Event to the Finder. (For information about
the Open Selection Apple Event, see Chapter 8,
“The Finder Suite.”) s

The Open Application Apple event tells your application that it
has just been launched, lets it know why it was launched, and
provides it an opportunity to perform tasks, such as opening an
untitled document window, that it needs to do only when it is
launched in this manner.
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If your application always performs certain tasks when it is
launched regardless of the circumstances in which it is launched, it
should perform these tasks immediately after it is launched (as part
of its initialization code) rather than in the handler for the Open
Application Apple event. The handler for the Open Application
Apple event should perform only those tasks that are specific to the
circumstances in which Open Application is sent (that is, when the
user selects your application’s icon on the desktop and chooses Open
from the File menu, or when the user double-clicks the application’s
icon).
If an application receives more than one Open Application Apple
event (for instance, if an application other than the Finder sends one
in error), it should ignore all but the first event.
Whenever an application calls the Process Manager
LaunchApplication function to launch another application, a highlevel event is sent to the application being launched. This highlevel event (which is usually an Apple event) is the first high-level
event that the application receives. If the application that calls
the LaunchApplication function does not specify the high-level
event to be sent, the Process Manager sends the Open Application
Apple event.
Result Codes

None (The Finder does not check for a reply.)
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Open Documents—open the specified documents
An Open Documents Apple event is a request to open the documents specified by the
direct parameter (a list of alias records).
Event Class

kCoreEventClass

Event ID

kAEOpenDocuments

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

A list of alias records (descriptor records whose
descriptor type is typeAlias). Each alias record
specifies a document to open.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

The Finder sends an Open Documents Apple event when a user
selects, from the desktop, one or more icons for documents belonging to
your application and then chooses Open from the File menu, or when
the user double-clicks document icons on the desktop to open the
documents.
Applications other than the Finder can also send Open Documents
Apple events. They can send an Open Documents Apple event only to
an open application; an application cannot launch another
application that is not yet open by sending it an Open Documents
Apple event.
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The Apple Event Manager includes a built-in coercion handler for
coercing alias records into file system specifications. A server
application can use this coercion if it can more easily deal with file
system specifications than with the alias records provided in this
event.
Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Print Documents—print the specified documents
A Print Documents Apple event is a request to print the documents specified by the
direct parameter (a list of alias records).
Event Class

kCoreEventClass

Event ID

kAEPrintDocuments

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

A list of alias records (descriptor records whose
descriptor type is typeAlias). Each alias record
specifies a document to print.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

The Finder sends a Print Documents Apple event when a user selects,
from the desktop, one or more icons for documents belonging to your
application and then chooses Print from the File menu.
Other applications can also send Print Documents Apple events.
They can send a Print Documents Apple event only to an open
application; an application cannot launch another application that
is not yet open by sending it a Print Documents Apple event.
The Apple Event Manager includes a built-in coercion handler for
coercing alias records into file system specifications. A server
application can use this coercion if it can more easily deal with file
system specifications than with the alias records provided in this
event.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Quit Application—perform tasks before termination, then
terminate
A Quit Application Apple event is a request to perform any tasks that your
application would perform when the user chooses Quit from the File menu.
Event Class

kCoreEventClass

Event ID

kAEQuitApplication

Parameters

None

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes

The Finder sends the Quit Application Apple event when the user
chooses Restart or Shut Down from the Special menu in the Finder.
Applications other than the Finder can also send the Quit
Application Apple event to terminate an application.

s
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Important

Your application must not call ExitToShell from
within a Quit Application handler. Because the
Quit Application handler has been called by the
Apple Event Manager, exiting directly from the
handler may prevent the Apple Event Manager
(and other managers) from cleaning up their data
structures before exiting. You must instead wait until
control returns to the main event loop before calling
ExitToShell. s
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Descriptor types defined in the Required suite
To support the Required suite, your application must support the descriptor types
defined in the following sections. Table 2-2 lists these descriptor types.

■

Table 2-2

Descriptor types defined in the Required suite

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

typeAlias

An alias record

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and script system

typeLongInteger

A 4-byte integer

typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record is a list of descriptor records. For the Required suite,
the descriptor records in the list are always alias records.
Data Size

Variable

typeAlias—an alias record
A typeAlias descriptor record contains an alias record. For the Required suite, this
record is used to specify a document to open or print. (For information about alias
records, see Chapter 27, “The Alias Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
Data Size

Variable

Notes

The Apple Event Manager provides a built-in coercion handler for
coercing typeAlias descriptor records to typeFSS descriptor records
that contain file system specifications. (File system specifications
are described in Chapter 25, “The File Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.) This coercion handler lets you choose the
type of document reference that is easiest for your application to
handle. (For information about coercion, see Chapter 6, “The Apple
Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
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typeIntlText—text in a specific language
and script system
A typeIntlText descriptor record contains identifiers for the language and script
system of text followed by the text itself.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlText descriptor record contains
the following:
■

a 2-byte script code that identifies the script system of the text

■

a 2-byte language code that identifies the language of the text

■

the characters in the text (a series of either 1- or 2-byte
characters; the script system determines whether the characters
are 1 or 2 bytes in length)

The language and script system must be the same for all the
characters of the text.
The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeLongInteger—a 4-byte integer
A typeLongInteger descriptor record contains a 4-byte long integer.
Data Size

4 bytes
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Constants defined in the Required suite
Table 2-3 lists the constants defined in the Required suite.
■

Table 2-3

Constants defined in the Required suite

Constant

Value

errAEEventFailed

–10000

errAEInTransaction

–10011

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

kAEOpenApplication

'oapp'

kAEOpenDocuments

'odoc'

kAEPrintDocuments

'pdoc'

kAEQuitApplication

'quit'

kCoreEventClass

'aevt'

keyDirectObject

'----'

keyErrorNumber

'errn'

keyErrorString

'errs'

typeAEList

'list'

typeAlias

'alis'

typeIntlText

'itxt'

typeLongInteger

'long'
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Chapter 3 The Core Suite

The Core suite defines Apple event constructs that are common to all
or nearly all applications. These definitions form the basic
vocabulary for interapplication communication. Using only the
constructs defined in the Core suite, applications can perform a wide
range of useful tasks.
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Introduction to the Core suite
The Core suite is the most important of the suites. The constructs defined in the Core
suite apply to nearly all applications, and they are by far the most commonly used of
all the Apple event constructs. Many applications need only support the Core suite
and a few custom object classes to provide a complete range of services. All
applications that support more than the required Apple events should support the
entire Core suite.
Because the Apple events defined in the Core suite can be used for so many tasks,
most suites do not need to define additional Apple events. For example, the Text,
QuickDraw Graphics, QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental, and Table suites define
object classes and descriptor types, but all the Apple events needed to use these suites
are defined in the Core suite.

Overview of the Core suite
The Core suite defines Apple events for
■

creating, moving, and managing objects (the Clone, Close, Create Element, Delete,
Move, Open, and Save Apple events)

■

getting data from and assigning data to objects (the Get Data and Set Data Apple
events)

■

getting the size of the data of objects (the Get Data Size Apple event)

■

finding out if a set of objects exists (the Do Objects Exist Apple event)

■

getting information about the properties and elements of an object class (the Get
Class Info Apple event) and about the Apple events in a suite (the Get Event Info
Apple event)

■

finding out how many elements objects contain (the Count Elements Apple event)

■

printing (the Print Apple event)

■

terminating an application (the Quit Application Apple event)

The Core suite also defines object classes for many familiar objects (such as
applications, characters, the Clipboard, documents, and windows) as well as a wide
variety of descriptor types for the data most commonly transported in Apple events
(from Apple events and alias records to Boolean and numeric values).
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Using object specifier records in place of other parameters
In all of the suites except the Required and Finder suites, you can substitute an object
specifier record for any Apple event parameter that is not already defined as an
object specifier record. When you substitute an object specifier record for another
parameter and the object specifier record specifies a single object, the value of the
parameter becomes the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object
(that is, the value returned by a Get Data Apple event for the object when you do not
specify a particular descriptor type for the result). If the object specifier record
specifies more than one object, the value of the parameter becomes a descriptor list (a
typeAEList descriptor record) containing a default descriptor record for each object
specified by the object specifier record. If the descriptor type of the resulting
descriptor record is not the descriptor type specified for the parameter in the
definition of the Apple event, the server application should attempt to coerce the
resulting descriptor record into the necessary descriptor type.
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Apple events defined in the Core suite
The Apple events defined in the Core suite are described in the following sections.
Table 3-1 lists these Apple events.

■

Table 3-1

Apple events defined in the Core suite

Name

Requested action

Clone

Clone a set of objects

Close
Count Elements

Close a set of objects
Return the number of elements of a particular class in each
object in a set of objects

Create Element

Create a new element

Delete

Delete a set of elements from an object

Do Objects Exist

Tell if a set of objects exists

Get Class Info

Return information about an object class

Get Data

Return the data for a set of objects

Get Data Size

Return the sizes of a set of objects

Get Event Info

Return information about the Apple events in a suite

Move

Move a set of objects

Open

Open a set of objects

Print
Quit Application

Print a set of objects
Perform tasks necessary before terminating the application,
then terminate

Save

Save a set of objects

Set Data

Set the data of a set of objects
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Clone—clone a set of objects
The Clone Apple event is a request to create a clone of a set of objects.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEClone

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to clone

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The new location for the objects

Descriptor Type:

typeInsertionLoc

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: after the last object
specified by the keyDirectObject parameter)

Description:

Object specifier record(s) that specify the object
or objects that have been cloned. If the key form
for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, the keyAEResult
parameter is a single object specifier record (a
descriptor record of type typeObjectSpecifier).
If the key form for the keyDirectObject
parameter can specify more than one object, this
parameter is a descriptor list (a descriptor
record of type typeAEList) that contains object
specifier records.

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier or typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required (see “Notes”)

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

keyAEInsertHere

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber
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keyErrorString
Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

If the keyDirectObject parameter specifies more than one object to
clone, the order of the newly created objects must be the same as the
order of the original objects. For example, suppose that a Clone
Apple event specifies to clone paragraphs 2 through 4 and insert
them immediately after paragraph 10. In this example, a clone of
paragraph 2 becomes paragraph 11, a clone of paragraph 3 becomes
paragraph 12, and a clone of paragraph 4 becomes paragraph 13.

Notes

The keyAEResult parameter (which is either a single
typeObjectSpecifier descriptor record or a descriptor list) is required
in most, but not all, cases:
■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can specify
more than one object, the keyAEResult parameter is required. If no
objects were handled, the keyAEResult parameter must be an
empty list.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object was
handled successfully, then the reply must include a keyAEResult
parameter.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object does not
exist or was not handled, then the keyAEResult parameter can be
omitted from the reply.

Result Codes
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errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The object is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object currently cannot be modified

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid
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errAENotAnElement

–10008

A specified object is a property, not an
element

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Close—close a set of objects
The Close Apple event is a request to close a set of objects.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEClose

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to close

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

If the value of the keyAESaveOptions
parameter is kAEYes, this parameter specifies
the file in which to save objects
that have been modified.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the file in which the
modified objects were last saved. If the objects
have not already been saved, the server
application must create a file in which to save
the objects.)

keyAEFile

keyAESaveOptions
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Description:

Specifies whether to save objects that have
been modified before closing them. The value
kAEYes specifies that the modified objects
must be saved. The value kAENo indicates that
the modified objects must not be saved. The
value kAEAsk indicates that the user must be
asked whether or not to save the modified
objects.

Descriptor Type:

typeEnumeration

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: kAEAsk)
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Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes

What happens when an object is closed can vary from object class to
object class, and the behavior can be different for different
applications. In the descriptions of the Apple events they support,
applications should specify what happens when the objects they
support are closed.
If the server application needs to interact with the user (for
example, when value of the keyAESaveOptions parameter is
kAEAsk, which indicates that the user must be asked whether or not
to save objects that have been modified before closing them), but user
interaction is not allowed, the application must return
errAENoUserInteraction as the result. (For information about user
interaction and the keyInteractLevelAttr attribute of Apple events,
see Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh,
Volume VI.)

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class
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errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Count Elements—return the number of elements of a
particular class in each object in a set of objects
The Count Elements Apple event asks for the number of elements of a particular object
class in each object in a set of objects.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAECountElements

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects whose elements are
to be counted

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

keyAEObjectClass
Description:

The object class of the elements to be counted

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

One or more typeLongInteger descriptor records
that specify the number of elements of the
specified class in a particular object. If the key
form for the keyDirectObject parameter can
only be used to specify a single object, the
keyAEResult parameter is a single
typeLongInteger descriptor record. If the key
form for the keyDirectObject parameter can
specify more than one object, the keyAEResult
parameter is a descriptor list (a descriptor
record of type typeAEList) that contains
typeLongInteger descriptors.

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger or typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required (see “Notes”)

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult
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keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

The keyAEResult parameter (which is either a single descriptor
record or a descriptor list) is required in most, but not all, cases:

Notes

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can specify
more than one object, the keyAEResult parameter is required. If no
objects were handled, the keyAEResult parameter must be an
empty list.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object was
handled successfully, then the reply must include a keyAEResult
parameter.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object does not
exist or was not handled, then the keyAEResult parameter can be
omitted from the reply.

Result Codes
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errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class
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errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Create Element—create a new element
The Create Element Apple event is a request to create a new element.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAECreateElement

Parameters
keyAEData
Description:

The initial data for the element

Descriptor Type:

The default descriptor type for the element
class, or a descriptor type that can be coerced
into the default descriptor type

Required or Optional?

Optional (see “Notes”)

Description:

The location at which to insert the element

Descriptor Type:

typeInsertionLoc

Required or Optional?

Required

keyAEInsertHere

keyAEObjectClass
Description:

The object class of the element

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The initial data for the properties of the
element. This parameter is an AE record (a
descriptor record of type typeAERecord); each
field in the record contains the data for a single
property. The record does not need to include
fields for all the properties of the element; the
only properties that are set are those for which
the record contains a corresponding field. The
keyword for each field is the same as the fourcharacter property ID of the property to be set.
The descriptor type of each field can be either
the default descriptor type for the object class
to which the property belongs or a descriptor
type that can be coerced into the default type.

keyAEPropData
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(For properties that are primitive objects, this
descriptor type has the same four-character
code as the object class ID for the primitive
object class.) Note: If both the keyAEData and
keyAEPropData parameters include data for a
particular property, the server application
must use the data included in the
keyAEPropData parameter to set the property.
Descriptor Type:

typeAERecord

Required or Optional?

Optional

Description:

The object specifier record for the newly created
element

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

The keyAEData parameter, if present, provides initial data for the
new element. With one exception, providing this data must have the
same effect as sending a Set Data Apple event with the element as
the direct parameter and the same data in Set Data’s keyAEData
parameter. The exception involves non-modifiable properties: if the
keyAEData parameter includes data for non-modifiable properties,
the data can be used to initialize the properties. This is different
from the result of a Set Data Apple event, because Set Data cannot be
used to modify non-modifiable properties.
If the keyAEData parameter is omitted, the server application must
provide default values for the properties of the new element.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The object is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object currently cannot be modified

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAENotAnElement

–10008

A specified object is a property, not an
element

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Delete—delete a set of elements from an object
The Delete Apple event is a request to delete one or more elements from the object
that contains them.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEDelete

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of elements to delete

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

Only elements of an object can be deleted. Because each object
must have exactly one of each of its properties, properties cannot be
deleted.

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The object is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed
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errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object currently cannot be modified

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAENotAnElement

–10008

A specified object is a property, not an
element

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Do Objects Exist—tell if a set of objects exists
The Do Objects Exist Apple event asks if a set of objects exists.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEDoObjectsExist

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to find

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

If TRUE, specifies that all of the objects in the
set of objects exist
If FALSE, specifies that one or more of the
objects in the set of objects does not exist

Descriptor Type:

typeBoolean

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

The server application must return FALSE if any of the objects
specified by the direct parameter does not exist.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Get Class Info—return information about an object class
The Get Class Info Apple event requests information about the properties and
elements of an object class.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEGetClassInfo

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The object class about which information is
requested

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the topmost object in
the application’s container hierarchy, which
is usually the application; see “Notes”)

keyAEWritingCode
Description:

The codes for the human language and script
system in which to return descriptions of the
properties and elements of the object class (see
“Notes”). The integer codes used to specify
languages and script systems are defined in the
header files for the Script Manager. For
information about these codes, see Chapter 14,
“Worldwide Software Overview,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlWritingCode

Required or Optional?

Optional. If this parameter is not included, no
human-language descriptions are returned.
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Reply Parameters
keyAEResult
Description:

Information about the properties and element
classes of the object class. The information
about properties includes the property IDs and
object class IDs of the properties, Boolean
values that specify whether the properties are
non-modifiable, and human-language
descriptions of the properties that can be used
by scripting utilities. The information about
element classes includes the object class IDs of
the element classes, Boolean values that
specify whether the element classes contain
non-modifiable elements, the key forms that
can be used to find the elements belonging to the
element classes, and human-language
descriptions of the element classes that can be
used by scripting utilities.

Descriptor Type:

typeClassInfo

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes
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To get information about all the object classes supported by an
application, a client application can send Get Class Info Apple
events recursively, beginning with the topmost object in an
application’s container hierarchy. The client application first gets
information about all the elements and properties contained in the
topmost object, then about the elements and properties of those
elements and properties, and so on. To specify that it wants
information about the topmost object in the application’s container
hierarchy (which is typically the application itself), a client
application sends a Get Class Info Apple event without a direct
parameter.
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To respond to a Get Class Info Apple event, the server application
usually obtains information from its Apple Event User Terminology
resources (the 'aeut' and 'aete' resources). Included in these resources
are human-language descriptions of Apple event constructs, and
applications can have different 'aeut' and 'aete' resources for
different languages. The keyAEWritingCode parameter of Get Class
Info specifies the human language and script system in which to
return descriptions about elements and properties. For most server
applications, the language and script system codes specified by this
parameter must correspond to the codes for one of the 'aeut'/'aete'
resource pairs for the application. For more information about 'aeut'
and 'aete' resources, see the Apple Event User Terminology Resources
Developer Note.
Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Get Data—return the data for a set of objects
The Get Data Apple event requests the data for a set of objects.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEGetData

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects whose data is to be returned

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

keyAERequestedType
Description:

A descriptor list containing typeType
descriptor records. The items in the list specify
the desired descriptor types for the data, in
order of preference. The typeWildCard
constant specifies that a descriptor record of
any descriptor type can be returned, and the
typeBest constant specifies the descriptor type
that contains the most information from the
object (see “Notes”).

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the default descriptor
type of the objects whose data is to be returned)

Description:

A descriptor list containing data for the
specified objects. Each descriptor record in the
list contains the data for a single object. The
descriptor type of the descriptor records is
either (1) one of the descriptor types specified
in the keyAERequestedType parameter or, (2)
if the Apple event server cannot provide any of
the descriptor types specified in the
keyAERequestedType parameter, the default
descriptor type of the objects.

Descriptor Type:

Either a single descriptor record or typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required (see “Notes”)

Description:

The result code for the event

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber
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Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes

The Get Data Apple event requests the data contained in a set of
objects. To handle this Apple event, the server application must (1)
extract the necessary data from the objects, (2) create descriptor
records of a requested descriptor type to hold the data (or, if it is not
possible to provide a descriptor record of this type, a descriptor record
of the default descriptor type for the object), and (3) return the
descriptor records to the client application.
The optional keyAERequestedType parameter contains a list of the
desired descriptor types for the data, in order of preference. If the
keyAERequestedType parameter is included, the server application
must check the descriptor types in order and return the data in a
descriptor record whose descriptor type is the first type it can use. If
the constant typeBest appears in place of an actual descriptor type
code, it specifies the descriptor type that can contain the most
information from the specified object(s). (This is the descriptor type
specified by the pBestType property of the object.) If the constant
typeWildCard appears in place of an actual descriptor type code, it
specifies that any descriptor type can be returned. (If typeWildCard is
included, the server application should normally return a descriptor
record of the default descriptor type for the object class.) If the list
contains neither typeWildCard nor any descriptor type that the server
can use to return the data, the server application must return the result
code errAECantSupplyType. Finally, if the optional
keyAERequestedType parameter is omitted, the server must return the
data in a descriptor record of the default descriptor type for the object
class.
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For most object classes, there are no descriptor types that can be used
for all the data in the objects (that is, the data contained in all the
properties and elements of the objects). For this reason, the
information returned by Get Data is not usually sufficient to create
equivalent objects (that is, those with identical properties and
elements) in other applications. Instead, the descriptor records
returned by Get Data contain specific data from the objects that is of
particular interest to the client application. There are, however,
exceptions: for many of the object classes defined in the QuickDraw
Graphics and QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suites, there are
corresponding descriptor types that encapsulate all the information
necessary to create equivalent objects in another application.

s
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Important

When a Get Data Apple event requests a descriptor
type that is not the default descriptor type for an
object, the data returned by the server application
can be entirely different from the data for the
default descriptor type. For example, consider the
data returned for a page of a word-processing
document. If the default descriptor type for a page
object is typeIntlText, the data returned by a Get
Data Apple event without a keyAERequestedType
parameter is simply a series of characters. If,
instead, the value of the keyAERequestedType
parameter is typeDrawingArea, the server
application returns a graphic image of the page as
it would be printed, thereby providing entirely
different data for the object. In the descriptions of
their extensions to standard Apple events,
applications can specify the descriptor types they
can return for each of the object classes they
support. s
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For a number of object classes, the default descriptor record is an
object specifier record (a descriptor record of type
typeObjectSpecifier). The object specifier record is used as a reference
to the object (or set of objects), not as a container for returning data
from the objects. The client application can use the object specifier
record to get the relevant data from the properties and elements of
the objects. The server application must return the most efficient
object specifier record it can (that is, the object specifier record that
allows it to find the specified objects most quickly). The resulting
object specifier record gives the client the quickest possible access to
the elements and properties of the specified objects.
The keyAEResult parameter (which is either a single descriptor
record or a descriptor list) is required in most, but not all, cases:
■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can specify
more than one object, the keyAEResult parameter is required. If no
objects were handled, the keyAEResult parameter must be an
empty list.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object was
handled successfully, then the reply must include a keyAEResult
parameter.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object does not
exist or was not handled, then the keyAEResult parameter can be
omitted from the reply.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantSupplyType

–10009

Cannot supply the requested descriptor
type for the data

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Get Data Size—return the sizes of a set of objects
The Get Data Size Apple event requests the sizes, in bytes, of the data for a
set of objects.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEGetDataSize

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The objects whose data size is to be returned

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

keyAERequestedType
Description:

The descriptor type of the descriptor records to
contain the objects’ data (see “Notes”)

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the default type of
the object)

Description:

One or more typeLongInteger descriptor records.
Each descriptor record specifies the size, in
bytes, of a specified object. If the key form for
the keyDirectObject parameter can only be used
to specify a single object, the keyAEResult
parameter is a single typeLongInteger
descriptor record. If the key form for the
keyDirectObject parameter can specify more
than one object, the keyAEResult parameter is
a descriptor list (a descriptor record of type
typeAEList) that contains typeLongInteger
descriptor records.

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger or typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required (see “Notes”)

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber
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keyErrorString

Notes

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

As described in the definition of the Get Data Apple event, the data
for some objects can be returned as descriptor records of different
descriptor types. Because the size of the data returned in the
different descriptor types can be different, the Get Data Size Apple
event includes an optional keyAERequestedType parameter that
allows the client application to specify the descriptor type for the
data. (If the keyAERequestedType parameter is omitted, the data
size returned is the size of the default descriptor type for the object.)
For example, consider the data for one page of a word-processing
document. Data returned as a descriptor record of type typeIntlText
(which contains only the characters on the page) is likely to be
considerably smaller than data returned as a typeDrawingArea
descriptor record that contains a graphic image of the page.
The keyAEResult parameter (which is either a single typeLongInteger
descriptor record or a descriptor list) is required in most, but not
all, cases:
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■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can specify
more than one object, the keyAEResult parameter is required. If no
objects were handled, the keyAEResult parameter must be an
empty list.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object was
handled successfully, then the reply must include a keyAEResult
parameter.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object does not
exist or was not handled, then the keyAEResult parameter can be
omitted from the reply.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantSupplyType

–10009

Cannot supply the requested descriptor
type for the data

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Get Event Info—return information about
the Apple events in a suite
The Get Event Info Apple event requests information about the Apple events in a
suite (that is, those Apple events whose event class is the same).
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEGetEventInfo

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The event class of the Apple events for which
to return information

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Required

keyAEWritingCode
Description:

The codes for the human language and script
system in which to return descriptions of the
Apple events (see “Notes”). The integer codes
used to specify languages and script systems are
defined in the header files for the Script
Manager. For information about these codes, see
Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software Overview,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlWritingCode

Required or Optional?

Optional. If this parameter is not included, no
human-language descriptions are returned.

Description:

A list containing typeEventInfo descriptor
records. Each descriptor record in this list
contains information about one of the Apple
events in the specified suite. The information
includes the event class and event ID of the
event, the human-language description of the
event that is used by scripting utilities, and the
parameters of the event.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult
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keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string that describes the error, if
any, that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes

To respond to a Get Event Info Apple event, the server application
normally obtains information from its Apple Event User Terminology
resources (the 'aeut' and 'aete' resources). Included in these resources
are human-language descriptions of Apple event constructs, and
applications can have different 'aeut' and 'aete' resources for
different languages. The keyAEWritingCode parameter of Get Event
Info specifies the human language and script system in which to
return descriptions about the Apple events in a suite. For most server
applications, the language and script system codes specified by this
parameter must correspond to the codes for one of the 'aeut'/'aete'
resource pairs for the application. For more information about 'aeut'
and 'aete' resources, see the Apple Event User Terminology Resources
Developer Note.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Move—move a set of objects
The Move Apple event is a request to move a set of objects.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAEMove

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to move

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The new location for the objects

Descriptor Type:

typeInsertionLoc

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

Object specifier record(s) that specify the object
or objects that have been moved. If the key form
for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, the keyAEResult
parameter is a single object specifier record (a
descriptor record of type typeObjectSpecifier).
If the key form for the keyDirectObject
parameter can specify more than one object, this
parameter is a descriptor list (a descriptor
record of type typeAEList) that contains object
specifier records.

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier or typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required (see “Notes”)

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

keyAEInsertHere

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber
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keyErrorString

Notes

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

If the keyDirectObject parameter specifies more than one object to
move, the order of the objects must not change when they are moved.
For example, suppose that a Move Apple event specifies to move
paragraphs 10 through 12 immediately before paragraph 1. In this
example, paragraph 10 becomes the new paragraph 1, paragraph 11
becomes the new paragraph 2, and paragraph 12 becomes the new
paragraph 3.
If the server application is not successful in handling the Move
Apple event, it must not delete the set of objects to be moved.
The keyAEResult parameter (which is either a single
typeObjectSpecifier descriptor record or a descriptor list) is required
in most, but not all, cases:
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■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can specify
more than one object, the keyAEResult parameter is required. If no
objects were handled, the keyAEResult parameter must be an
empty list.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object was
handled successfully, then the reply must include a keyAEResult
parameter.

■

If the key form for the keyDirectObject parameter can only be
used to specify a single object, and the specified object does not
exist or was not handled, then the keyAEResult parameter can be
omitted from the reply.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The object is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object currently cannot be modified

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAENotAnElement

–10008

A specified object is a property, not an
element

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Open—open a set of objects
The Open Apple event is a request to open a set of objects. It is an extension of the
Open Documents Apple event defined in the Required suite.
Event Class

kCoreEventClass (see “Notes”)

Event ID

kAEOpen (see “Notes”)

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to open. The objects are
normally specified with a typeObjectSpecifier
descriptor record. For compatibility with the
Open Documents Apple event defined in the
Required suite, document objects can also be
specified with a list of alias records (a
typeAEList descriptor record that contains
typeAlias descriptors).

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier or typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString
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Notes

If any of the objects specified by the direct parameter are already
open, they must remain open.
Because the Open Apple event is an extension of the Open Documents
Apple event defined in the Required suite, the four-character codes
for its event class and event ID are the same as those for the Open
Documents Apple event. (The constants kAEOpenDocuments and
kAEOpen have the same value.) Note that the event class for Open
(kCoreEventClass) is different from the event class of most of the
Apple events in the Core suite.

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Print—print a set of objects
A Print Apple event is a request to print a set of objects. It is an extension of the Print
Documents Apple event defined in the Required suite.
Event Class

kCoreEventClass (see “Notes”)

Event ID

kAEPrint (see “Notes”)

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to print. The objects are
normally specified with a typeObjectSpecifier
descriptor record. For compatibility with the
Print Documents Apple event defined in the
Required suite, document objects can also be
specified with a list of alias records (a
typeAEList descriptor record that contains
typeAlias descriptors).

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier or typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString
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Notes

The keyInteractLevelAttr attribute of a Print Documents Apple event
determines whether the server application can interact with the user
when handling the event (by, for example, displaying Page Setup
and/or Print dialog boxes). If the kAENeverInteract flag is set, the
server application must never interact with the user when handling this
Apple event. If the kAECanInteract flag is set, the server application
can interact with the user if necessary when handling the Apple event
(for example, when an Apple event handler would fail if it could not get
information from the user). If the kAEAlwaysInteract flag is set, the
server application can interact with the user at any time when handling
the Apple event. For more information about the keyInteractLevelAttr
attribute, see Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.
Because the Print Apple event is an extension of the Print Documents
Apple event defined in the Required suite, the four-character codes for
its event class and event ID are the same as those for the Print
Documents Apple event. (The constants kAEPrintDocuments and
kAEPrint have the same value.) Note that the event class for Print
(kCoreEventClass) is different from the event class of most of the Apple
events in the Core suite.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Quit Application—perform tasks before termination,
then terminate
A Quit Application Apple event is a request to perform any tasks that your
application would perform when the user chooses Quit from the File menu. This
Apple event is an extension of the Quit Application Apple event defined in the
Required suite. The sole addition is the keyAESaveOptions parameter, which
specifies whether or not to save documents that have been modified.
Event Class

kCoreEventClass (see “Notes”)

Event ID

kAEQuitApplication (see “Notes”)

Parameter
keyAESaveOptions
Description:

Specifies whether or not to save currently open
documents that have been modified. The
constant kAEYes specifies to save the
documents. The constant kAENo specifies that
the documents are not to be saved. The constant
kAEAsk specifies to ask the user whether or not
to save the documents.

Descriptor Type:

typeEnumeration

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: kAEAsk)

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString
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Notes

The Finder sends the Quit Application Apple event when the user
chooses Restart or Shut Down from the Special menu in the Finder.
Applications other than the Finder can also send the Quit
Application Apple event to terminate an application.
Because the Quit Application Apple event defined in the Core suite
is an extension of the Quit Application Apple event defined in the
Required suite, the four-character event class and event ID codes are
the same for both versions. Note that the event class for Quit
Application (kCoreEventClass) is different from the event class of
most of the Apple events in the Core suite.
If the value of the keyAESaveOptions parameter is kAEAsk (which
indicates that the user must be asked whether or not
to save currently open documents that have been modified),
but user interaction is not allowed, the application must return
errAENoUserInteraction as the result. (For information about
user interaction and the keyInteractLevelAttr attribute of Apple
events, see Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.)

s
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Important

Your application must not call ExitToShell from
within a Quit Application handler. Because the
Quit Application handler has been called by the
Apple Event Manager, exiting directly from the
handler may prevent the Apple Event Manager
(and other managers) from cleaning up their data
structures before exiting. You must instead wait until
control returns to the main event loop before calling
ExitToShell. s
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Save—save a set of objects
The Save Apple event is a request to save a set of objects. The objects are saved on
disks or other storage devices.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAESave

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to save

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The file in which to save the set of objects

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the document in
which the set of objects was last saved or, if the
set of objects has not been saved before, a
document chosen or created by the Apple event
server application)

Description:

The file type of the document in which to save
the data (see “Notes”)

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the file type of the
file specified by the keyAEFile parameter)

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyAEFile

keyAEFileType

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes
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Most applications save only cDocument objects.
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If the set of objects to be saved cannot be saved because the user
cancels the operation, the objects must not be closed.
The keyInteractLevelAttr attribute of a Save Apple event
determines whether the server application can interact with the
user when handling the event (by, for example, displaying a dialog
box if saving the objects to the requested file will overwrite an
existing file). If the kAENeverInteract flag is set, the server
application must never interact with the user when handling this
Apple event. If the kAECanInteract flag is set, the server
application can interact with the user if necessary when handling
the Apple event (for example, when an Apple event handler would
fail if it could not get information from the user). If the
kAEAlwaysInteract flag is set, the server application can interact
with the user at any time when handling the Apple event. For more
information about the keyInteractLevelAttr attribute, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
The keyAEFileType parameter specifies the file format in which to
save the set of objects. For example, a document created by a word
processor might be saved in the word processor’s standard format, or
it might be saved as a text file (a file of type 'TEXT') containing only
ASCII text. The code used to specify the file type is the same as the
four-character code used by the Finder to identify file types.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Set Data—set the data of a set of objects
A Set Data Apple event is a request to set the data of a set of objects to a particular
value.
Event Class

kAECoreSuite

Event ID

kAESetData

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects whose data is to be set

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A descriptor record containing the data for the
set of objects. Each object in the set is set to the
value of this descriptor record.

Descriptor Type:

Can be any descriptor type

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyAEData

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

If the descriptor type of the keyAEData parameter is not the
default descriptor type for the set of objects whose value is to be set,
the Apple event server application must attempt to coerce it into a
descriptor type it can use. If the necessary coercion handler is not
available, the server application must return the result code
errAETypeError.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The object is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object currently cannot be modified

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Object classes defined in the Core suite
The Apple event object classes defined in the Core suite are described in the
following sections. Table 3-2 lists these object classes. The first of these, cObject and
cOpenableObject, are superclasses that are normally used only in definitions of other
classes. The remaining classes are listed in alphabetical order.

■

Table 3-2

Apple event object classes defined in the Core suite

Object class ID

Description

cObject

An abstract superclass; the root class of the object
inheritance hierarchy
Properties:
pBestType, pClass, pDefaultType
Element Classes: None

cOpenableObject

An abstract superclass; the superclass of objects that
can be opened (such as documents and windows)
Properties:
pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pName
Element Classes: None

cApplication

Macintosh applications
Properties:
pBestType, pClass, pClipboard,
pDefaultType, pInsertionLoc,
pIsFrontProcess, pName,
pUserSelection, pVersion
Element Classes: cDocument, cWindow

cChar

Text characters
Properties:

pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cText
(continued)
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■

Table 3-2

Apple event object classes defined in the Core suite (continued)

Object class ID

Description

cDocument

Macintosh documents
Properties:
pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pIsModified,
pName
Element Class:
cFile

cFile

Files
Properties:

pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pIsStationeryPad,
pName
Element Classes: None
cSelection

User or application selections
Properties:
pBestType, pClass, pDefaultType
Element Class:
cObjectSpecifier

cText

Series of characters
Properties:
pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cText

cWindow

Macintosh windows
Properties:
pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pHasCloseBox,
pHasTitleBar, pIndex,
pIsFloating, pIsModal,
pIsResizable, pIsZoomable,
pIsZoomed, pName, pSelection,
pVisible
Element Class:
cDocument

Figure 3-1 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for the object classes defined in the
Core suite. Listed for each object class are the properties, element classes, and Apple
events that have not been inherited from object classes higher in the inheritance
hierarchy.
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■

Figure 3-1

Object inheritance hierarchy for the Core suite

cApplication
pClipboard
pInsertionLoc
plsFrontProcess
pUserSelection
pVersion
cDocument
cWindow
cDocument

cOpenableObject
pName
Close
Open

pIsModified
cFile
Print
Save
cFile
pIsStationeryPad
Print

cObject

cSelection
cWindow

pBestType
pClass
pDefaultType
Clone
Count Elements
Create Element
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data

cObjectSpecifier

cText
pColor
pFont
pPointSize
pScriptTag
pTextStyles
pUniformStyles
cChar
cText

pBounds
pHasCloseBox
pHasTitleBar
pIndex
plsFloating
plsModal
plsResizable
plsZoomable
plsZoomed
pSelection
pVisible
cDocument
cChar

Key:
Properties & elements
Apple events
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cObject—root class of the object inheritance hierarchy
The cObject object class is the root class of the inheritance hierarchy for Apple event
objects. This means that all Apple event objects (except for primitive objects) inherit
the characteristics of cObject.
The cObject object class is an abstract superclass: a class whose characteristics are
inherited by other object classes. (For information about object class inheritance, see
the Apple Event Object Support Library Developer Note.) Abstract superclasses are
used only in definitions of other object classes; no instances—actual objects—belong to
class cObject or to any of the other abstract superclasses defined in the Apple Event
Registry.
Superclass

None

Default
Descriptor
Type

None (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID of the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

Element
Classes
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone
Count Elements
Create Element
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data
Notes

Because cObject is the root class of the inheritance hierarchy, it is
the only object class that does not have a superclass (a class from
which other classes inherit characteristics such as properties,
elements, and Apple events).

s

Important

The inheritance hierarchy of an application—
which determines what characteristics object
classes have in common—is different from a
container hierarchy, which is a series of containers
that contains a particular object. For more
information about the differences between
inheritance and container hierarchies, see the
Apple Event Object Support Library Developer
Note. s

Except for primitive object classes and cObject, every Apple event
object class must have a superclass. (For information about primitive
object classes, see the Apple Event Object Support Library Developer
Note.) If you define a new Apple event object class that has no other
class as its superclass, you must use cObject as its superclass.
Because there are no objects belonging to cObject from which to get
data, there is no best or default descriptor type for cObject. The
pBestType and pDefaultType properties of cObject—which specify
the best and default descriptor types, respectively—are there to be
inherited by other object classes.
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cOpenableObject—the superclass of objects
that can be opened
The cOpenableObject object class is the superclass for objects that can be opened, such
as applications and documents.
Like cObject, the cOpenableObject object class is an abstract superclass: a class whose
characteristics are inherited by other object classes. (For information about object
class inheritance, see the Apple Event Object Support Library Developer Note.)
Abstract superclasses are used only in definitions of other object classes; no
instances—actual objects—belong to class cOpenableObject or to any of the other
abstract superclasses defined in the Apple Event Registry.
Superclass

cObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

None (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID of the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType
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pName

Element
Classes

Description:

The name of the object

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Close

Not inherited

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Open

Not inherited

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Because there are no objects belonging to cOpenableObject from which
to get data, there is no best or default descriptor type for
cOpenableObject. The pBestType and pDefaultType properties of
cOpenableObject—which specify the best and default descriptor
types, respectively—are there to be inherited by other object classes.
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cApplication—Macintosh applications
The cApplication object class is the class for standard Macintosh applications. Your
application must extend this class (see the “Notes” section in this definition) to
include element classes for all the other objects contained in your application.
Superclass

cOpenableObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeObjectSpecifier (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pClipboard
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Description:

The Clipboard for the application. The contents of
the Clipboard are represented by a descriptor list;
the data for each descriptor record in the list is one of
the desk scrap data types (such as 'TEXT' or 'PICT')
supported by the application (see “Notes”).

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pDefaultType
Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pInsertionLoc
Description:

The location where the contents of the Clipboard are
inserted by a paste operation

Object Class ID:

cInsertionLoc

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pIsFrontProcess
Description:

If TRUE, indicates that the application is the
frontmost process

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the application

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

Yes, from cOpenableObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pName

pUserSelection
Description:

The current user selection for the application or, if
there is no current user selection for the application,
the location of the current insertion point

Object Class ID:

cSelection

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable
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pVersion
Description:

The version number of the application

Object Class ID:

cLongInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The documents for the application

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Element Classes
cDocument

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

The windows for the application that are currently
displayed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

cWindow

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Close

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Open

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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For nearly all applications, the cApplication object is the top of the
application’s container hierarchy. This means that the
cApplication object class must be extended to include, as elements,
those object classes that are next to the top in the container
hierarchy.

Notes

The pClipboard property of an application contains the contents of
the application’s Clipboard. Because the Clipboard can contain
different representations of the same information, the pClipboard
property is a descriptor list whose items contain the different
representations. (For information on how data is stored on the
Clipboard, see Chapter 15, “The Scrap Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume I.) The descriptor types of the descriptor records
in the list correspond to desk scrap data types supported by the
application. The four-character codes for these descriptor types must
be the same as the codes for the corresponding desk scrap data types.
This version of the Apple Event Registry defines three descriptor
types whose data is the same as the data for three standard desk
scrap data types: typeChar (= 'TEXT'), typePict (= 'PICT'), and
typeScrapStyles (= 'styl').

s

Important

Applications that define new desk scrap data types must also
define descriptor types that correspond to the desk scrap data
types. The four-character codes for these descriptor types must
be the same as the codes for the corresponding desk scrap data
types. s

A client application can specify the descriptor type of the data it
wants to get from the Clipboard by sending a Get Data Apple event
with the pClipboard property as the direct parameter and the desired
descriptor type as the value of the keyAERequestedType parameter.
The server application must return the result code
errAECantSupplyType if the specified descriptor type is neither a
type of one of the items currently in the pClipboard property nor a
type into which one of the items can be coerced.
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Although the pClipboard property is a descriptor list, a client
application can set the data of the Clipboard by sending a Set Data
Apple event with the pClipboard property as the direct parameter
and a descriptor that isn’t a list as the value of the keyAEData
parameter. (This works because the Apple Event Manager includes a
built-in coercion handler that coerces a single descriptor record into a
descriptor list containing a single item.) The one exception is when
the data for a single item on the Clipboard is itself a list. In this
case, the client application must create an empty list (a typeAEList
descriptor record), insert the list that is the data for the Clipboard
into the newly created empty list, and use the resulting single-item
list as the value of the keyAEData parameter.
The pUserSelection property is the current user selection, if any, for
the application. This selection is placed on the Clipboard when the
user chooses the application’s Cut or Copy menu item. For nearly all
applications, the current user selection is the selection in the
application’s active window.
Default descriptor records for objects of this object class do not contain
data from the objects. They instead contain object specifier records
that serve as efficient references to the objects. The server
application must return the most efficient object specifier records it
can (that is, the object specifier records that allow it to find the
specified objects most quickly). Client applications receiving these
object specifiers can use them to construct object specifier records for
properties and elements of the objects. The resulting object specifiers
provide the fastest possible access to the relevant properties and
elements.
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cChar—text characters
The cChar object class is the class for individual characters in text.
Superclass

cText (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the character

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType
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pFont
Description:

The name of the font of the character

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the character

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The script system and language of the character

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The text styles of the character

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointSize

pScriptTag

pTextStyles

pUniformStyles
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Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all characters

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable
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Element Classes
cChar
Description:

Characters contained in the set of characters (see
“Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

The text objects contained within the characters (see
“Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

To understand why cChar objects have characters as elements,
remember that an object specifier record can specify a single object
(such as “the first character of document ‘MyDocument’ ”) or a set
containing any number of objects (such as “characters 1 to 1024 of
document ‘MyDocument’ ”). This means that an object specifier record
of class cChar can refer to any number of characters (such as
“characters 1 to 1024 of document ‘MyDocument’ ”), and that it’s
possible—and often useful—to refer to characters that are elements
of that series of characters (such as “the first italic character of
characters 1 to 1024 of document ‘MyDocument’ ”).
Every text object class, including cChar, has a cText element class. A
cText object is a series of characters (such as “the text between
character 2 and character 20 . . .”), and the cText elements of a text
object are all of the possible series of characters contained within
the object. It’s seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in characters 1 to 1024”), because cText elements can begin
with any character in the text object and end with any subsequent
character in the text object. (For this reason, applications are not
required to support formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.)
Other key forms, in particular formRange, are useful for cText
elements. The earlier example (“the text between character 2 and
character 20 . . .”) illustrates how a cText element can refer to a range
of text within another text object.
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cDocument—open documents
The cDocument object class is the class for open Macintosh documents.
Superclass

cOpenableObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeObjectSpecifier (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID of the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

pIsModified
Description:

A flag indicating whether the document has been
modified since it was last saved

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable
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pName
Description:

The name of the document

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

Yes, from cOpenableObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Class
cFile
Description:

The file(s) in which the contents of the document are
saved

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Close

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Open

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Print

Not inherited

Save

Not inherited

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

Each application should extend the definition of cDocument to
include, as elements, the object classes for objects contained in
documents.
Objects of class cDocument are always open documents. (There is one
exception: an application can send an Open Apple event to open a
document that is not currently open. Applications can also open a
document by opening the corresponding cFile object that contains the
data for the document.)
The data for a cDocument object is stored in one or more cFile objects.
Because a cDocument object represents an open document, its data can
differ from the data for the corresponding cFile object(s) if the
document has been modified but the changes have not yet been saved.
Default descriptor records for objects of this object class do not contain
data from the objects. They instead contain object specifier records
that serve as efficient references to the objects. The server
application must return the most efficient object specifier records it
can (that is, the object specifier records that allow it to find the
specified objects most quickly). Client applications receiving these
object specifiers can use them to construct object specifier records for
properties and elements of the objects. The resulting object specifiers
provide the fastest possible access to the relevant properties and
elements.
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cFile—files
The cFile object class is the class for files.
Superclass

cOpenableObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeObjectSpecifier (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID of the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

pIsStationeryPad
Description:

Specifies whether the file is a stationery pad (when
users open a stationery pad, they create a copy of the
file; the original file is unchanged)

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The name of the file

pName
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Element
Classes

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

Yes, from cOpenableObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Close

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Open

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Print

Not inherited

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

Each application should extend the definition of cFile to include, as
elements, the object classes for objects contained in files.
Both cDocument and cFile objects can be printed. When a server
application prints a cDocument object (which represents an open
document), its actions can be visible to the user. In contrast, when a
server application prints a cFile object, its actions must be invisible
to the user:
■

If the file to be printed is not already open, it must not be made
visible while it is being printed, and it must be closed as soon as
printing is complete.

■

If the file to be printed is already open, it must be printed
without any changes, visible or invisible, being made to a
corresponding cDocument object.

Default descriptor records for objects of this object class do not contain
data from the objects. They instead contain object specifier records
that serve as efficient references to the objects. The server
application must return the most efficient object specifier records it
can (that is, the object specifier records that allow it to find the
specified objects most quickly). Client applications receiving these
object specifiers can use them to construct object specifier records for
properties and elements of the objects. The resulting object specifiers
provide the fastest possible access to the relevant properties and
elements.
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cSelection—user or application selections
The cSelection object class is the class of an object that represents data selected by
the user or an application.
Superclass

cObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeObjectSpecifier (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType
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Element Class
cObjectSpecifier
Description:

Object specifier records for the objects contained in the
current selection

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Default descriptor records for objects of this object class do not contain
data from the objects. They instead contain object specifier records
that serve as efficient references to the objects. The server
application must return the most efficient object specifier records it
can (that is, the object specifier records that allow it to find the
specified objects most quickly). Client applications receiving these
object specifiers can use them to construct object specifier records for
properties and elements of the objects. The resulting object specifiers
provide the fastest possible access to the relevant properties and
elements.
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cText—series of characters
The cText object class is the class for series of characters. It is also the superclass for
cChar (the object class for characters).
Superclass

cObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the font of the first character of the text

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType

pFont
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Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The size, in points, of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointSize

pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the text

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the text
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the text. A
Set Data Apple event to change text styles changes
the text styles of all the characters of
the text.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
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Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the text

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable
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Element Classes
cChar
Description:

Characters contained in the text

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects contained in the text (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point
size—are properties of individual characters and can change from
one character of the object to the next. As a result, when a client
application gets the value of any of these properties (by sending a
Get Data Apple event), it gets the characteristics of only the first
character of the object. To find out if the characteristics are the same
for all the characters in the object, client applications can use the Is
Uniform Apple event defined in Chapter 9, “Miscellaneous
Standards,” if the server application supports this event. To see if
the text styles are the same for all the characters in a text object,
client applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the
object.
A cText object can be specified as a range between two characters
(such as “the text between character 1 and character 1024”). A cText
object specified in this way is a single object. In contrast,
a range of cChar objects (such as “the characters from character
1 to character 1024”) is an ordered set of individual character objects.
For information on ranges (and the formRange key form used to
specify them), see the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note.
Every text object class, including cText, has a cText element class. The cText
elements of a text object are all of the possible series of characters
contained within the object. It’s seldom useful to refer to a cText element
with the formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in characters 1 to 1024”), because cText elements can begin with
any character in the text object and end with any subsequent character in
the text object. (For this reason, applications are not required to support
formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.) Other key forms, in particular
formRange, are useful for cText elements. For example, “the text between
character 2 and character 20 . . .” illustrates how a cText element specified
with a formRange key can refer to a range of text within another text
object.
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cWindow—Macintosh windows
The cWindow object class is the class for Macintosh windows.
Superclass

cOpenableObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeObjectSpecifier (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The boundary rectangle for the content region
of the window

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType
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pHasCloseBox
Description:

Specifies whether the window has a close box

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Specifies whether the window has a title bar

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pHasTitleBar

pIndex
Description:

The number of the window (window 1 is the frontmost
window, window 2 is the window immediately
behind window 1, and so on)

Object Class ID:

cLongInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Specifies whether the window is a floating window

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Specifies whether the window is modal

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Specifies whether the window is resizable

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pIsFloating

pIsModal

pIsResizable
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pIsZoomable
Description:

Specifies whether the window can be zoomed

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pIsZoomed
Description:

If TRUE, specifies that the window is full size. If
FALSE, specifies that the window is the size
specified by the user.

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The title of the window

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

Yes, from cOpenableObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pName

pSelection
Description:

The selection (defined by the user or the application)
(see “Notes”)

Object Class ID:

cSelection

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pVisible
Description:

Specifies whether the window is visible. Setting this
property to FALSE makes the window invisible.

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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Element Class
cDocument
Description:
Inherited?
Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?
Key Forms:

A document associated with the window (see “Notes”)
No
Non-modifiable
formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone
Inherited from cObject
Close
Inherited from cOpenableObject
Count Elements
Inherited from cObject
Create Element
Inherited from cObject
Delete
Inherited from cObject
Do Objects Exist
Inherited from cObject
Get Class Info
Inherited from cObject
Get Data
Inherited from cObject
Get Data Size
Inherited from cObject
Move
Inherited from cObject
Open
Inherited from cOpenableObject
Set Data
Inherited from cObject
Notes

Your application should extend the definition of cWindow to
include, as elements, object classes for the objects contained in the
window.
Not all windows have documents associated with them. Windows
that have no associated documents have no cDocument elements.
Although each window can have its own selection (which is
specified by its pSelection property), only one selection can be the
current user selection. This selection is normally the selection in the
currently active window.
Default descriptor records for objects of this object class do not contain
data from the objects. They instead contain object specifier records
that serve as efficient references to the objects. The server
application must return the most efficient object specifier records it
can (that is, the object specifier records that allow it to find the
specified objects most quickly). Client applications receiving these
object specifiers can use them to construct object specifier records for
properties and elements of the objects. The resulting object specifiers
provide the fastest possible access to the relevant properties and
elements.
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Primitive object classes defined in the Core suite
Table 3-3 lists the primitive Apple event object classes (classes with no properties
and only one element) defined in the Core suite.

■

Table 3-3

Primitive object classes defined in the Core suite

Object class ID

Descriptor type of element

Description

cAEList

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

cBoolean

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

cFixed
cInsertionLoc

typeFixed
typeInsertionLoc

cIntlText

typeIntlText

cIntlWritingCode

typeIntlWritingCode

A fixed-point number
A location at which to insert
elements
Text in a specific language and
script system
Codes that specify a language
and a script system

cLongInteger
cObjectSpecifier

typeLongInteger
typeObjectSpecifier

A 4-byte integer
An Apple event object specifier
record

cQDRectangle

typeQDRectangle

A QuickDraw rectangle

cRGBColor

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

cTextStyles

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

cType

typeType

A four-character code
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Descriptor types defined in the Core suite
The descriptor types defined in the Core suite are described in the following sections.
Table 3-4 lists these descriptor types.

■

Table 3-4

Descriptor types defined in the Core suite

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

typeAERecord

An AE record

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

typeChar

A series of characters

typeClassInfo

Information about an object class

typeElemInfo

Information about an element class

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a set of related codes

typeEventInfo

Information about an Apple event

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

typeInsertionLoc

A location at which to insert elements

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and script system

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that identify a language and a script system

typeLongInteger

A 4-byte integer

typeObjectSpecifier

An Apple event object specifier record

typeParamInfo

Information about an Apple event parameter

typePropInfo

Information about a property

typeQDRectangle

A QuickDraw rectangle

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

typeShortInteger

A 2-byte integer

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

typeType

A four-character code
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typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record contains a list of descriptor records. The descriptor
records in the list can be of any descriptor type, and they need not all be of the same
type. For more information about descriptor records and descriptor lists, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeAERecord—an AE record
A typeAERecord descriptor record is an Apple event list in which each item is a
keyword-specified descriptor record. For information about AE records, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeBoolean—a Boolean value
A typeBoolean descriptor record contains a Boolean value.
Data Size

1 byte

Notes

The value 1 is used to represent TRUE, and the value 0 is used to
represent FALSE.
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typeChar—a series of characters
A typeChar descriptor record contains a series of characters. The text is represented
in the same way as 'TEXT' desk scrap data on the Clipboard. For information about
the 'TEXT' desk scrap data type, see Chapter 15, “The Scrap Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume I.
Size

Variable

Notes

The typeIntlText descriptor type should be used in place of typeChar
in any applications intended for a worldwide audience.

typeClassInfo—information about an object class
A typeClassInfo descriptor record contains information about the properties and
elements of an object class.
Description

To create a typeClassInfo descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeClassInfo
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEElements

typeAEList

A list containing typeElemInfo
descriptor records. Each
descriptor record in this list
contains information about one
of the element classes of the
specified object class.

keyAEProperties

typeAEList

A list containing typePropInfo
descriptor records. Each
descriptor record in this list
contains information about one
of the properties of the
specified object class.

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record
into any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is
not required.
Data Size
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Variable
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typeElemInfo—information about an element class
A typeElemInfo descriptor record contains information about an element class of an
Apple event object.
Description

To create a typeElemInfo descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeElemInfo
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEClassID
keyAEKeyForms

typeType
typeAEList

keyAEUserTerm

typeChar

The class ID of the element class
A list (of type typeType descriptor
records) that specifies the key
forms for the element class
The human-language description
of the element class (see “Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into any
other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

Descriptor records of type typeElemInfo are used to create the
typeClassInfo descriptor records that are returned as the results of
Get Class Info Apple events. When responding to a Get Class Info
Apple event, a server application normally obtains the necessary
information from its Apple Event User Terminology resources (the
'aeut' and 'aete' resources). Included in these resources are humanlanguage descriptions of element classes, and one of these
descriptions is used for the keyAEUserTerm field in the record that
is coerced into a typeElemInfo descriptor record. If the Get Class Info
Apple event does not include an optional keyAEWritingCode
parameter, the server application must not include the
keyAEUserTerm field. For more information about 'aeut' and 'aete'
resources, see the Apple Event User Terminology Resources
Developer Note.
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The 'aeut' and 'aete' resources for an application do not include
specific information about each of the element classes of an object
class. When asked for information about an element class, a server
object class must provide information about the object class to which
the specified elements belong. This information is the same for all
objects—elements and properties—that belong to this class.

typeEnumeration—a four-character code from a set of
related codes
A typeEnumeration descriptor record contains a four-character code from a set of
related codes. The set of related codes (such as { 'yes ', 'no ', 'ask ' } ) is
known as an enumeration, and the constants that identify the codes in the set (such as
the kAEYes, kAENo, and kAEAsk constants defined in the Core suite) are known as
enumerators.
Data Size

4 bytes

Notes

It is up to each Apple event server application to determine whether
the code in a typeEnumeration descriptor record belongs to the correct
enumeration.

typeEventInfo—information about an Apple event
A typeEventInfo descriptor record contains information about an Apple event.
Description
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To create a typeEventInfo descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeEventInfo
descriptor record:
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Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEEventClass

typeType

The event class of the Apple
event

keyAEEventID

typeType

The event ID of the Apple
event

keyAEParameters

typeAEList

A list (of type typeParamInfo
descriptor records) that
contains information about
each of the parameters of the
Apple event

keyAEResultInfo

typeParamInfo

Information about the
keyAEResult parameter of the
reply

keyAEUserTerm

typeChar

The human-language
description of the Apple event
(see “Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

Descriptor records of type typeEventInfo are returned in the results of
Get Event Info Apple events. When responding to a Get Event Info
Apple event, a server application normally obtains the necessary
information from its Apple Event User Terminology resources (the
'aeut' and 'aete' resources). Included in these resources are humanlanguage descriptions of Apple events, and one of these descriptions
is used for the keyAEUserTerm field in the record that is coerced into
a typeEventInfo descriptor record. If the Get Class Info Apple event
does not include an optional keyAEWritingCode parameter, the
server application doesn’t include the keyAEUserTerm field. For
more information about 'aeut' and 'aete' resources, see the Apple
Event User Terminology Resources Developer Note.
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typeFixed—a fixed-point number
A typeFixed descriptor record contains a fixed-point number. The number is a 32-bit
signed quantity in which the high-order 16 bits represent the integer part of the
number and the low-order 16 bits represent the fractional part. Negative numbers are
the two’s complement; they’re formed by treating the fixed-point number as a long
integer, inverting each bit, and adding 1 to the least significant bit. This
representation is the same as for the Fixed data type defined in Chapter 3,
“Macintosh Memory Management: An Introduction,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeInsertionLoc—a location at which to insert elements
A typeInsertionLoc descriptor record defines an insertion location, a location at
which an element or a set of elements can be inserted into a specific container.
Description

To create a typeInsertionLoc descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeInsertionLoc descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEObject

typeObjectSpecifier An object specifier that must
specify a single object. The
meaning of this object
specifier is determined by
the value of the
keyAEPosition field (see
“Notes”).

keyAEPosition

typeEnumeration

A value that specifies where
to put the element(s) in
relation to the object
specified in the keyAEObject
field (see “Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
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Data Size

Variable

Notes

The keyAEPosition field must contain one of the following values:
■

The constant kAEBefore specifies to insert the element(s) (1) into
the same container as the container for the object specified by the
keyAEObject field, and (2) immediately before the first object
specified by the keyAEObject field.

■

The constant kAEAfter specifies to insert the element(s) (1) into
the same container as the container for the object specified by the
keyAEObject field, and (2) immediately after the last object
specified by the keyAEObject field.

■

The constant kAEBeginning specifies to insert the element(s) (1)
into the container specified by the keyAEObject field, and (2)
before all other elements of the same class in that container.

■

The constant kAEEnd specifies to insert the element(s) (1) into the
container specified by the keyAEObject field, and (2) after all
other elements of the same class in that container.

■

The constant kAEReplace specifies that the element(s) to be
inserted are to replace the object specified by the keyAEObject
field.

The keyAEObject field must specify a single object. Applications can,
however, extend the definition of typeInsertionLoc to allow the
keyAEObject field to specify more than one object. These
applications must specify what occurs when the field specifies
multiple objects.
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typeIntlText—text in a specific language
and script system
A typeIntlText descriptor record contains identifiers for the language and script
system of text followed by the text itself. This descriptor type should be used in
place of typeChar (a simpler text descriptor type defined in the Core suite) in any
applications intended for a worldwide audience.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlText descriptor record contains
the following:
■

a 2-byte script code that identifies the script system of the text

■

a 2-byte language code that identifies the language of the text

■

the characters in the text (a series of either 1- or 2-byte
characters; the script system determines whether the characters
are 1 or 2 bytes in length)

The language and script system must be the same for all the
characters of the text.
The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size
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Variable
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typeIntlWritingCode—codes that identify a language and a
script system
A typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record contains codes that specify the language
and script system for text.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record
contains the same data as the following Pascal record:
TYPE
WritingCode = RECORD
theScriptCode : INTEGER; {
{
{
theLangCode : INTEGER;
{
{
{
END;

Code that identifies }
the script system of }
the text }
Code that identifies }
the language of the }
text }

The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeLongInteger—a 4-byte integer
A typeLongInteger descriptor record contains a 4-byte long integer.
Data Size

4 bytes
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typeObjectSpecifier—an Apple event
object specifier record
A typeObjectSpecifier descriptor record is an Apple event object specifier record. (For
information about object specifier records, see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.)
Data Size

Variable

typeParamInfo—information about an
Apple event parameter
A typeParamInfo descriptor record contains information about a parameter of an
Apple event.
Description
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To create a typeParamInfo descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeParamInfo
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEDescType

typeType

keyAEKeyword
keyAEParamFlags

typeType
typeShortInteger

keyAEUserTerm

typeChar

The descriptor type of the
parameter, except if the
parameter is of type
typeAEList, in which case the
field must contain the
descriptor type of the items in
the list. (If the list can contain
descriptor records of more than
one type, it is up to the server
application to decide which of
the descriptor types to
specify.)
The keyword of the parameter
Flags describing the parameter
(see “Notes”)
The human-language
description of the parameter
(see “Notes”)
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Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into any
other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

Descriptor records of type typeParamInfo are returned in the results
of Get Event Info Apple events. When responding to a Get Event Info
Apple event, a server application usually obtains the necessary
information from its Apple Event User Terminology resources (the
'aeut' and 'aete' resources). Included in these resources are humanlanguage descriptions of Apple event parameters, and one of these
descriptions is used for the keyAEUserTerm field in the record that
is coerced into a typeParamInfo descriptor record. If the Get Event
Info Apple event does not include an optional keyAEWritingCode
parameter, the server application doesn’t include the
keyAEUserTerm field. For more information about 'aeut' and 'aete'
resources, see the Apple Event User Terminology Resources
Developer Note.
The keyAEParamFlags field contains 16 flags that describe the
parameter or, in some cases, the Apple event that contains the
parameter. These flags are identical to the flags in an 'aeut' or 'aete'
resource that describe the parameter. (For descriptions of these
flags, see the Apple Event User Terminology Resources Developer
Note.) Each bit of this field is used for a flag: the high-order bit
contains the first flag listed in the 'aeut' or 'aete' resource, the next
bit contains the next flag listed, and so on. A value of 1 for a bit
corresponds to a Boolean TRUE value for the flag in the 'aeut' or
'aete' resource, whereas a 0 corresponds to FALSE.
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typePropInfo—information about a property
A typePropInfo descriptor record contains information about a property of an Apple
event object.
Description

To create a typePropInfo descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typePropInfo
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEClassID

typeType

The class ID for the Apple
event object class of the
property

keyAEPropFlags

typeShortInteger

Flags describing the property
(see “Notes”)

keyAEPropID

typeType

The property ID of the
property

keyAEUserTerm

typeChar

The human-language
description of the property (see
“Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

Descriptor records of type typePropInfo are used to create the
typeClassInfo descriptor records returned by Get Class Info Apple
events. When responding to a Get Class Info Apple event, a server
application usually obtains the necessary information from its Apple
Event User Terminology resources (the 'aeut' and 'aete' resources).
Included in these resources are human-language descriptions of
properties, and one of these descriptions is used for the
keyAEUserTerm field in the record that is coerced into a
typePropInfo descriptor record. If the Get Class Info Apple event
does not include an optional keyAEWritingCode parameter, the
server application doesn’t include the keyAEUserTerm field. For
more information about 'aeut' and 'aete' resources, see the Apple
Event User Terminology Resources Developer Note.
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The keyAEPropFlags field contains 16 flags that describe the
property. These flags are identical to the flags in an 'aeut' or 'aete'
resource that describe the property. (For descriptions of these flags,
see the Apple Event User Terminology Resources Developer Note.)
Each bit of this field is used for a flag: the high-order bit contains
the first flag listed in the 'aeut' or 'aete' resource, the next bit
contains the next flag listed, and so on. A value of 1 for a bit
corresponds to a Boolean TRUE value for the flag in the 'aeut' or
'aete' resource, whereas a 0 corresponds to FALSE.

typeQDRectangle—a QuickDraw rectangle
A typeQDRectangle descriptor record contains a QuickDraw rectangle.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeQDRectangle descriptor record
contains the same data as the following QuickDraw Rect record:
TYPE
Rect = RECORD
topLeft : Point; { The top-left point of the }
{ rectangle }
bottomRight : Point; { The bottom-right point of }
{ the rectangle }
END;
For complete information about QuickDraw Rect records, see Chapter
6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.

Data Size

8 bytes
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typeRGBColor—a 6-byte color specifier
A typeRGBColor descriptor record contains the color of an object in terms of its red,
green, and blue components.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeRGBColor descriptor record contains
the same data as the following Color QuickDraw RGBColor record:
TYPE
RGBColor = RECORD
red : INTEGER;
{ the red value }
green : INTEGER; { the green value }
blue : INTEGER; { the blue value }
END;
For information about Color QuickDraw RGBColor records, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

6 bytes

Notes

If your application supports other descriptor types for representing
colors (such as those defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite), it should also provide coercion handlers for
coercing these additional color types into typeRGBColor and for
coercing descriptor records of type typeRGBColor into the additional
color types

typeShortInteger—a 2-byte integer
A typeShortInteger descriptor record contains a 2-byte short integer.
Data Size

2 bytes

Notes

The typeShortInteger descriptor type is used for 2-byte integers. For
4-byte integers, use typeLongInteger.
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typeTextStyles—a text style specifier
A typeTextStyles descriptor record specifies the styles of a text object.
Description

To create a typeTextStyles descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeTextStyles
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEOffStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles supported by
the application that do not
apply to (or are to be removed
from) the text object (see
“Notes”)

keyAEOnStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles that apply
(or are added) to the text object
(see “Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record
into any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is
not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

To get or set the styles of a text object, you get or set its pTextStyles
property. This property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive
object whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. The meaning
of a typeTextStyles descriptor record varies according to whether
you are getting or setting the styles of a text object. When you get
styles (by sending a Get Data Apple event with a text object’s
pTextStyles property as the direct parameter), you get the styles of
the first character of the text object. When you set styles (by sending
a Set Data Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as
the direct parameter and a typeTextStyles descriptor record as the
data), you set all the characters in the text object to the styles
specified by the typeTextStyles descriptor record.
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Applications set the styles of a text object as follows:
■

Styles specified in the keyAEOnStyles list (one of the two lists
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are added to
the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a word
is already bold but has no other styles. If the keyAEOnStyles list
contains kAEBold, kAEItalic, and kAEShadow, all the
characters of the word remain bold, and the word is also
italicized and shadowed.

■

The styles specified in the keyAEOffStyles list (the second list
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are removed
from the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a
word is underlined. If the keyAEOffStyles list contains
kAEUnderline, the word is no longer underlined.

■

If a current style for the object is not included in either list, the
style remains the same. For example, if a word is already bold
and neither the keyAEOnStyles list nor the keyAEOffStyles list
contains kAEBold, the word remains bold.

If the same style enumerator appears in both lists, the server
application must return errAEEventFailed as the result.
When setting text styles, a client application can use a special
enumerator—kAEPlain—to specify that the text object is to be plain,
that is, have no text styles. If style enumerators other than
kAEPlain are also included in the keyAEOnStyles list, the server
application must ignore the other style enumerators. If kAEPlain is
included in the keyAEOffStyles list, the server application must
return errAEEventFailed as the result.
Applications get the styles of a text object by sending a Get Data
Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles of the first character of the text object. This works as
follows:
■
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The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.
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■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify all the styles
of the first character of the text object. The enumerators in the
keyAEOffStyles list specify all the styles supported by the
server application that are not included in the keyAEOnStyles
list. Together, the enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles lists specify all the styles that the application
supports.

To find out what text styles are “on” or “off” for all the characters in
a text object, you get its pUniformStyles property. Like pTextStyles,
this property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive object
whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. Applications get
the uniform styles of a text object by sending a Get Data Apple event
with a text object’s pUniformStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles that are uniformly “on” (that is, that are styles of all the
characters of the text object) or uniformly “off” (that is, that are not
styles of any of the characters of the text object). This works as
follows:
■

The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.

■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify the styles
that are “on” for all the characters in the text object. (If all the
characters are uniformly “plain,” that is, with no text styles, the
keyAEOnStyles list contains the enumerator kAEPlain.) The
enumerators in the keyAEOffStyles list specify the styles that
are “off” for all characters in the text object.

■

If some styles are “on” for some, but not all, of the characters in
the text object, these styles appear in neither the keyAEOnStyles
list nor the keyAEOffStyles list.
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The two descriptor lists used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor
record can contain any of the following enumerators (descriptor
records of type typeEnumeration): kAEBold (bold text), kAEItalic
(italic text), kAEOutline (outlined text), kAEShadow (shadowed
text), kAEUnderline (underlined text), kAESuperscript (superscript
text), kAESubscript (subscript text), kAEStrikethrough
(strikethrough or crossout text), kAESmallCaps (text in small
capitals), kAEAllCaps (letters are all uppercase), kAELowercase
(letters are all lowercase), kAECondensed (spacing between
characters is reduced), kAEExpanded (space between characters is
expanded), and kAEHidden (text is not visible). Applications
supporting text styles that aren’t listed can define new enumerators
for the additional styles.

typeType—a four-character code
A typeType descriptor record contains a four-character code (such as the codes used
for event classes and event IDs for Apple events).
Data Size
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4 bytes
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Key forms defined in the Core suite
Table 3-5 lists the key forms defined in the Core suite. The italicized words in each
example correspond to the key (the portion of the object specifier record that
distinguishes an object from other objects of the same class in the same container). For
more information about keys and key forms, see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.

■

Table 3-5

Key forms defined in the Core suite

Key form constant

Description

formAbsolutePosition

Specifies the position of an element in relation to the
beginning or end of its container (for example, “word 5 of .
. . ”), or specifies one or more elements with a constant
defined in the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note, such as kAEFirst (for example, “the
first word in paragraph 12 . . . ”) or kAEAll (for example,
“all the words in paragraph 12 . . . ”)

formName

Specifies an element by its name (for example, “the
document named ‘MyDoc’ ”)

formPropertyID

Specifies a property of an object by its four-character
property ID (for example, “the font of word 1”)

formRange

Specifies a list of elements between two other elements
(for example, “the words between ‘Wild’ and ‘Zanziba,’
inclusive”)

formRelativePosition

Specifies an element immediately before or after a
container (for example, “the next word after the words
whose style is bold”)

formTest

Specifies one or more elements that pass a test; values of
one or more properties or elements can be tested (for
example, “the first paragraph that is centered and that
begins with the word ‘Wild’ ”)
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Comparison operators defined in the Core suite
Table 3-6 lists the comparison operators defined in the Core suite.

■

Table 3-6

Comparison operators defined in the Core suite

Comparison operator constant

Operator

Meaning

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

The value of the first operand begins
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
begins with the string “opera”).

kAEContains

'cont'

The value of the first operand
contains the value of the second
operand (for example, the string
“operand” contains the string “era”).

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

The value of the first operand ends
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
ends with the string “and”).

kAEEquals

'=

'

The value of the first operand is
equal to the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than or equal to the value of
the second operand.

kAELessThan

'<

'

The value of the first operand is less
than the value of the second
operand.

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

The value of the first operand is less
than or equal to the value of the
second operand.
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Constants defined in the Core suite
Table 3-7 lists the constants defined in the Core suite.

■

Table 3-7

Constants defined in the Core suite

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

cAEList

'list'

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

cApplication

'capp'

errAENotAnElement

–10008

cBoolean

'bool'

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

cChar

'cha '

errAENotModifiable

–10003

cDocument

'docu'

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

cFile

'file'

errAEReadDenied

–10005

cFixed

'fixd'

errAETypeError

–10001

cInsertionLoc

'insl'

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

cIntlText

'itxt'

formAbsolutePosition

'indx'

cIntlWritingCode

'intl'

formName

'name'

cLongInteger

'long'

formPropertyID

'prop'

cObject

'cobj'

formRange

'rang'

cObjectSpecifier

'obj '

formRelativePosition

'rele'

cOpenableObject

'coob'

formTest

'test'

cQDRectangle

'qdrt'

kAEAfter

'afte'

cRGBColor

'cRGB'

kAEAllCaps

'alcp'

cSelection

'csel'

kAEAsk

'ask '

cText

'ctxt'

kAEBefore

'befo'

cTextStyles

'tsty'

kAEBeginning

'bgng'

cType

'type'

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

cWindow

'cwin'

kAEBold

'bold'

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

kAEClone

'clon'

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

kAEClose

'clos'

errAECantSupplyType

–10009

kAECondensed

'cond'

errAEEventFailed

–10000

kAEContains

'cont'

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

kAECoreSuite

'core'

errAEInTransaction

–10011

kAECountElements

'cnte'

errAELocalOnly

–10016

kAECreateElement

'crel'
(continued)
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■

Table 3-7

Constants defined in the Core suite (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

kAEDelete

'delo'

kAEYes

'yes '

kAEDoObjectsExist

'doex'

kCoreEventClass

'aevt'

kAEEnd

'end '

keyAEClassID

'clID'

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

keyAEData

'data'

kAEEquals

'=

keyAEDescType

'dstp'

kAEExpanded

'pexp'

keyAEDestination

'dest'

kAEGetClassInfo

'qobj'

keyAEElements

'elms'

kAEGetData

'getd'

keyAEEventClass

'evcl'

kAEGetDataSize

'dsiz'

keyAEEventID

'evti'

kAEGetEventInfo

'gtei'

keyAEFile

'kfil'

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

keyAEFileType

'fltp'

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

keyAEInsertHere

'insh'

kAEHidden

'hidn'

keyAEKeyForms

'keyf'

kAEItalic

'ital'

keyAEKeyword

'kywd'

kAELessThan

'<

'

keyAEObject

'kobj'

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

keyAEObjectClass

'kocl'

kAELowercase

'lowc'

keyAEOffStyles

'ofst'

kAEMove

'move'

keyAEOnStyles

'onst'

kAENo

'no

'

keyAEParameters

'prms'

kAEOpen

'odoc'

keyAEParamFlags

'pmfg'

kAEOutline

'outl'

keyAEPosition

'kpos'

kAEPlain

'plan'

keyAEPropData

'prdt'

kAEPrint

'pdoc'

keyAEProperties

'qpro'

kAEQuitApplication

'quit'

keyAEPropFlags

'prfg'

kAEReplace

'rplc'

keyAEPropID

'prop'

kAESave

'save'

keyAERequestedType

'rtyp'

kAESetData

'setd'

keyAEResult

'----'

kAEShadow

'shad'

keyAEResultInfo

'rsin'

kAESmallCaps

'smcp'

keyAESaveOptions

'savo'

kAEStrikethrough

'strk'

keyAEUserTerm

'utrm'

kAESubscript

'sbsc'

keyAEWritingCode

'wrcd'

kAESuperscript

'spsc'

keyDirectObject

'----'

kAEUnderline

'undl'

keyErrorNumber

'errn'

'

(continued)
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Table 3-7

Constants defined in the Core suite (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

keyErrorString

'errs'

pVersion

'vers'

pBestType

'pbst'

pVisible

'pvis'

pBounds

'pbnd'

typeAEList

'list'

pClass

'pcls'

typeAERecord

'reco'

pClipboard

'pcli'

typeAlias

'alis'

pColor

'colr'

typeBest

'best'

pDefaultType

'deft'

typeBoolean

'bool'

pFont

'font'

typeChar

'TEXT'

pHasCloseBox

'hclb'

typeClassInfo

'clin'

pHasTitleBar

'ptit'

typeElemInfo

'elin'

pIndex

'pidx'

typeEnumeration

'enum'

pInsertionLoc

'pins'

typeEventInfo

'evin'

pIsFloating

'isfl'

typeFixed

'fixd'

pIsFrontProcess

'pisf'

typeInsertionLoc

'insl'

pIsModal

'pmod'

typeIntlText

'itxt'

pIsModified

'imod'

typeIntlWritingCode

'intl'

pIsResizable

'prsz'

typeLongInteger

'long'

pIsStationeryPad

'pspd'

typeObjectSpecifier

'obj '

pIsZoomable

'iszm'

typeParamInfo

'pmin'

pIsZoomed

'pzum'

typePropInfo

'pinf'

pName

'pnam'

typeQDRectangle

'qdrt'

pPointSize

'ptsz'

typeRGBColor

'RGB '

pScriptTag

'psct'

typeShortInteger

'shor'

pSelection

'sele'

typeTextStyles

'tsty'

pTextStyles

'txst'

typeType

'type'

pUniformStyles

'ustl'

typeWildCard

'****'

pUserSelection

'pusl'
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Chapter 4 The Text Suite

The Text suite contains definitions of Apple event constructs that are
used in word processors, page-layout applications, and other
applications that provide more than the minimal text-handling
functionality defined in the Core suite. These applications should
all support the constructs defined in the Text suite.
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Introduction to the Text suite
The Text suite defines Apple event constructs for text processing that are not included
in the Core suite.

Overview of the Text suite
The Text suite extends definitions of the two text object classes—cChar and cText—
that are defined in the Core suite. It also defines new object classes for words, lines,
paragraphs, and contiguous blocks of text known as text flows.
The Text suite does not define new Apple events. To work with text objects, use the
Apple events defined in the Core suite.
In general, the Apple event constructs in the Text suite deal with text itself, not with
the formatting of text. If your application permits sophisticated formatting of text
objects, you can extend the definitions of Text suite constructs to allow additional
formatting.
It is up to each application to specify the exact definition of each kind of text object.
For example, one application can define a cWord object to be any series
of characters delineated by spaces or punctuation marks, whereas another
application might also include hyphenated words in its definition of
cWord objects.
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Using object specifier records in place of other parameters
In all of the suites except the Required and Finder suites, you can substitute an object
specifier record for any Apple event parameter that is not already defined as an
object specifier record. When you substitute an object specifier record for another
parameter and the object specifier record specifies a single object, the value of the
parameter becomes the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object
(that is, the value returned by a Get Data Apple event for the object when you do not
specify a particular descriptor type for the result). If the object specifier record
specifies more than one object, the value of the parameter becomes a descriptor list (a
typeAEList descriptor record) containing a default descriptor record for each object
specified by the object specifier record. If the descriptor type of the resulting
descriptor record is not the descriptor type specified for the parameter in the
definition of the Apple event, the server application should attempt to coerce the
resulting descriptor record into the necessary descriptor type.
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Object classes defined in the Text suite
The Apple event object classes defined in the Text suite are described in the
following sections. Table 4-1 lists these object classes.

■

Table 4-1

Apple event object classes defined in the Text suite

Object class ID

Description

cChar

Text characters
Properties:

pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cLine, cParagraph, cText,
cWord
cLine

Lines of text
Properties:

pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont,
pJustification, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cLine, cParagraph, cText,
cWord
cParagraph

Paragraphs
Properties:

pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont,
pJustification, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cLine, cParagraph, cText,
cWord
cText
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Series of characters
Properties:
pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cLine, cParagraph, cText,
cWord
(continued)
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Table 4-1

Apple event object classes defined in the Text suite (continued)

Object class ID

Description

cTextFlow

Text flows
Properties:

pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont,
pJustification, pName,
pPointSize, pScriptTag,
pTextStyles, pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cLine, cParagraph, cText,
cWord
cWord

Words
Properties:

pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cLine, cParagraph, cText,
cWord
Figure 4-1 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for the object classes defined in the
Text suite. Listed for each object class are the properties, element classes, and Apple
events that have not been inherited from object classes higher in the inheritance
hierarchy.
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Figure 4-1

■

cObject
pBestType
pClass
pDefaultType
Clone
Count Elements
Create Element
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data

Object inheritance hierarchy for the Text suite

cText
pColor
pFont
pPointSize
pScriptTag
pTextStyles
pUniformStyles
cChar
cLine
cParagraph
cText
cWord

cChar
cLine
pJustification
cParagraph
pJustification
cTextFlow
pJustification
pName
cWord

Key:
Properties & element classes
Apple events
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cChar—text characters
The cChar object class is the class for individual characters in text. It is an extension
of the cChar object class defined in the Core suite.
Superclass

cText (Text suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the character

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType
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pFont
Description:

The name of the font of the character

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the character

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The script system and language of the character

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The text styles of the character

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointSize

pScriptTag

pTextStyles

pUniformStyles
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Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all characters

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Apple Event Registry: Standard Suites

Element Classes
cChar
Description:

Characters(s) contained in the character(s) (see
“Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Line(s) contained in the character(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cLine

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Paragraph(s) contained in the character(s) (see
“Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cParagraph

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects contained in the character(s) (see
“Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Word(s) contained in the character(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cWord

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

To understand why character objects have characters, words, lines,
and paragraphs as elements, consider the following:
■

An object specifier record can specify a single object (such as “the
first character of document ‘MyDocument’ ”) or a set containing
any number of objects (such as “characters 1 to 1024 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”).

■

Any text object can be viewed as a series of characters.

■

A series of characters can be viewed as a set of other text objects
(for example, the characters in this line can be viewed as a set of
characters or a set of words).

This means that an object specifier record of class cChar can refer to
any number of characters (such as “characters 1 to 1024 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”), and that it’s possible—and often useful—to refer
to characters or other text objects contained in that series of
characters (such as “word 2 of characters 1 to 1024 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”). For this reason, the cChar object class has cChar,
cLine, cParagraph, and cWord element classes.
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All text objects, including characters, have cText elements. A cText
object is a series of characters (such as “the text between character 2
and character 20 . . .”), and the cText elements of a text object are all
of the possible series of characters contained within the object. It’s
seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in characters 1 to 1024”), because cText elements can begin
with any character in the text object and end with any subsequent
character in the text object. (For this reason, applications are not
required to support formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.)
Other key forms, in particular formRange, are useful for cText
elements. The earlier example (“the text between character 2 and
character 20 . . .”) illustrates how a cText element can refer to a range
of text within another text object.
The cChar object class inherits the pUniformStyles property from
cText. This property specifies whether the text styles are the same
for all the characters in a text object. Because cChar objects are single
characters, the pUniformStyles property always indicates that all
the styles are the same.
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cLine—lines of text
The cLine object class is the class for lines of text.
Superclass

cText (Text suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the first character of the line

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType
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pFont
Description:

The name of the font of the first character of
the line

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pJustification
Description:

The justification of the line (the alignment of the line
with respect to the left and right margins). The
value must be one of the following: kAELeftJustified
(the line is aligned with the left margin),
kAERightJustified (the line is aligned with the
right margin), kAECentered (the line is centered
between the margins), or kAEFullyJustified (the line
is aligned with both margins).

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the first character of the line

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointSize

pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the line

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the line
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the line. A
Set Data Apple event to change text styles changes
the styles of all the characters of the line.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the text flow

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Character(s) contained in the line(s)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cChar

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Lines(s) contained in the line(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cLine

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Paragraph(s) contained in the line(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cParagraph

Key Forms:
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cText
Description:

Text objects contained in the line(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Word(s) contained in the line(s)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cWord

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

To understand why line objects have lines and paragraphs as
elements, consider the following:
■

An object specifier record can specify a single object (such as “the
first line of document ‘MyDocument’ ”) or a set containing any
number of objects (such as “lines 10 to 100 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”).

■

Any text object can be viewed as a series of characters.

■

A series of characters can be viewed as a set of other text objects
(for example, the lines on this page can be viewed as a set of
characters or a set of words).
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This means that an object specifier record of class cLine can refer to
any number of lines (such as “lines 10 to 100 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”), and that it’s possible—and often useful—to refer
to one or more lines or paragraphs contained within those lines (such
as “paragraph 2 of lines 10 to 100 of document ‘MyDocument’ ”). For
this reason, the cLine object class has cLine and cParagraph element
classes in addition to cChar and cWord element classes.
Every text object class has a cText element class. A cText object is a
series of characters (such as “the text between character 2 and
character 20 . . .”), and the cText elements of a text object are all of
the possible series of characters contained within the object. It’s
seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in lines 1 to 50”), because cText elements can begin with
any character in the text object and end with any subsequent
character in the text object. (For this reason, applications are not
required to support formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.)
Other key forms, in particular formRange, are useful for cText
elements. For example, “the text between character 2 and character
20 of line 10” illustrates how a cText element can refer to a range of
text within a cLine object.
Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point
size—are properties of individual characters and can change from
one character of the object to the next. As a result, when a client
application gets the value of any of these properties (by sending a
Get Data Apple event), it gets the characteristics of only the first
character of the object. To find out if the characteristics are the same
for all the characters in the object, client applications can use the Is
Uniform Apple event defined in Chapter 9, “Miscellaneous
Standards,” if the server application supports this event. To see if
the text styles are the same for all the characters in a text object,
client applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the
object.
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cParagraph—paragraphs
The cParagraph object class is the class for paragraphs.
Superclass

cText (Text suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the first character of the paragraph

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType
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pFont
Description:

The name of the font of the first character of the
paragraph

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pJustification
Description:

The justification of the paragraph (the alignment of
the paragraph with respect to the left and right
margins). The value must be one of the following:
kAELeftJustified (the paragraph is aligned with the
left margin), kAERightJustified (the paragraph is
aligned with the right margin), kAECentered (the
paragraph is centered between the margins), or
kAEFullyJustified (the paragraph is aligned with
both margins).

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointSize
Description:

Size, in points, of the first character of the
paragraph

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pScriptTag
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Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the paragraph

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the paragraph
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the
paragraph. A Set Data Apple event to change text
styles changes the styles of all the characters of the
paragraph.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the text

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Character(s) contained in the paragraph(s)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cChar

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Line(s) contained in the paragraph(s)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cLine

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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cParagraph
Description:

Paragraph(s) contained in the paragraph(s) (see
“Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects contained in the paragraph(s) (see
“Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Word(s) contained in the paragraph(s)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cWord

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

To understand why paragraph objects have paragraphs as elements,
consider the following:
■

An object specifier record can specify a single object (such as “the
first paragraph of document ‘MyDocument’ ”) or a set containing
any number of objects (such as “paragraphs 10 to 20 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”).

■

Any text object can be viewed as a series of characters.

■

A series of characters can be viewed as a set of other text objects
(for example, the paragraphs on this page can be viewed as a set
of characters or a set of words).

This means that an object specifier record of class cParagraph can
refer to any number of paragraphs (such as “paragraphs 10 to 20 of
document ‘MyDocument’ ”), and that it’s possible—and often
useful—to refer to one or more paragraphs contained within those
paragraphs (such as “paragraph 2 of paragraphs 10 to 20 of
document ‘MyDocument’ ”). For this reason, the cParagraph object
class has a cParagraph element class in addition to cChar, cLine, and
cWord element classes.
Every text object class has a cText element class. A cText object is a
series of characters (such as “the text between character 2 and
character 50 of paragraph 10”), and the cText elements of a text
object are all of the possible series of characters contained within
the object. It’s seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in paragraph 10”), because cText elements can begin with
any character in the text object and end with any subsequent
character in the text object. (For this reason, applications are not
required to support formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.)
Other key forms, in particular formRange, are useful for cText
elements. For example, “the text between character 2 and character
50 of paragraph 10” illustrates how a cText element can refer to a
range of text within a cParagraph object.
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Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point
size—are properties of individual characters and can change from
one character of the object to the next. As a result, when a client
application gets the value of any of these properties (by sending a
Get Data Apple event), it gets the characteristics of only the first
character of the object. To find out if the characteristics are the same
for all the characters in the object, client applications can use the Is
Uniform Apple event defined in Chapter 9, “Miscellaneous
Standards,” if the server application supports this event. To see if
the text styles are the same for all the characters in a text object,
client applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the
object.
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cText—series of characters
The cText object class for the Text suite is the class for series of characters. It is an
extension of the cText object class defined in the Core suite. It is the superclass for other
object classes defined in the Text suite, such as cWord, cParagraph, and cLine.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType
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pFont
Description:

The name of the font of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointSize

pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the text

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the text
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the text. A
Set Data Apple event to change text styles changes
the styles of all the characters of the text.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
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Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the text

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable
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Element Classes
cChar
Description:

Character(s) contained in the text

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Line(s) contained in the text

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cLine

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Paragraph(s) contained in the text

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cParagraph

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects contained in the text (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Word(s) contained in the text

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cWord

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point size—are
properties of individual characters and can change from one character of the
object to the next. As a result, when a client application gets the value of
any of these properties (by sending a Get Data Apple event), it gets the
characteristics of only the first character of the object. To find out if the
characteristics are the same for all the characters in the object, client
applications can use the Is Uniform Apple event defined in Chapter 9,
“Miscellaneous Standards,” if the server application supports this event. To
see if the text styles are the same for all the characters in a text object,
client applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the object.
A cText object can be specified as a range of contiguous text between
any two other text objects (such as “the text from character 1 to line
100”). A cText object specified in this way is a single object. In
contrast, a range of cChar objects (such as “the characters from
character 1 to character 1024”) is an ordered set of individual
character objects. For information on ranges (and the formRange key
form used to specify them), see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.
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Every text object class, including cText, has a cText element class. The cText
elements of a text object are all of the possible series of characters contained
within the object. It’s seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of characters in
characters 1 to 1024”), because cText elements can begin with any character
in the text object and end with any subsequent character in the text object.
(For this reason, applications are not required to support
formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.) Other key forms, in particular
formRange, are useful for cText elements. For example, “the text between
character 2 and character 20 . . .” illustrates how a cText element specified
with a formRange key can refer to a range of text within another text object.
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cTextFlow—text flows
The cTextFlow object class is the class for named, contiguous blocks of text—known as text
flows—that are separate from other text flows in the same container. (In most
applications, pressing the Left Arrow key repeatedly moves the insertion point to the
beginning of the text flow, whereas pressing the Right Arrow key repeatedly moves the
insertion point to the end.)
Superclass

cText

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the first character of the text flow

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType
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pFont
Description:

The name of the font of the first character of the text
flow

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pJustification
Description:

The justification of the text flow (the alignment of
the text flow with respect to the left and right
margins). The value must be one of the following:
kAELeftJustified (the text flow is aligned with the
left margin), kAERightJustified (the text flow is
aligned with the right margin), kAECentered (the
text flow is centered between the margins), or
kAEFullyJustified (the text flow is aligned with
both margins).

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The name of the text flow

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the first character of the text flow

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pName

pPointSize

pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the text flow

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the text flow
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the text
flow. A Set Data Apple event to change text styles
changes the styles of all the characters of the text
flow.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the text

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Character(s) contained in the text flow

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cChar

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Line(s) contained in the text flow

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cLine

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Paragraph(s) contained in the text flow

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cParagraph

Key Forms:
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cText
Description:

Text objects contained in the text flow (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Word(s) contained in the text flow

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cWord

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

Examples of text flows are the separate “articles” in a page layout,
headers and footers in a word-processing document that are
manipulated separately from the body of the document, and text
objects in graphics programs whose characters are separate from the
characters of any other text objects.
Every text object class has a cText element class. A cText object is a
series of characters (such as “the text between character 2 and
character 50 of text flow ‘Top of the News’ ”), and the cText elements of
a text object are all of the possible series of characters contained within
the object. It’s seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of characters
in lines 1 to 50”), because cText elements can begin with any character in
the text object and end with any subsequent character in the text object.
(For this reason, applications are not required to support
formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.) Other key forms, in
particular formRange, are useful for cText elements. For example, “the
text between character 2 and character 50 of text flow ‘Top of the
News’ ” illustrates how a cText element can refer to a range of text
within a text flow object.
Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point size—are
properties of individual characters and can change from one character of
the object to the next. As a result, when a client application gets the value
of any of these properties (by sending a Get Data Apple event), it gets the
characteristics of only the first character of the object. To find out if the
characteristics are the same for all the characters in the object, client
applications can use the Is Uniform Apple event defined in Chapter 9,
“Miscellaneous Standards,” if the server application supports this event.
To see if the text styles are the same for all the characters in a text object,
client applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the object.
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cWord—words
The cWord object class is the class for word objects. It is an extension of the cWord
object class defined in the Core suite.
Superclass

cText (Text suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the first character of the word

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType

pFont
Description:

The name of the font of the first character of the
word
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Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the first character of the word

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointSize

pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the word

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the word
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the word. A
Set Data Apple event to change text styles changes
the styles of all the characters of the word.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the text

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Character(s) contained in the word(s)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Element Classes
cChar

Modifiable or
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Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Line(s) contained in the word(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cLine

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Paragraph(s) contained in the word(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cParagraph

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects contained in the word(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Word(s) contained in the words(s) (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Text suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cWord

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

To understand why word objects have words, lines, and paragraphs
as elements, consider the following:
■

An object specifier record can specify a single object (such as “the
first word of document ‘MyDocument’ ”) or a set containing any
number of objects (such as “words 1 to 100 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”).

■

Any text object can be viewed as a series of characters.

■

A series of characters can be viewed as a set of other text objects
(for example, the words on this page can be viewed as a set of
characters or a set of words).

This means that an object specifier record of class cWord can refer to
any number of words (such as “words 1 to 100 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”), and that it’s possible—and often useful—to refer
to one or more words, lines, or paragraphs contained within that set
of words (such as “paragraph 2 of words 1 to 100 of document
‘MyDocument’ ”). For this reason, the cWord object class has cWord,
cLine, and cParagraph element classes in addition to the cChar
element class.
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Every text object class has a cText element class. A cText object is a
series of characters (such as “the text between character 2 and
character 5 of word 10”), and the cText elements of a text object are
all of the possible series of characters contained within the object.
It’s seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in word 5”), because cText elements can begin with any
character in the text object and end with any subsequent character in
the text object. (For this reason, applications are not required to
support formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.) Other key
forms, in particular formRange, are useful for cText elements. For
example, “the text between character 2 and character 5 of word 10”
illustrates how a cText element can refer to a range of text within a
cWord object.
Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point
size—are properties of individual characters and can change from
one character of the object to the next. As a result, when a client
application gets the value of any of these properties (by sending a
Get Data Apple event), it gets the characteristics of only the first
character of the object. To find out if the characteristics are the same
for all the characters in the object, client applications can use the Is
Uniform Apple event defined in Chapter 9, “Miscellaneous
Standards,” if the server application supports this event. To see if
the text styles are the same for all the characters in a text object,
client applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the
object.
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Primitive object classes defined in the Text suite
Table 4-2 lists the primitive Apple event object classes (classes with no properties
and only one element) defined in the Text suite.

■

Table 4-2

Primitive object classes defined in the Text suite

Object class ID

Descriptor type of element

Description

cFixed

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

cIntlText

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language
and script system

cIntlWritingCode

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that specify a language
and a script system

cRGBColor

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

cTextStyles

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

cType

typeType

A four-character code

Descriptor types defined in the Text suite
The descriptor types defined in the Text suite are described in the following sections.
Table 4-3 lists these descriptor types.

■

Table 4-3

Descriptor types defined in the Text suite

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a set of related codes

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and script system

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that identify a language and a script system

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

typeType

A four-character code
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typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record contains a list of descriptor records. The descriptor
records in the list can be of any descriptor type, and they need not all be of the same
type. For more information about descriptor records and descriptor lists, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeEnumeration—a four-character code from a
set of related codes
A typeEnumeration descriptor record contains a four-character code from a set of
related codes. The set of related codes (such as { 'yes ', 'no ', 'ask ' } ) is
known as an enumeration, and the constants that identify the codes in the set (such as
the kAEYes, kAENo, and kAEAsk constants defined in the Core suite) are known as
enumerators.
Data Size

4 bytes

Notes

It is up to each Apple event server application to determine whether
the code in a typeEnumeration descriptor record belongs to the correct
enumeration.

typeFixed—a fixed-point number
A typeFixed descriptor record contains a fixed-point number. The number is a 32-bit
signed quantity in which the high-order 16 bits represent the integer part of the
number and the low-order 16 bits represent the fractional part. Negative numbers are
the two’s complement; they’re formed by treating the fixed-point number as a long
integer, inverting each bit, and adding 1 to the least significant bit. This
representation is the same as for the Fixed data type defined in Chapter 3,
“Macintosh Memory Management: An Introduction,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size

4 bytes
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typeIntlText—text in a specific language
and script system
A typeIntlText descriptor record contains identifiers for the language and script
system of text followed by the text itself. This descriptor type should be used in
place of typeChar (the descriptor type for text defined in the Core suite) in any
applications intended for a worldwide audience.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlText descriptor record contains
the following:
■

a 2-byte script code that identifies the script system of the text

■

a 2-byte language code that identifies the language of the text

■

the characters in the text (a series of either 1- or 2-byte
characters; the script system determines whether the characters
are 1 or 2 bytes in length)

The language and script system must be the same for all the
characters of the text.
The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size
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typeIntlWritingCode—codes that identify a language and a
script system
A typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record contains codes that specify the language
and script system for text.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record
contains the same data as the following Pascal record:
TYPE
WritingCode = RECORD
theScriptCode : INTEGER; {
{
{
theLangCode : INTEGER;
{
{
{
END;

Code that identifies }
the script system of }
the text }
Code that identifies }
the language of the }
text }

The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

4 bytes
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typeRGBColor—a 6-byte color specifier
A typeRGBColor descriptor record contains the color of an object in terms of its red,
green, and blue components.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeRGBColor descriptor record contains
the same data as the following Color QuickDraw RGBColor record:
TYPE
RGBColor = RECORD
red : INTEGER;
{ the red value }
green : INTEGER; { the green value }
blue : INTEGER; { the blue value }
END;
For information about Color QuickDraw RGBColor records, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

6 bytes

Notes

If your application supports other descriptor types for representing
colors (such as those defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite), it should also provide coercion handlers for
coercing these additional color types into typeRGBColor and for
coercing descriptor records of type typeRGBColor into the additional
color types
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typeTextStyles—a text style specifier
A typeTextStyles descriptor record specifies the styles of a text object.
Description

To create a typeTextStyles descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeTextStyles
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEOffStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles supported by
the application that do not
apply to (or are to be removed
from) the text object (see
“Notes”)

keyAEOnStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles that apply
(or are added) to the text object
(see “Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

To get or set the styles of a text object, you get or set its pTextStyles
property. This property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive
object whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. The meaning
of a typeTextStyles descriptor record varies according to whether
you are getting or setting the styles of a text object. When you get
styles (by sending a Get Data Apple event with a text object’s
pTextStyles property as the direct parameter), you get the styles of
the first character of the text object. When you set styles (by sending
a Set Data Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as
the direct parameter and a typeTextStyles descriptor record as the
data), you set all the characters in the text object to the styles
specified by the typeTextStyles descriptor record.
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Applications set the styles of a text object as follows:
■

Styles specified in the keyAEOnStyles list (one of the two lists
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are added to
the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a word
is already bold but has no other styles. If the keyAEOnStyles list
contains kAEBold, kAEItalic, and kAEShadow, all the
characters of the word remain bold, and the word is also
italicized and shadowed.

■

The styles specified in the keyAEOffStyles list (the second list
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are removed
from the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a
word is underlined. If the keyAEOffStyles list contains
kAEUnderline, the word is no longer underlined.

■

If a current style for the object is not included in either list, the
style remains the same. For example, if a word is already bold
and neither the keyAEOnStyles list nor the keyAEOffStyles list
contains kAEBold, the word remains bold.

If the same style enumerator appears in both lists, the server
application must return errAEEventFailed as the result.
When setting text styles, a client application can use a special
enumerator—kAEPlain—to specify that the text object is to be plain,
that is, have no text styles. If style enumerators other than
kAEPlain are also included in the keyAEOnStyles list, the server
application must ignore the other style enumerators. If kAEPlain is
included in the keyAEOffStyles list, the server application must
return errAEEventFailed as the result.
Applications get the styles of a text object by sending a Get Data
Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles of the first character of the text object. This works as
follows:
■
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The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.
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■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify all the styles
of the first character of the text object. The enumerators in the
keyAEOffStyles list specify all the styles supported by the
server application that are not included in the keyAEOnStyles
list. Together, the enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles lists specify all the styles that the application
supports.

To find out what text styles are “on” or “off” for all the characters in
a text object, you get its pUniformStyles property. Like pTextStyles,
this property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive object
whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. Applications get
the uniform styles of a text object by sending a Get Data Apple event
with a text object’s pUniformStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles that are uniformly “on” (that is, that are styles of all the
characters of the text object) or uniformly “off” (that is, that are not
styles of any of the characters of the text object). This works as
follows:
■

The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.

■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify the styles
that are “on” for all the characters in the text object. (If all the
characters are uniformly “plain,” that is, with no text styles, the
keyAEOnStyles list contains the enumerator kAEPlain.) The
enumerators in the keyAEOffStyles list specify the styles that
are “off” for all characters in the text object.

■

If some styles are “on” for some, but not all, of the characters in
the text object, these styles appear in neither the keyAEOnStyles
list nor the keyAEOffStyles list.
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The two descriptor lists used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor
record can contain any of the following enumerators (descriptor
records of type typeEnumeration): kAEBold (bold text), kAEItalic
(italic text), kAEOutline (outlined text), kAEShadow (shadowed
text), kAEUnderline (underlined text), kAESuperscript (superscript
text), kAESubscript (subscript text), kAEStrikethrough
(strikethrough or crossout text), kAESmallCaps (text in small
capitals), kAEAllCaps (letters are all uppercase), kAELowercase
(letters are all lowercase), kAECondensed (spacing between
characters is reduced), kAEExpanded (space between characters is
expanded), and kAEHidden (text is not visible). Applications
supporting text styles that aren’t listed can define new enumerators
for the additional styles.

typeType—a four-character code
A typeType descriptor record contains a four-character code (such as the codes used
for event classes and event IDs for Apple events).
Data Size
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4 bytes
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Key forms defined in the Text suite
Table 4-4 lists the key forms defined in the Text suite. The italicized words in each
example correspond to the key (the portion of the object specifier record that
distinguishes an object from other objects of the same class in the same container). For
more information about keys and key forms, see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.

■

Table 4-4

Key forms defined in the Text suite

Key form constant

Description

formAbsolutePosition

Specifies the position of an element in relation to the
beginning or end of its container (for example, “word 5 of .
. . ”), or specifies one or more elements with a constant
defined in the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note, such as kAEFirst (for example, “the
first word in paragraph 12 . . . ”) or kAEAll (for example,
“all the words in paragraph 12 . . . ”)

formPropertyID

Specifies a property of an object by its four-character
property ID (for example, “the font of word 1”)

formRange

Specifies a list of elements between two other elements
(for example, “the words between ‘Wild’ and ‘Zanziba,’
inclusive”)

formRelativePosition

Specifies an element immediately before or after a
container (for example, “the next word after the words
whose style is bold”)

formTest

Specifies one or more elements that pass a test; values of
one or more properties or elements can be tested (for
example, “the first paragraph that is centered and that
begins with the word ‘Wild’ ”)
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Comparison operators defined in the Text suite
Table 4-5 lists the comparison operators defined in the Text suite.

■

Table 4-5

Comparison operators defined in the Text suite

Comparison operator constant

Operator

Description

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

The value of the first operand begins
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
begins with the string “opera”).

kAECaseSensEquals

'cseq'

Case-sensitive comparison for text
objects: for the result to be TRUE,
both the characters and the case of
the characters (upper- or lower-case)
must match.

kAEContains

'cont'

The value of the first operand
contains the value of the second
operand (for example, the string
“operand” contains the string “era”).

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

The value of the first operand ends
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
ends with the string “and”).

kAEEquals

'=

'

The value of the first operand is
equal to the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than or equal to the value of
the second operand.
(continued)
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Table 4-5

Comparison operators defined in the Text suite (continued)

Comparison operator constant

Operator

Description

kAELessThan

'<

'

The value of the first operand is less
than the value of the second
operand.

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

The value of the first operand is less
than or equal to the value of the
second operand.

kAEWholeWordEquals

'wweq'

Comparison operator for text objects:
the result is TRUE if the characters
match and the operands end on word
boundaries.

Constants defined in the Text suite
Table 4-6 lists the constants defined in the Text suite.

■

Table 4-6

Constants defined in the Text suite

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

cChar

'cha '

formAbsolutePosition

'indx'

cEnumeration

'enum'

formPropertyID

'prop'

cFixed

'fixd'

formRange

'rang'

cIntlText

'itxt'

formRelativePosition

'rele'

cIntlWritingCode

'intl'

formTest

'test'

cLine

'clin'

kAEAllCaps

'alcp'

cParagraph

'cpar'

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

cRGBColor

'cRGB'

kAEBold

'bold'

cText

'ctxt'

kAECaseSensEquals

'cseq'

cTextFlow

'cflo'

kAECentered

'cent'

cTextStyles

'tsty'

kAECondensed

'cond'

cType

'type'

kAEContains

'cont'

cWord

'cwor'

kAEEndsWith

'ends'
(continued)
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■

Table 4-6

Constants defined in the Text suite (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

kAEEquals

'=

keyAEOffStyles

'ofst'

kAEExpanded

'pexp'

keyAEOnStyles

'onst'

kAEFullyJustified

'full'

pBestType

'pbst'

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

pClass

'pcls'

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

pColor

'colr'

kAEHidden

'hidn'

pDefaultType

'deft'

kAEItalic

'ital'

pFont

'font'

kAELeftJustified

'left'

pJustification

'pjst'

kAELessThan

'<

'

pName

'pnam'

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

pPointSize

'ptsz'

kAELowercase

'lowc'

pScriptTag

'psct'

kAEOutline

'outl'

pTextStyles

'txst'

kAEPlain

'plan'

pUniformStyles

'ustl'

kAERightJustified

'rght'

typeAEList

'list'

kAEShadow

'shad'

typeEnumeration

'enum'

kAESmallCaps

'smcp'

typeFixed

'fixd'

kAEStrikethrough

'strk'

typeIntlText

'itxt'

kAESubscript

'sbsc'

typeIntlWritingCode

'intl'

kAESuperscript

'spsc'

typeRGBColor

'RGB '

kAEUnderline

'undl'

typeTextStyles

'tsty'

kAEWholeWordEquals

'wweq'

typeType

'type'
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Chapter 5 The QuickDraw Graphics Suite

The QuickDraw Graphics suite defines Apple event constructs for
supporting simple graphics. All applications that include graphics
capabilities should support this suite.
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Introduction to the QuickDraw Graphics suite
There are many ways to handle graphics. Rather than attempting to unify the many
different graphics models currently in use, the QuickDraw Graphics suite uses
QuickDraw and the QuickDraw drawing environment as models.

Overview of the QuickDraw Graphics suite
The simple graphic objects and graphic operations defined in the QuickDraw
Graphics suite are familiar to all application developers who use QuickDraw.
These constructs can be used to perform a variety of basic graphic operations, such as
drawing lines and filled shapes, that are useful for nearly all applications.
The QuickDraw Graphics suite defines object classes for arcs, lines, text objects
included in graphics, grouped graphics (collections of graphic objects that are
manipulated as a group), ovals, pixels and pixel maps, polygons, rectangles, and
rounded-corner rectangles.
The QuickDraw Graphics suite does not define new Apple events. To work with the
graphic objects defined in this suite, use the Apple events defined in the Core suite.
Except for operations involving angles, the unit of measure used in the QuickDraw
Graphics suite is the pixel, and the values of all measurements are integers.
The QuickDraw Graphics suite defines descriptor types that contain all the data for
the corresponding object class, making it possible to recreate graphic objects in other
applications.

Boundary and definition rectangles
Both one- and two-dimensional graphic objects have a pBounds property. This
property is the smallest rectangle whose sides are parallel to the drawing area that
encloses the entire object. The pBounds property defines both the location and extent
of a graphic object. Unlike the pDefinitionRect property, the pBounds property
changes to reflect the new size or location of an object when it is rotated, scaled, or
otherwise transformed. (Transformations of graphic objects are described in Chapter
6, “The QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental Suite.”)
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In addition to a pBounds property, all graphic shapes—two-dimensional shapes,
such as rectangles and ovals, whose superclass is cGraphicShape—have a
pDefinitionRect property. This property is the rectangle used to define the shape.
For example, an oval—an object of class cOval—is defined by specifying the smallest
rectangle that can contain it. The pDefinitionRect property does not change when a
shape is rotated, scaled, or otherwise transformed. If a rectangle is not used to define
a particular shape (such as a polygon), the pDefinitionRect property has the same
value as the pBounds property of an untransformed shape.
The graphic objects defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite do not include
properties that specify transformations, such as the rotation, scaling, and
repositioning properties described in Chapter 6, “The QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental Suite.” However, including both the pBounds and pDefinitionRect
properties makes it easier for applications to extend the definitions of graphic
objects to include transformations not defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite.

Using object specifier records in place of other parameters
In all of the suites except the Required and Finder suites, you can substitute an object
specifier record for any Apple event parameter that is not already defined as an
object specifier record. When you substitute an object specifier record for another
parameter and the object specifier record specifies a single object, the value of the
parameter becomes the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object
(that is, the value returned by a Get Data Apple event for the object when you do not
specify a particular descriptor type for the result). If the object specifier record
specifies more than one object, the value of the parameter becomes a descriptor list (a
typeAEList descriptor record) containing a default descriptor record for each object
specified by the object specifier record. If the descriptor type of the resulting
descriptor record is not the descriptor type specified for the parameter in the
definition of the Apple event, the server application should attempt to coerce the
resulting descriptor record into the necessary descriptor type.
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Object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
The following sections describe the Apple event object classes defined in the
QuickDraw Graphics suite. Table 5-1 lists these object classes.

■

Table 5-1

Apple event object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite

Object class ID

Description

cArc

Arcs
Properties:

pArcAngle, pBestType, pBounds,
pClass, pDefaultType,
pDefinitionRect, pFillColor,
pFillPattern, pPenColor,
pPenPattern, pPenWidth,
pStartAngle, pTransferMode
Element Classes: None
cDrawingArea

Drawing areas
Properties:

pBackgroundColor,
pBackgroundPattern, pBestType,
pBounds, pClass, pColorTable,
pDefaultType, pFillColor,
pFillPattern, pGraphicObjects,
pName, pNewElementLoc,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pPixelDepth,
pScriptTag, pTextColor,
pTextFont, pTextPointSize,
pTextStyles, pTransferMode,
pUpdateOn
Element Classes: cArc, cGraphicLine,
cGraphicText, cGroupedGraphic,
cOval, cPixelMap, cPolygon,
cRectangle, cRoundedRectangle
(continued)
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Table 5-1

Apple event object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
(continued)

Object class ID

Description

cGraphicLine

Graphic lines
Properties:

pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDashStyle, pDefaultType,
pEndPoint, pLineArrow,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pStartPoint,
pTransferMode
Element Classes: None
cGraphicObject

Graphic objects
Properties:

pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pTransferMode
Element Classes: None
cGraphicShape

Two-dimensional shapes
Properties:
pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pDefinitionRect,
pFillColor, pFillPattern,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pTransferMode
Element Classes: None

cGraphicText

Series of characters in graphics
Properties:
pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pColor, pDefaultType, pFont,
pPointSize, pScriptTag,
pTextStyles, pTransferMode,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cText

cGroupedGraphic

Grouped graphics
Properties:
pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pGraphicObjects,
pName, pTransferMode
Element Classes: cArc, cGraphicLine,
cGraphicText, cGroupedGraphic,
cOval, cPixelMap, cPolygon,
cRectangle, cRoundedRectangle
(continued)
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■

Table 5-1

Apple event object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
(continued)

Object class ID

Description

cOval

Ovals
Properties:

pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pDefinitionRect,
pFillColor, pFillPattern,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pTransferMode
Element Classes: None
cPixel

Pixels
Properties:

pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType
Element Classes: None
cPixelMap

Pixel maps
Properties:
Element Class:

cPolygon

pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pTransferMode
cPixel

Polygons
Properties:

pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pDefinitionRect,
pFillColor, pFillPattern,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pPointList,
pTransferMode
Element Classes: None
cRectangle

Rectangles
Properties:

pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pDefinitionRect,
pFillColor, pFillPattern,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pTransferMode
Element Classes: None
(continued)
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Table 5-1

Apple event object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
(continued)

Object class ID

Description

cRoundedRectangle

Rectangles with rounded corners
Properties:
pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pCornerCurveHeight,
pCornerCurveWidth,
pDefaultType, pDefinitionRect,
pFillColor, pFillPattern,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pTransferMode
Element Classes: None

Figure 5-1 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for the object classes defined in the
QuickDraw Graphics suite. Listed for each object class are the properties, element
classes, and Apple events that have not been inherited from object classes higher in
the inheritance hierarchy.
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Figure 5-1

■

Object inheritance hierarchy for the QuickDraw Graphics suite

cDrawingArea

cObject
pBestType
pClass
pDefaultType
Clone
Count Elements
Create Element
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data

pBackgroundColor
pBackgroundPattern
pBounds
pColorTable
pFillColor
pFillPattern
pGraphicObjects
pName
pNewElementLoc
pPenColor
pPenPattern
pPenWidth
pPixelDepth
pScriptTag
pTextColor
pTextFont
pTextPointSize
pTextStyles
pTransferMode
pUpdateOn
cArc
cGraphicLine
cGraphicText
cGroupedGraphic
cOval
cPixelMap
cPolygon
cRectangle
cRoundedRectangle

cGraphicObject
pBounds
pTransferMode

cPixel

cGraphicLine
pDashStyle
pEndPoint
pLineArrow
pPenColor
pPenPattern
pPenWidth
pStartPoint
cGraphicShape
pDefinitionRect
pFillColor
pFillPattern
pPenColor
pPenPattern
pPenWidth
cGraphicText

pArcAngle
pStartAngle
cOval

cPolygon
pPointList
cRectangle

cRoundedRectangle
pCornerCurveHeight
pCornerCurveWidth

pColor
pFont
pPointSize
pScriptTag
pTextStyles
pUniformStyles
cChar
cText
cGroupedGraphic
pGraphicObjects
pName
cArc
cGraphicLine
cGraphicText
cGroupedGraphic
cOval
cPixelMap
cPolygon
cRectangle
cRoundedRectangle
cPixelMap

pColor

cPixel
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Key:
Properties & element classes
Apple events

cArc—arcs
The cArc object class is the class for arcs. As in QuickDraw, arcs are two-dimensional
objects that can be filled. The arc is a wedge bounded by the portion of the circle’s (or
oval’s) circumference included in the arc and two lines that connect the ends of the
arc with the center of the circle or oval.
Superclass

cGraphicShape

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeArc

Properties
pArcAngle
Description:

The angle that defines the end of the arc (see
Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh,
Volume I). The angle is measured in degrees.

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire arc.
The two points (in the cQDRectangle object) that
specify the rectangle are coordinates local to the
drawing area. The sides of the rectangle must be
parallel to the sides of the cDrawingArea object that
contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pClass
Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pDefaultType

pDefinitionRect
Description:

The rectangle that contains the circle or oval used to
define the arc (for an illustration, see the description
of the FrameArc procedure in Chapter 6,
“QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I)

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill color for the arc

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill pattern for the arc

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The color of the pen used to draw the arc

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pFillColor

pFillPattern

pPenColor
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pPenPattern
Description:

The pen pattern used to draw the arc

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw the arc

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenWidth

pStartAngle
Description:

The angle that defines the start of the arc (for an
illustration, see the description of the FrameArc
procedure in Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume I). The angle is measured in
degrees.

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode
Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the arc in the
drawing area. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in
Inside Macintosh, Volume I, and Chapter 4, “Color
QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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Element
Classes

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Arc objects are defined exactly as they’re defined in calls to the
QuickDraw FrameArc procedure. (This procedure is described in
Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.) The client
application must specify a definition rectangle that encloses the
circle or oval, a start angle that defines the start of the arc, and an
arc angle that defines the end of the arc. For complete information
and illustrations, see the description of the FrameArc procedure in
Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
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cDrawingArea—drawing areas
The cDrawingArea object class is the class for rectangular drawing areas that
correspond to QuickDraw grafPort records. The elements of a cDrawingArea object
are the objects that are drawn in the drawing area. These can include any of the
graphic objects defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite (such as lines, rectangles,
and text objects). The properties of a cDrawingArea object describe the
characteristics of the drawing area, such as the background color, the default pen
width used for drawing, and the default text style used for text objects.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeDrawingArea

Properties
pBackgroundColor
Description:

The color used to fill in unoccupied areas of the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pBackgroundPattern
Description:

The pattern used to fill in unoccupied areas of the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The rectangle that contains the drawing area. The
two points (in the cQDRectangle object) that specify
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the rectangle are coordinates local to the application
window containing the drawing area.
Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The color table for the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cColorTable

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColorTable

pDefaultType

pFillColor
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Description:

The default fill color used for graphic objects drawn
in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pFillPattern
Description:

The default fill pattern used for graphic objects
drawn in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pGraphicObjects
Description:

A list of object specifier records (descriptor records
whose descriptor type is typeObjectSpecifier) for the
graphic objects drawn in the drawing area. This list
must include all the graphic objects that are the
elements of the cDrawingArea object. The order of
the graphic objects in this list determines the order in
which they are displayed (the first graphic object in
the list is frontmost, the second is behind the first if
the two overlap, and so on).

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The name of the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pName

pNewElementLoc
Description:

The default location of each new graphic object
drawn in the drawing area. (Each object drawn in the
drawing area is an element of the drawing area.)
This property specifies the position, in drawing area
coordinates, of the upper-left corner of the boundary
rectangle of the new element.

Object Class ID:

cQDPoint

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pPenColor
Description:

The default color used to draw graphic objects in the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenPattern
Description:

The default pattern used to draw graphic objects in
the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenWidth
Description:

The default width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw
graphic objects in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPixelDepth
Description:

The number of bits used to represent each pixel in the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pScriptTag
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Description:

The script system and language of cGraphicText
objects drawn in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTextColor
Description:

The default color for cGraphicText objects drawn in
the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextFont
Description:

The name of the default font for cGraphicText objects
drawn in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextPointSize
Description:

The default point size for cGraphicText objects drawn
in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextStyles
Description:

The default text styles for cGraphicText objects
drawn in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTransferMode
Description:

The default transfer mode for graphic objects drawn
in the drawing area. The value must be one of the
following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUpdateOn
Description:

If this property contains the value TRUE, the
drawing area is to be redrawn (thereby making the
changes visible) immediately after each change. If
the value is FALSE, the drawing area is not redrawn;
changes that are made while the value is FALSE are
not displayed until the value is set to TRUE.

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Arcs

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cArc

Key Forms:
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formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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cGraphicLine
Description:

Graphic lines

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects drawn in the drawing area

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGraphicText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Collections of graphic objects that are manipulated
as a group

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGroupedGraphic

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Ovals

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cOval

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Sets of pixels contained in rectangular areas

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cPixelMap

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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cPolygon
Description:

Polygons

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Rectangles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cRectangle

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

cRoundedRectangle
Description:

Rectangles with rounded corners

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Note
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Many of the properties of cDrawingArea are default values for
objects drawn in the drawing area. These default values are used if
the corresponding properties of the objects being drawn contain null
values.
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cGraphicLine—graphic lines
The cGraphicLine object class is the class for graphic lines. (The cLine object classes
for lines of text are defined in the Core and Text suites.)
Superclass

cGraphicObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeGraphicLine

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire line.
The two points (in the cQDRectangle object) that
specify the rectangle are coordinates local to the
drawing area. The sides of this rectangle must be
parallel to the sides of the cDrawingArea object that
contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass
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pDashStyle
Description:

A list of typeDashStyle descriptor records that
defines the pattern for a dashed line. An empty list
specifies a line without dashes.

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The ending point of the line

Object Class ID:

cQDPoint

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pDefaultType

pEndPoint

pLineArrow
Description:

Specifies whether there should be an arrow at the
start of the line, at the end of the line, or both. The
value must be one of the following constants:
kAEArrowAtStart (specifies an arrow at the start of
the line), kAEArrowAtEnd (specifies an arrow at the
end of the line), kAEArrowBothEnds (specifies an
arrow at both the start and the end of the line), or
kAENoArrow (specifies that the line should not
include an arrow).

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The color of the pen used to draw the line

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenColor
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pPenPattern
Description:

The pen pattern used to draw the line

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw the line

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The starting point of the line

Object Class ID:

cQDPoint

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenWidth

pStartPoint

pTransferMode
Description:

The transfer mode used to draw the line in the
drawing area. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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Element
Classes

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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cGraphicObject—graphic objects
The cGraphicObject object class is the class for all graphic objects that can be drawn in
(and be elements of) a cDrawingArea object. It is the superclass for all the object classes
(except cDrawingArea) defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite.
The cGraphicObject object class is an abstract superclass: a class whose
characteristics are inherited by other object classes. (For information about object
class inheritance, see the Apple Event Object Support Library Developer Note.)
Abstract superclasses are used only in definitions of other object classes; no
instances—actual objects—belong to class cGraphicObject or to any of the other
abstract superclasses defined in the Apple Event Registry.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

None (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire
graphic object. The two points (in the cQDRectangle
object) that specify the rectangle are coordinates
local to the drawing area. The sides of this rectangle
must be parallel to the sides of the cDrawingArea
object that contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pClass
Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pDefaultType

pTransferMode
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Description:

The transfer mode used to draw the object in the
drawing area. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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Element
Classes

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Because there are no objects belonging to cGraphicObject from which
to get data, there is no best or default descriptor type for
cGraphicObject. The pBestType and pDefaultType properties of
cGraphicObject—which specify the best and default descriptor
types, respectively—are there to be inherited by other object classes.
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cGraphicShape—two-dimensional shapes
The cGraphicShape object class is the class for two-dimensional shapes. It is the
superclass for all the object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite that
define specific two-dimensional shapes, such as cRectangle, cOval, and cPolygon.
The cGraphicShape object class is an abstract superclass: a class whose
characteristics are inherited by other object classes. (For information about object
class inheritance, see the Apple Event Object Support Library Developer Note.)
Abstract superclasses are used only in definitions of other object classes; no
instances—actual objects—belong to class cGraphicShape or to any of the other
abstract superclasses defined in the Apple Event Registry.
Superclass

cGraphicObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

None (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
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Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire
shape. The two points (in the cQDRectangle object)
that specify the rectangle are coordinates local to
the drawing area. The sides of this rectangle must be
parallel to the sides of the cDrawingArea object that
contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pClass
Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The rectangle used to define the shape

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill color for the shape

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill pattern for the shape

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The color of the pen used to draw the shape

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pDefaultType

pDefinitionRect

pFillColor

pFillPattern

pPenColor
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pPenPattern
Description:

The pen pattern used to draw the shape

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenWidth
Description:

The width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw the
shape

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode
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Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the shape in the
drawing area. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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Element
Classes

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Because there are no objects belonging to cGraphicShape from which
to get data, there is no best or default descriptor type for
cGraphicShape. The pBestType and pDefaultType properties of
cGraphicShape—which specify the best and default descriptor
types, respectively—are there to be inherited by other object classes.
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cGraphicText—series of characters in graphics
The cGraphicText object class is the class for series of characters included in graphics.
Superclass

cGraphicObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeGraphicText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire text.
The two points (in the cQDRectangle object) that
specify the rectangle are coordinates local to the
drawing area. The sides of this rectangle must be
parallel to the sides of the cDrawingArea object that
contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass
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pColor
Description:

Color of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the font of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the first character of the text

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pDefaultType

pFont

pPointSize

pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the text

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the text
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the text. A
Set Data Apple event to change text styles changes
the styles of all the characters of the text.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode
Description:

The transfer mode used to draw the text object in the
drawing area. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
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Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the text

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable
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Element Classes
cChar
Description:

Characters contained in the text

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

The text objects contained in the text (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

Every text object class has a cText element class. A cText object is a
series of characters (such as “the text between character 2 and
character 20 . . .”), and the cText elements of a text object are all of
the possible series of characters contained within the object. It’s
seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in word 5”), because cText elements can begin with any
character in the text object and end with any subsequent character in
the text object. (For this reason, applications are not required to
support formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.) Other key
forms, in particular formRange, are useful for cText elements. For
example, “the text between character 2 and character 20 . . .”
illustrates how a cText element can refer to a range of text within
another text object.
Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point
size—are properties of individual characters and can change from
one character of the object to the next. As a result, when a client
application gets the value of any of these properties (by sending a
Get Data Apple event), it gets the characteristics of only the first
character of the object. To find out if the characteristics are the same
for all the characters in the object, client applications can use the Is
Uniform Apple event defined in Chapter 9, “Miscellaneous
Standards,” if the server application supports this event. To see if
the text styles are the same for all the characters in a text object,
client applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the
object.
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cGroupedGraphic—grouped graphics
The cGroupedGraphic object class is the class for collections of graphic objects that
are manipulated as a group. The objects in this group can be any objects of class
cGraphicObject or cText, or objects of any of the subclasses of cGraphicObject or cText.
Superclass

cGraphicObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeGroupedGraphic

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire
grouped graphic. The two points (in the
cQDRectangle object) that specify the rectangle are
coordinates local to the drawing area. The sides of
this rectangle must be parallel to the sides of the
cDrawingArea object that contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass
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pDefaultType
Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pGraphicObjects
Description:

A list of object specifier records (descriptor records
whose descriptor type is typeObjectSpecifier) for the
graphic objects included in the group. This list must
include all the graphic objects that are the elements
of the cGroupedGraphic object. The order of the
graphic objects in this list determines the order in
which they are displayed (the first graphic object in
the list is frontmost, the second is behind the first if
the two overlap, and so on).

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The name of the grouped graphic

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pName
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pTransferMode
Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the grouped
graphic in the drawing area. The value must be one of
the following constants: kAEQDCopy,
kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr,
kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax,
kAEQDAdMin, or kAEQDBlend. These constants
correspond to QuickDraw constants (such as Copy,
Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes
used for color graphics. For descriptions of these
transfer and drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color
QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Arcs

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cArc

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Graphic lines

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGraphicLine

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects that are included in the group

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGraphicText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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cGroupedGraphic
Description:

Collections of graphic objects that are manipulated
as a group

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Ovals

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cOval

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Sets of pixels contained in rectangular areas

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cPixelMap

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Polygons

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cPolygon

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Rectangles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cRectangle

Key Forms:
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formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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cRoundedRectangle
Description:

Rectangles with rounded corners

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Objects of class cGroupedGraphic can have other objects of class
cGroupedGraphic as elements.
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cOval—ovals
The cOval object class is the class for ovals.
Superclass

cGraphicShape

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeOval

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire oval.
The two points (in the cQDRectangle object) that
specify the rectangle are coordinates local to the
drawing area. The sides of the rectangle must be
parallel to the sides of the cDrawingArea object that
contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass
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pDefaultType
Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pDefinitionRect
Description:

The rectangle that defines the oval. The oval is the
largest oval that fits within this rectangle.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill color for the oval

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill pattern for the oval

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The color of the pen used to draw the oval

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The pen pattern used to draw the oval

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pFillColor

pFillPattern

pPenColor

pPenPattern
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pPenWidth
Description:

The width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw the oval

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode

Element
Classes

Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the oval in the
drawing area. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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cPixel—pixels
The cPixel object class is the class for pixels.
Superclass

cObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeRGBColor

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The color of the pixel

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType

Element
Classes

None
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

If the color specified for the pColor property is not available, the
server application should set the pixel to the closest available color.
Pixels cannot be drawn directly into a drawing area, but pixel maps
(objects of class cPixelMap) can. To change a single pixel in a drawing
area, specify a cPixelMap object that contains a single pixel.
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cPixelMap—pixel maps
The cPixelMap object class is the class for two-dimensional arrays of pixels.
Superclass

cGraphicObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typePixelMap

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The rectangle that contains the pixel map. The two
points (in the cQDRectangle object) that specify the
rectangle are coordinates local to the drawing area.
The sides of this rectangle must be parallel to the
sides of the cDrawingArea object that contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType
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pTransferMode
Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the pixel map in
the drawing area. The value must be one of the
following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Class
cPixel
Description:

The pixels in the pixel map. If there are n pixels in
each row of the pixel map, the upper-left pixel in
the pixel map is pixel 1, the upper-right pixel is
pixel n, the leftmost pixel in the second row is pixel n
+ 1, and so on.

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:
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formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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cPolygon—polygons
The cPolygon object class is the class for polygonal objects. Polygons are defined with
a list of points; each pair of adjacent points in the list defines one of the sides of the
polygon. If the first and last points in the list are the same, then
the polygon is closed; if not, one side of the polygon is open. Both open and
closed polygons can be filled. For an open polygon, the filled area is bounded by the
polygon and a line connecting the first and last points in the polygon definition list.
Superclass

cGraphicShape

Default
Descriptor
Type

typePolygon

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire
polygon. The two points (in the cQDRectangle object)
that specify the rectangle are coordinates local to
the drawing area. The sides of the rectangle must be
parallel to the sides of the cDrawingArea object that
contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass
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pDefaultType
Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The rectangle used to define the polygon

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill color for the polygon

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill pattern for the polygon

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The color of the pen used to draw the polygon

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The pen pattern used to draw the polygon

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pDefinitionRect

pFillColor

pFillPattern

pPenColor

pPenPattern
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pPenWidth
Description:

The width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw the
polygon

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPointList
Description:

The list of points that define the polygon. Each item
in the list is a typeQDPoint descriptor record. Each
pair of adjacent points in the list defines one of the
sides of the polygon. If the first and last points in the
list are the same, the polygon is closed; if not, one
side of the resulting polygon is open.

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode

Element
Classes
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Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the polygon in
the drawing area. The value must be one of the
following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

None
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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cRectangle—rectangles
The cRectangle object class is the class for rectangles.
Superclass

cGraphicShape

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeRectangle

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The rectangular area that contains the rectangle

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds

pClass

pDefaultType
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pDefinitionRect
Description:

The upper-left and lower-right points that define
the rectangle. The two points (in the cQDRectangle
object) that specify the rectangular area are
coordinates local to the drawing area. The sides of
the rectangular area must be parallel to the sides of
the cDrawingArea object that contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill color for the rectangle

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill pattern for the rectangle

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The color of the pen used to draw the rectangle

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The pen pattern used to draw the rectangle

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pFillColor

pFillPattern

pPenColor

pPenPattern
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pPenWidth
Description:

The width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw the
rectangle

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode

Element
Classes

Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the rectangle in
the drawing area. The value must be one of the
following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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cRoundedRectangle—rectangles with rounded corners
The cRoundedRectangle object class is the class for rectangles with rounded corners.
Superclass

cGraphicShape

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeRoundedRectangle

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The rectangular area that contains the roundedcorner rectangle

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pCornerCurveHeight
Description:

The height of each of the corner curves

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pCornerCurveWidth
Description:

The width, in pixels, of each of the corner curves

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pDefaultType

pDefinitionRect
Description:

The upper-left and lower-right points that define
the rounded-corner rectangle. The two points (in the
cQDRectangle object) that specify the rectangular
area are coordinates local to the drawing area. The
sides of the rectangular area must be parallel to the
sides of the cDrawingArea object that contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill color for the rounded-corner rectangle

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The fill pattern for the rounded-corner rectangle

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pFillColor

pFillPattern
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pPenColor
Description:

The color of the pen used to draw the rounded-corner
rectangle

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenPattern
Description:

The pen pattern used to draw the rounded-corner
rectangle

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenWidth
Description:

The width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw the
rounded-corner rectangle

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicShape

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode

Element
Classes

Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the roundedcorner rectangle in the drawing area. The value must
be one of the following constants: kAEQDCopy,
kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr,
kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax,
kAEQDAdMin, or kAEQDBlend. These constants
correspond to QuickDraw constants (such as Copy,
Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes
used for color graphics. For descriptions of these
transfer and drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color
QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

None
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes
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Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

QuickDraw uses an oval to define the width and height of roundedcorner rectangles. The values of the pCornerCurveWidth and
pCornerCurveHeight properties of a cRoundedRectangle object are
exactly half those of the width and height of the equivalent oval.
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Primitive object classes defined in the QuickDraw
Graphics suite
Table 5-2 lists the primitive Apple event object classes (classes with no properties
and only one element) defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite.

■

Table 5-2

Primitive object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite

Object class ID

Descriptor type of element

Description

cAEList

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

cBoolean

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

cColorTable

typeColorTable

A color table

cEnumeration

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a
set of related codes

cFixed

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

cIntlText

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and
script system

cIntlWritingCode

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that specify a language
and a script system

cQDPoint

typeQDPoint

A QuickDraw point

cQDRectangle

typeQDRectangle

A QuickDraw rectangle

cRGBColor

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

cShortInteger

typeShortInteger

A 2-byte integer

cTextStyles

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

cType

typeType

A four-character code
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Descriptor types defined in the QuickDraw
Graphics suite
The descriptor types defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite are described in the
following sections. Table 5-3 lists these descriptor types.
■

Table 5-3

Descriptor types defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

typeArc

An arc

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

typeColorTable

A color table

typeDashStyle

A style for a dashed line

typeData

Data from a data block

typeDrawingArea

A drawing area

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a set of related codes

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

typeGraphicLine

A graphic line

typeGraphicText

A series of characters in a graphic

typeGroupedGraphic

Grouped graphic objects

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and script system

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that specify a language and a script system

typeLongInteger

A 4-byte integer

typeObjectSpecifier

An Apple event object specifier record

typeOval

An oval

typePixelMap

A pixel map

typePixMapMinus

A QuickDraw PixMap record without data blocks

typePolygon

A polygon

typeQDPoint

A QuickDraw point

typeQDRectangle

A QuickDraw rectangle

typeRectangle

A rectangle

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

typeRoundedRectangle

A rectangle with rounded corners

typeShortInteger

A 2-byte integer

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

typeType

A four-character code
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typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record contains a list of descriptor records. The descriptor
records in the list can be of any descriptor type, and they need not all be of the same
type. For more information about descriptor records and descriptor lists, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeArc—an arc
A typeArc descriptor record contains the data for a cArc object. It includes all the
information necessary to recreate the original cArc object.
Description

To create a typeArc descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeArc
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

keyAEArcAngle

typeFixed

Description

The angle that defines the
beginning of the arc
keyAEBounds
typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire arc
keyAEDefinitionRect typeQDRectangle The rectangle that contains
the circle or oval used to define
the arc
keyAEFillColor
typeRGBColor
The fill color for the arc
keyAEFillPattern
typePixelMap
The fill pattern for the arc
keyAEPenColor
typeRGBColor
The color of the pen used to draw
the arc
keyAEPenPattern
typePixelMap
The pen pattern used to draw the
arc
keyAEPenWidth
typeShortInteger The width, in pixels, of the pen
used to draw the arc
keyAEStartAngle
typeFixed
The angle that defines the end of
the arc
keyAETransferMode typeEnumeration The transfer mode used for
drawing the arc in the drawing
area
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Arcs are defined exactly as they’re defined in calls to the
QuickDraw FrameArc procedure. The client application must specify
a definition rectangle that encloses the circle or oval, a start angle
that defines the start of the arc, and an “arc angle” that defines the
end of the arc. Angles are specified in degrees. For complete
information and illustrations, see the description of the FrameArc
procedure in Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume
I.
The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the arc. The value must be one of the following constants:
kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr,
kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin,
kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or kAEQDBlend. These constants
correspond to QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and addOver)
that are used to specify source transfer modes and the arithmetic
drawing modes used for color graphics. For descriptions of these
transfer and drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in
Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeBoolean—a Boolean value
A typeBoolean descriptor record contains a Boolean value.
Data Size

1 byte

Note

The value 1 is used to represent TRUE, and the value 0 is used to
represent FALSE.
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typeColorTable—a color table
A typeColorTable descriptor record is an Apple event list that contains
typeRGBColor descriptor records. Each descriptor record in the list represents a color
in a color table.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

The typeColorTable descriptor type is equivalent to typeAEList.
Although it is possible to represent color table names with
typeAEList descriptor records, using typeColorTable allows
applications to provide coercion handlers that can automatically
coerce typeColorTable descriptor records into other descriptor types.

typeDashStyle—a style for a dashed line
A typeDashStyle descriptor record specifies the length of a dash and the space
following each dash in a dashed line.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeDashStyle descriptor record contains
the same data as the following Pascal record:
TYPE
DashStyleRecord = RECORD
dashLength : INTEGER; {
{
dashSpace : INTEGER;
{
{
{
END;

Data Size

the length, in pixels, of
the dash }
the length, in pixels, of
the space following the }
dash }

4 bytes
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typeData—data from a data block
A typeData descriptor record contains the data pointed to by a pointer or handle. If a
descriptor record contains the data for a specific operating-system data structure, and
the structure includes one or more references to data rather than the actual data,
typeData descriptor records can be used to contain the data pointed to by the data
references. (For an example of how typeData descriptor records are used, see the
definition of the typePixelMap descriptor type later in this chapter.)
Data Size

Variable

typeDrawingArea—a drawing area
A typeDrawingArea descriptor record contains the data for a cDrawingArea object.
It includes all the information necessary to recreate the original cDrawingArea
object.
Description
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To create a typeDrawingArea descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeDrawingArea descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBgndColor

typeRGBColor

The color used to fill in
unoccupied areas of the
drawing area

keyAEBgndPattern

typeRGBColor

The pattern used to fill in
unoccupied areas of the
drawing area

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle

The rectangle that
contains the drawing area

keyAEColorTable

typeColorTable

The color table for the
drawing area

keyAEFillColor

typeRGBColor

The default fill color used
for graphic objects drawn
in the drawing area

keyAEFillPattern

typePixelMap

The default fill pattern
used for graphic objects
drawn in the drawing area
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keyAEGraphicObjects

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records
that contains the graphic
objects drawn in the
drawing area. This list can
include descriptor records
for any graphic objects
(that is, descriptor records
for objects belonging to any
subclass of cGraphicObject,
such as cArc,
cGraphicLine, and
cGraphicText). The order
of the graphic objects in
this list determines the
order in which they are
displayed (the first
graphic object in the list is
frontmost, the second is
behind the first if the two
overlap, and so on).

keyAEName

typeIntlText

The name of the drawing
area

keyAENewElementLoc typeQDPoint

The default location of
each new text or graphic
object drawn in the
drawing area. (Each object
drawn in the drawing area
is an element of the
drawing area.) This
descriptor record specifies
the position, in drawing
area coordinates, of the
upper-left corner of the
new element.

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

The default color used to
draw graphic objects in the
drawing area

keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The default pattern used
to draw graphic objects in
the drawing area
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keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The default width, in
pixels, of the pen used to
draw graphic objects in the
drawing area

keyAEPixelDepth

typeShortInteger

The number of bits used to
represent each pixel in the
drawing area

keyAEScriptTag

typeIntlWritingCode A number that indicates
the default script system
for text objects drawn in
the drawing area

keyAETextColor

typeRGBColor

The default color for text
objects drawn in the
drawing area

keyAETextFont

typeIntlText

The default font for text
objects drawn in the
drawing area

keyAETextPointSize

typeFixed

The default point size for
text objects drawn in the
drawing area

keyAETextStyles

typeTextStyles

The default text style(s)
for text objects drawn in
the drawing area

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The default transfer mode
for graphic objects drawn
in the drawing area

keyAEUpdateOn

typeBoolean

Specifies whether to
redraw the drawing after
each change

In the keyAEBounds field, the two points in the typeQDRectangle
descriptor record that specify the rectangle are coordinates local to
the application window that contains the drawing area.
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The keyAETransferMode field contains the default transfer mode for
graphic objects drawn in the drawing area. The value must be one of
the following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
If the keyAEUpdateOn field contains the value TRUE, the drawing
area is to be redrawn (thereby making the changes visible)
immediately after each change. If the value is FALSE, the drawing
area is not redrawn; changes that are made while the value is
FALSE are not displayed until the value is set to TRUE.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable
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typeEnumeration—a four-character code from a set
of related codes
A typeEnumeration descriptor record contains a four-character code from a set of
related codes. The set of related codes (such as { 'yes ', 'no ', 'ask ' } ) is
known as an enumeration, and the constants that identify the codes in the set (such as
the kAEYes, kAENo, and kAEAsk constants defined in the Core suite) are known as
enumerators.
Data Size

4 bytes

Notes

It is up to each Apple event server application to determine whether
the code in a typeEnumeration descriptor record belongs to the correct
enumeration.

typeFixed—a fixed-point number
A typeFixed descriptor record contains a fixed-point number. The number is a 32-bit
signed quantity in which the high-order 16 bits represent the integer part of the
number and the low-order 16 bits represent the fractional part. Negative numbers are
the two’s complement; they’re formed by treating the fixed-point number as a long
integer, inverting each bit, and adding 1 to the least significant bit. This
representation is the same as for the Fixed data type defined in Chapter 3,
“Macintosh Memory Management: An Introduction,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size
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4 bytes
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typeGraphicLine—a graphic line
A typeGraphicLine descriptor record contains the data for a cGraphicLine object. It
includes all the information necessary to recreate the original cGraphicLine object.
Description

To create a typeGraphicLine descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeGraphicLine descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire line

keyAEDashStyle

typeAEList

A list of typeDashStyle
descriptor records that defines
the pattern for a dashed line.
An empty list specifies a line
without dashes.

keyAEEndPoint

typeQDPoint

The ending point of the line

keyAELineArrow

typeEnumeration

Specifies whether there
should be an arrow at the start
of the line, at the end of the
line, or both

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

The color of the pen used to
draw the line

keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The pen pattern used to draw
the line

keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The width, in pixels, of the
pen used to draw the line

keyAEStartPoint

typeQDPoint

The starting point of the line

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The transfer mode used for
drawing the line in the
drawing area

The keyAELineArrow field specifies whether there should be an
arrow at the start of the line, at the end of the line, or both. The
value must be one of the following constants: kAEArrowAtStart (an
arrow at the start of the line), kAEArrowAtEnd (an arrow at the end
of the line), kAEArrowBothEnds (an arrow at both the start and the
end of the line), or kAENoArrow (the line should not include an
arrow).
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The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the line. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeGraphicText—a series of characters in a graphic
A typeGraphicText descriptor record contains the data for a cGraphicText object. It
includes all the information necessary to recreate the original cGraphicText object.
Description
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To create a typeGraphicText descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeGraphicText descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire shape

keyAEColor

typeRGBColor

The color of the first character
of the text

keyAEFont

typeIntlText

The name of the font of the
first character of the text

keyAEPointSize

typeFixed

The size, in points, of the first
character of the text

keyAETextStyles

typeTextStyles

The text styles of the first
character of the text

keyAETheText

typeIntlText

The characters of the text
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Description

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

keyAEUniformStyles typeTextStyles

The transfer mode used for
drawing the text in the
drawing area
The text styles that are the
same for all the characters of
the text

In the keyAEBounds field, the two points in the typeQDRectangle
descriptor record that specify the rectangle are coordinates local to
the drawing area. The sides of this rectangle must be parallel to the
sides of the drawing area that contains it.
The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the text object. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable
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typeGroupedGraphic—grouped graphic objects
A typeGroupedGraphic descriptor record contains the data for a cGroupedGraphic
object. It includes all the information necessary to recreate the original
cGroupedGraphic object.
Description

To create a typeGroupedGraphic descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeGroupedGraphic descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The rectangle that contains the
grouped graphic
keyAEGraphicObjects typeAEList
A list of descriptor records that
contains the graphic objects in
the group. This list can include
descriptor records for any
graphic objects (that is,
descriptor records that contain
objects belonging to any subclass
of cGraphicObject, such as
cArc, cGraphicLine, and
cPolygon). The order of the
graphic objects in this list
determines the order in which
they are displayed within the
group (the first graphic object
in the list is frontmost, the
second is behind the first if the
two overlap, and so on).
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keyAEName

typeIntlText

The name of the grouped
graphic

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The transfer mode used for
drawing the grouped graphic
in the drawing area
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The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the grouped graphic. The value must be one of the
following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeIntlText—text in a specific language
and script system
A typeIntlText descriptor record contains identifiers for the language and script
system of text followed by the text itself. This descriptor type should be used in
place of typeChar (a simpler text descriptor type defined in the Core suite) in any
applications intended for a worldwide audience.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlText descriptor record contains
the following:
■

a 2-byte script code that identifies the script system of the text

■

a 2-byte language code that identifies the language of the text

■

the characters in the text (a series of either 1- or 2-byte
characters; the script system determines whether the characters
are 1 or 2 bytes in length)

The language and script system must be the same for all the
characters of the text.
The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
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Data Size

Variable

typeIntlWritingCode—codes that identify a language and a
script system
A typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record contains codes that specify the language
and script system for text.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record
contains the same data as the following Pascal record:
TYPE
WritingCode = RECORD
theScriptCode : INTEGER; {
{
{
theLangCode : INTEGER;
{
{
{
END;

Code that identifies }
the script system of }
the text }
Code that identifies }
the language of the }
text }

The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size
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4 bytes
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typeLongInteger—a 4-byte integer
A typeLongInteger descriptor record contains a 4-byte long integer.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeObjectSpecifier—an Apple event object
specifier record
A typeObjectSpecifier descriptor record is an Apple event object specifier record. (For
information about object specifier records, see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.)
Data Size

Variable
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typeOval—an oval
A typeOval descriptor record contains the data for a cOval object. It includes all the
information necessary to recreate the original cOval object.
Description

To create a typeOval descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeOval
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire oval

keyAEDefinitionRect typeQDRectangle The definition rectangle for
the oval
keyAEFillColor

typeRGBColor

The fill color for the oval

keyAEFillPattern

typePixelMap

The fill pattern for the oval

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

The color of the pen used to
draw the oval

keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The pen pattern used to draw
the oval

keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The width, in pixels, of the
pen used to draw the oval

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The transfer mode used for
drawing the oval in the
drawing area

In the keyAEBounds field, the two points in the typeQDRectangle
descriptor record that specify the rectangle are coordinates local to
the drawing area. The sides of this rectangle must be parallel to the
sides of the drawing area that contains it.
The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the oval. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
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Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable
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typePixelMap—a pixel map
A typePixelMap descriptor record contains a pixel map.
Description

To create a typePixelMap descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typePixelMap
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBaseAddr

typeData

The data from the data block
pointed to by the baseAddr
field of the PixMap record

keyAEPixMapMinus

typePixMapMinus A QuickDraw PixMap record

keyAEPMTable

typeData

The data from the data block
pointed to by the pmTable
field of the PixMap record

The baseAddr and pmTable fields of a QuickDraw PixMap record
are references to data blocks rather than the actual data. By
including the data from these data blocks in a typePixelMap
descriptor (in the keyAEBaseAddr and keyAEPMTable fields), it is
possible to send all the data for a pixel map to another computer,
where the data references in the PixMap record would no longer be
valid.
For information about QuickDraw PixMap records, see Chapter 4,
“Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Data Size
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Variable
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typePixMapMinus—a QuickDraw PixMap record without
data blocks
A typePixMapMinus descriptor record contains a QuickDraw PixMap record. One of
the fields used to create a typePixelMap descriptor record (a descriptor that contains
all the data for a pixel map) is a typePixMapMinus descriptor record.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typePixMapMinus descriptor record
contains the same data as a QuickDraw PixMap record. Because two
of the fields of a PixMap record contain references to data blocks,
rather than the actual data, a PixMap record by itself cannot be used
to move pixel maps to other computers. (A typePixelMap descriptor
record includes two fields that contain the data pointed to by the
two PixMap fields. The “-Minus” in “typePixMapMinus” indicates
that this additional data is not included in a typePixMapMinus
descriptor.)
For information about QuickDraw PixMap records, see Chapter 4,
“Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

Variable
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typePolygon—a polygon
A typePolygon descriptor record contains the data for a cPolygon object. It includes
all the information necessary to recreate the original cPolygon object.
Description

To create a typePolygon descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typePolygon
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire polygon

keyAEDefinitionRect typeQDRectangle The definition rectangle for
the polygon
keyAEFillColor

typeRGBColor

The fill color for the polygon

keyAEFillPattern

typePixelMap

The fill pattern for the
polygon

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

The color of the pen used to
draw the polygon

keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The pen pattern used to draw
the polygon

keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The width, in pixels, of the
pen used to draw the polygon

keyAEPointList

typeAEList

The list of points that define
the polygon

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The transfer mode used for
drawing the polygon in the
drawing area

The keyAEPointList field contains the list of points that define the
polygon. Each item in the list is a typeQDPoint descriptor record.
Each pair of adjacent points in the list defines one of the sides of the
polygon. If the first and last points in the list are the same, the
polygon is closed; if not, one side of the resulting polygon is open.
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The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the polygon. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeQDPoint—a QuickDraw point
A typeQDPoint descriptor record contains a QuickDraw point.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeQDPoint descriptor record contains
the same data as the following QuickDraw Point record:
TYPE
Point = RECORD
v : INTEGER; { The vertical position of the point }
h : INTEGER; { The horizontal position of the }
{ point }
END;
For complete information about QuickDraw Point records, see
Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.

Data Size

4 bytes
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typeQDRectangle—a QuickDraw rectangle
A typeQDRectangle descriptor record contains a QuickDraw rectangle.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeQDRectangle descriptor record
contains the same data as the following QuickDraw Rect record:
TYPE
Rect = RECORD
topLeft : Point;

{
{
bottomRight : Point; {
{
END;

The top-left point of the }
rectangle }
The bottom-right point of }
the rectangle }

For complete information about QuickDraw Rect records, see Chapter
6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size

8 bytes

typeRectangle—a rectangle
A typeRectangle descriptor record contains the data for a cRectangle object. It
includes all the information necessary to recreate the original cRectangle object.
Description

To create a typeRectangle descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeRectangle
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire rectangle

keyAEDefinitionRect typeQDRectangle The definition rectangle for
the rectangle
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keyAEFillColor

typeRGBColor

The fill color for the rectangle

keyAEFillPattern

typePixelMap

The fill pattern for the
rectangle

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

The color of the pen used to
draw the rectangle
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keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The pen pattern used to draw
the rectangle

keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The width, in pixels, of the
pen used to draw the rectangle

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The transfer mode used for
drawing the rectangle in the
drawing area

The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the rectangle. The value must be one of the following
constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable
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typeRGBColor—a 6-byte color specifier
A typeRGBColor descriptor record contains the color of an object in terms of its red,
green, and blue components.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeRGBColor descriptor record contains
the same data as the following Color QuickDraw RGBColor record:
TYPE
RGBColor = RECORD
red : INTEGER;
{ the red value }
green : INTEGER; { the green value }
blue : INTEGER; { the blue value }
END;
For information about Color QuickDraw RGBColor records, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

6 bytes

Notes

If your application supports other descriptor types for representing
colors (such as those defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite), it should also provide coercion handlers for
coercing these additional color types into typeRGBColor and for
coercing descriptor records of type typeRGBColor into the additional
color types
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typeRoundedRectangle—a rectangle with
rounded corners
A typeRoundedRectangle descriptor record contains the data for a
cRoundedRectangle object. It includes all the information necessary to recreate the
original cRoundedRectangle object.
Description

To create a typeRoundedRectangle descriptor record, you coerce an
AE record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeRoundedRectangle descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire roundedcorner rectangle

keyAECurveHeight

typeShortInteger

The height, in pixels, of each
of the corner curves

keyAECurveWidth

typeShortInteger

The width, in pixels, of each of
the corner curves

keyAEDefinitionRect typeQDRectangle The definition rectangle for
the rounded-corner rectangle
keyAEFillColor

typeRGBColor

The fill color for the roundedcorner rectangle

keyAEFillPattern

typePixelMap

The fill pattern for the
rounded-corner rectangle

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

The color of the pen used to
draw the rounded-corner
rectangle

keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The pen pattern used to draw
the rounded-corner rectangle

keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The width, in pixels, of the
pen used to draw the roundedcorner rectangle

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The transfer mode used for
drawing the rounded-corner
rectangle in the drawing area
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QuickDraw uses an oval to define the width and height of roundedcorner rectangles. The values of the pCornerCurveWidth and
pCornerCurveHeight properties of a cRoundedRectangle object are
exactly half those of the width and height of the equivalent oval.
The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the rounded-corner rectangle. The value must be one of
the following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeShortInteger—a 2-byte integer
A typeShortInteger descriptor record contains a 2-byte short integer.
Data Size

2 bytes

Notes

The typeShortInteger descriptor type is used for 2-byte integers. For
4-byte integers, use typeLongInteger.
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typeTextStyles—a text style specifier
A typeTextStyles descriptor record specifies the styles of a text object.
Description

To create a typeTextStyles descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeTextStyles
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEOffStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles supported by
the application that do not
apply to (or are to be removed
from) the text object (see
“Notes”)

keyAEOnStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles that apply
(or are added) to the text object
(see “Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

To get or set the styles of a text object, you get or set its pTextStyles
property. This property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive
object whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. The meaning
of a typeTextStyles descriptor record varies according to whether
you are getting or setting the styles of a text object. When you get
styles (by sending a Get Data Apple event with a text object’s
pTextStyles property as the direct parameter), you get the styles of
the first character of the text object. When you set styles (by sending
a Set Data Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as
the direct parameter and a typeTextStyles descriptor record as the
data), you set all the characters in the text object to the styles
specified by the typeTextStyles descriptor record.
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Applications set the styles of a text object as follows:
■

Styles specified in the keyAEOnStyles list (one of the two lists
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are added to
the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a word
is already bold but has no other styles. If the keyAEOnStyles list
contains kAEBold, kAEItalic, and kAEShadow, all the
characters of the word remain bold, and the word is also
italicized and shadowed.

■

The styles specified in the keyAEOffStyles list (the second list
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are removed
from the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a
word is underlined. If the keyAEOffStyles list contains
kAEUnderline, the word is no longer underlined.

■

If a current style for the object is not included in either list, the
style remains the same. For example, if a word is already bold
and neither the keyAEOnStyles list nor the keyAEOffStyles list
contains kAEBold, the word remains bold.

If the same style enumerator appears in both lists, the server
application must return errAEEventFailed as the result.
When setting text styles, a client application can use a special
enumerator—kAEPlain—to specify that the text object is to be plain,
that is, have no text styles. If style enumerators other than
kAEPlain are also included in the keyAEOnStyles list, the server
application must ignore the other style enumerators. If kAEPlain is
included in the keyAEOffStyles list, the server application must
return errAEEventFailed as the result.
Applications get the styles of a text object by sending a Get Data
Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles of the first character of the text object. This works as
follows:
■
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The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.
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■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify all the styles
of the first character of the text object. The enumerators in the
keyAEOffStyles list specify all the styles supported by the
server application that are not included in the keyAEOnStyles
list. Together, the enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles lists specify all the styles that the application
supports.

To find out what text styles are “on” or “off” for all the characters in
a text object, you get its pUniformStyles property. Like pTextStyles,
this property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive object
whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. Applications get
the uniform styles of a text object by sending a Get Data Apple event
with a text object’s pUniformStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles that are uniformly “on” (that is, that are styles of all the
characters of the text object) or uniformly “off” (that is, that are not
styles of any of the characters of the text object). This works as
follows:
■

The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.

■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify the styles
that are “on” for all the characters in the text object. (If all the
characters are uniformly “plain,” that is, with no text styles, the
keyAEOnStyles list contains the enumerator kAEPlain.) The
enumerators in the keyAEOffStyles list specify the styles that
are “off” for all characters in the text object.

■

If some styles are “on” for some, but not all, of the characters in
the text object, these styles appear in neither the keyAEOnStyles
list nor the keyAEOffStyles list.
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The two descriptor lists used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor
record can contain any of the following enumerators (descriptor
records of type typeEnumeration): kAEBold (bold text), kAEItalic
(italic text), kAEOutline (outlined text), kAEShadow (shadowed
text), kAEUnderline (underlined text), kAESuperscript (superscript
text), kAESubscript (subscript text), kAEStrikethrough
(strikethrough or crossout text), kAESmallCaps (text in small
capitals), kAEAllCaps (letters are all uppercase), kAELowercase
(letters are all lowercase), kAECondensed (spacing between
characters is reduced), kAEExpanded (space between characters is
expanded), and kAEHidden (text is not visible). Applications
supporting text styles that aren’t listed can define new enumerators
for the additional styles.

typeType—a four-character code
A typeType descriptor record contains a four-character code (such as the codes used
for event classes and event IDs for Apple events).
Data Size
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4 bytes
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Key forms defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
Table 5-4 lists the key forms defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite. The
italicized words in each example correspond to the key (the portion of the object
specifier record that distinguishes an object from other objects of the same class in the
same container). For more information about keys and key forms, see the Apple Event
Object Support Library Developer Note.

■

Table 5-4

Key forms defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite

Key form constant

Description

formAbsolutePosition

Specifies the position of an element in relation to the
beginning or end of its container (for example, “word 5 of .
. . ”), or specifies one or more elements with a constant
defined in the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note, such as kAEFirst (for example, “the
first word in paragraph 12 . . . ”) or kAEAll (for example,
“all the words in paragraph 12 . . . ”)

formName

Specifies an element by its name (for example, “the
document named ‘MyDoc’ ”)

formPropertyID

Specifies a property of an object by its four-character
property ID (for example, “the font of word 1”)

formRange

Specifies a list of elements between two other elements
(for example, “the words between ‘Wild’ and ‘Zanziba,’
inclusive”)

formRelativePosition

Specifies an element immediately before or after a
container (for example, “the next word after the words
whose style is bold”)

formTest

Specifies one or more elements that pass a test; values of
one or more properties or elements can be tested (for
example, “the first paragraph that is centered and that
begins with the word ‘Wild’ ”)
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Comparison operators defined in the
QuickDraw Graphics suite
Table 5-5 lists the comparison operators defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite.

■

Table 5-5

Comparison operators defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite

Comparison operator constant

Operator

Meaning

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

The value of the first operand begins
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
begins with the string “opera”).

kAEContains

'cont'

The value of the first operand
contains the value of the second
operand (for example, the string
“operand” contains the string “era”).

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

The value of the first operand ends
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
ends with the string “and”).

kAEEquals

'=

'

The value of the first operand is
equal to the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than or equal to the value of
the second operand.

kAELessThan

'<

'

The value of the first operand is less
than the value of the second
operand.

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

The value of the first operand is less
than or equal to the value of the
second operand.
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Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
Table 5-6 lists the constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite.

■

Table 5-6

Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

cAEList

'list'

cText

'ctxt'

cArc

'carc'

cTextStyles

'tsty'

cBoolean

'bool'

cType

'type'

cChar

'cha '

formAbsolutePosition

'indx'

cColorTable

'clrt'

formName

'name'

cDrawingArea

'cdrw'

formPropertyID

'prop'

cEnumeration

'enum'

formRange

'rang'

cFixed

'fixd'

formRelativePosition

'rele'

cGraphicLine

'glin'

formTest

'test'

cGraphicObject

'cgob'

kAEAllCaps

'alcp'

cGraphicShape

'cgsh'

kAEArrowAtEnd

'aren'

cGraphicText

'cgtx'

kAEArrowAtStart

'arst'

cGroupedGraphic

'cpic'

kAEArrowBothEnds

'arbo'

cIntlText

'itxt'

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

cIntlWritingCode

'intl'

kAEBold

'bold'

cOval

'covl'

kAECondensed

'cond'

cPixel

'cpxl'

kAEContains

'cont'

cPixelMap

'cpix'

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

cPolygon

'cpgn'

kAEEquals

'=

cQDPoint

'QDpt'

kAEExpanded

'pexp'

cQDRectangle

'qdrt'

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

cRectangle

'crec'

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

cRGBColor

'cRGB'

kAEHidden

'hidn'

cRoundedRectangle

'crrc'

kAEItalic

'ital'

cShortInteger

'shor'

kAELessThan

'<

'

'
(continued)
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■

Table 5-6

Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

keyAECurveHeight

'kchd'

kAELowercase

'lowc'

keyAECurveWidth

'kcwd'

kAENoArrow

'arno'

keyAEDashStyle

'dsty'

kAEOutline

'outl'

keyAEDefinitionRect

'kdef'

kAEPlain

'plan'

keyAEEndPoint

'kedp'

kAEQDAddOver

'addo'

keyAEFillColor

'kfcl'

kAEQDAddPin

'addp'

keyAEFillPattern

'kfpt'

kAEQDAdMax

'admx'

keyAEFont

'kfnt'

kAEQDAdMin

'admn'

keyAEGraphicObjects

'kgrs'

kAEQDBic

'bic '

keyAELineArrow

'lnar'

kAEQDBlend

'blnd'

keyAEName

'knam'

kAEQDCopy

'cpy '

keyAENewElementLoc

'knel'

kAEQDNotBic

'nbic'

keyAEOffStyles

'ofst'

kAEQDNotCopy

'ncpy'

keyAEOnStyles

'onst'

kAEQDNotOr

'ntor'

keyAEPenColor

'kpcl'

kAEQDNotXor

'nxor'

keyAEPenPattern

'kpat'

kAEQDOr

'or

keyAEPenWidth

'kpwd'

kAEQDSubOver

'subo'

keyAEPixelDepth

'kpdp'

kAEQDSubPin

'subp'

keyAEPixMapMinus

'kpmm'

kAEQDXor

'xor '

keyAEPMTable

'kpmt'

kAEShadow

'shad'

keyAEPointList

'kpts'

kAESmallCaps

'smcp'

keyAEPointSize

'kptz'

kAEStrikethrough

'strk'

keyAEScriptTag

'kStg'

kAESubscript

'sbsc'

keyAEStartAngle

'ksta'

kAESuperscript

'spsc'

keyAEStartPoint

'kstr'

kAEUnderline

'undl'

keyAETextColor

'ktxc'

keyAEArcAngle

'kend'

keyAETextFont

'ktxf'

keyAEBaseAddr

'badd'

keyAETextPointSize

'ktps'

keyAEBgndColor

'kbcl'

keyAETextStyles

'txts'

keyAEBgndPattern

'kbpt'

keyAETheText

'thtx'

keyAEBounds

'kbnd'

keyAETransferMode

'ktrn'

keyAEColor

'kclr'

keyAEUniformStyles

'unis'

keyAEColorTable

'kcls'

keyAEUpdateOn

'kupd'

'

(continued)
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■

Table 5-6

Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

pArcAngle

'parc'

pTextStyles

'txst'

pBackgroundColor

'pbcl'

pTransferMode

'pptm'

pBackgroundPattern

'pbpt'

pUniformStyles

'ustl'

pBestType

'pbst'

pUpdateOn

'pupd'

pBounds

'pbnd'

typeAEList

'list'

pClass

'pcls'

typeArc

'tarc'

pColor

'colr'

typeBoolean

'bool'

pColorTable

'cltb'

typeColorTable

'clrt'

pCornerCurveHeight

'pchd'

typeDashStyle

'tdas'

pCornerCurveWidth

'pcwd'

typeData

'tdta'

pDashStyle

'pdst'

typeDrawingArea

'tdar'

pDefaultType

'deft'

typeEnumeration

'enum'

pDefinitionRect

'pdrt'

typeFixed

'fixd'

pEndPoint

'pend'

typeGraphicLine

'tgln'

pFillColor

'flcl'

typeGraphicText

'gtxt'

pFillPattern

'flpt'

typeGroupedGraphic

'tgru'

pFont

'font'

typeIntlText

'itxt'

pGraphicObjects

'gobs'

typeIntlWritingCode

'intl'

pLineArrow

'arro'

typeLongInteger

'long'

pName

'pnam'

typeObjectSpecifier

'obj '

pNewElementLoc

'pnel'

typeOval

'tovl'

pPenColor

'ppcl'

typePixelMap

'tpix'

pPenPattern

'pppa'

typePixMapMinus

'tpmm'

pPenWidth

'ppwd'

typePolygon

'tpol'

pPixelDepth

'pdpt'

typeQDPoint

'QDpt'

pPointList

'ptlt'

typeQDRectangle

'qdrt'

pPointSize

'ptsz'

typeRectangle

'rcte'

pScriptTag

'psct'

typeRGBColor

'RGB '

pStartAngle

'pang'

typeRoundedRectangle

'trdr'

pStartPoint

'pstp'

typeShortInteger

'shor'

pTextColor

'ptxc'

typeTextStyles

'tsty'

pTextFont

'ptxf'

typeType

'type'

pTextPointSize

'ptps'
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Chapter 6 The QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental Suite

The QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite contains additions and
extensions to the QuickDraw Graphics suite. These additions, such
as the ability to rotate objects, should be supported by applications
that provide the corresponding features.
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Introduction to the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite
The QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite defines a small but useful set of
extensions to the QuickDraw Graphics suite.

Overview of the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite
The two object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite are
extensions to object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite. The definitions
of these object classes—cDrawingArea and cGroupedGraphic—include three new
properties: pRotation (which specifies how the object is to be rotated), pScale
(which specifies how much to enlarge or reduce the size of the object), and
pTranslation (which specifies an automatic repositioning of the object when it is
drawn). These additional properties are described in the object class definitions.
The QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite also defines new descriptor types for
specifying colors (typeRGB16 and typeRGB96) and the rotation of objects
(typeRotation).
The QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite does not define any new Apple events. To
work with graphic objects, use the Apple events defined in the Core suite.

Specifying the exact nature of transformations
Because different applications handle transformations in different ways, it is up to
application developers to specify the order in which applications perform multiple
transformations and the point about which an object is scaled (the point that remains
the same when the size of the object is changed). Application developers must also
specify whether translations can reposition an object partially or totally outside a
drawing area. Finally, application developers should specify the exact behavior of
these transformations. They can provide all this information when they publish
additions and extensions to standard Apple event constructs.
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Combining transformations
Objects of class cGroupedGraphic are elements of cDrawingArea objects, and both
cGroupedGraphic and cDrawingArea objects can be transformed by rotation, scaling,
and translation. (For complete descriptions of these transformations, see the
definitions of the cGroupedGraphic and cDrawingArea object classes.) If objects and
their containers are both transformed in the same way, then the transformations are
made sequentially, with the outermost container transformed first, then the set of
objects it contains. For example, if a cGroupedGraphic object is rotated 45 degrees
clockwise and the cDrawingArea object that contains it is also rotated 45 degrees
clockwise, the result is a cGroupedGraphic object that is rotated 90 degrees
clockwise.
When rotations and translations are combined, the result is the sum of the
transformations. When scaling transformations are combined, the scale factors are
multiplied; for example, if a cGroupedGraphic object is scaled by a factor of 2 and
the cDrawingArea object that contains it is scaled by a factor of 1.5, the resulting
cGroupedGraphic object is enlarged by a factor of 3.

Boundary and definition rectangles
Both one- and two-dimensional graphic objects have a pBounds property. This
property is the smallest rectangle whose sides are parallel with the drawing area
that encloses the entire object. The pBounds property defines both the location and
extent of a graphic object. Unlike the pDefinitionRect property, the pBounds
property changes to reflect the new size or location of an object when it is rotated,
scaled, or otherwise transformed.
In addition to a pBounds property, all graphic shapes—two-dimensional shapes,
such as rectangles and ovals, whose superclass is cGraphicShape—have a
pDefinitionRect property. This property is the rectangle used to define the shape.
For example, an oval—an object of class cOval—is defined by specifying the smallest
rectangle that can contain it. The pDefinitionRect property does not change when a
shape is rotated, scaled, or otherwise transformed. If a rectangle is not used to define
a particular shape (such as a polygon), the pDefinitionRect property has the same
value as the pBounds property of an untransformed shape.
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Using object specifier records in place of other parameters
In all of the suites except the Required and Finder suites, you can substitute an object
specifier record for any Apple event parameter that is not already defined as an
object specifier record. When you substitute an object specifier record for another
parameter and the object specifier record specifies a single object, the value of the
parameter becomes the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object
(that is, the value returned by a Get Data Apple event for the object when you do not
specify a particular descriptor type for the result). If the object specifier record
specifies more than one object, the value of the parameter becomes a descriptor list (a
typeAEList descriptor) containing a default descriptor record for each object
specified by the object specifier record. If the descriptor type of the resulting
descriptor is not the descriptor type specified for the parameter
in the definition of the Apple event, the server application should attempt to coerce
the resulting descriptor record into the necessary descriptor type.
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Object classes defined in the QuickDraw
Graphics Supplemental suite
The Apple event object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental
suite are described in the following sections. Table 6-1 lists these object classes.

■

Table 6-1

Apple event object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite

Object class ID

Description

cDrawingArea

Drawing areas
Properties:

pBackgroundColor,
pBackgroundPattern, pBestType,
pBounds, pClass, pColorTable,
pDefaultType, pFillColor,
pFillPattern, pGraphicObjects,
pName, pNewElementLoc,
pPenColor, pPenPattern,
pPenWidth, pPixelDepth,
pRotation, pScale, pScriptTag,
pTextColor, pTextFont,
pTextPointSize, pTextStyles,
pTransferMode, pTranslation,
pUpdateOn
Element Classes: cArc, cGraphicLine,
cGraphicText, cGroupedGraphic,
cOval, cPixelMap, cPolygon,
cRectangle, cRoundedRectangle
cGroupedGraphic

Grouped graphics
Properties:
pBestType, pBounds, pClass,
pDefaultType, pGraphicObjects,
pName, pRotation, pScale,
pTransferMode, pTranslation
Element Classes: cArc, cGraphicLine,
cGraphicText, cGroupedGraphic,
cOval, cPixelMap, cPolygon,
cRectangle, cRoundedRectangle
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Figure 6-1 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for the object classes defined in the
QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite. Listed for each object class are the
properties, element classes, and Apple events that have not been inherited from
object classes higher in the inheritance hierarchy.

Figure 6-1

■

Object inheritance hierarchy for the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite

cDrawingArea

cObject
pBestType
pClass
pDefaultType
Clone
Count Elements
Create Element
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data

pBackgroundColor
pBackgroundPattern
pBounds
pColorTable
pFillColor
pFillPattern
pGraphicObjects
pName
pNewElementLoc
pPenColor
pPenPattern
pPenWidth
pPixelDepth
pRotation
pScale
pScriptTag
pTextColor
pTextFont
pTextPointSize
pTextStyles
pTransferMode
pTranslation
pUpdateOn
cArc
cGraphicLine
cGraphicText
cGroupedGraphic
cOval
cPixelMap
cPolygon
cRectangle
cRoundedRectangle

cGraphicObject

cGroupedGraphic
pGraphicObjects
pName
pRotation
pScale
pTranslation
cArc
cGraphicLine
cGraphicText
cGroupedGraphic
cOval
cPixelMap
cPolygon
cRectangle
cRoundedRectangle

pBounds
pTransferMode

Key:
Properties & element classes
Apple events
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cDrawingArea—drawing areas
The cDrawingArea object class is the class for rectangular drawing areas that
correspond to QuickDraw grafPort records. The elements of a cDrawingArea object
are the objects drawn in the drawing area. These can include any of the graphic
objects defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite (that is, objects belonging to any of
the subclasses of cGraphicObject, such as lines, rectangles, and polygons). The
properties of a cDrawingArea object describe the characteristics of the drawing area,
such as the background color, the default pen width used for drawing, and the
default text style used for cGraphicText objects.
The definition of cDrawingArea in this suite is an extension of the cDrawingArea
object class definition in the QuickDraw Graphics suite. It includes three
properties—pRotation, pScale, and pTranslation—that are not included in the
QuickDraw Graphics suite.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeDrawingArea

Properties
pBackgroundColor
Description:

The color used to fill in unoccupied areas of the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pBackgroundPattern
Description:

The pattern used to fill in unoccupied areas of the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The rectangle that contains the drawing area. The
two points (in the cQDRectangle object) that specify
the rectangle are coordinates local to the application
window containing the drawing area.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The color table for the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cColorTable

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pColorTable

pDefaultType
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pFillColor
Description:

The default fill color used for graphic objects drawn
in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pFillPattern
Description:

The default fill pattern used for graphic objects
drawn in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pGraphicObjects
Description:

A list of object specifier records (descriptor records
whose descriptor type is typeObjectSpecifier) for the
graphic objects drawn in the drawing area. This list
must include all the graphic objects that are the
elements of the cDrawingArea object. The order of
the graphic objects in this list determines the order in
which they are displayed (the first graphic object in
the list is frontmost, the second is behind the first if
the two overlap, and so on).

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The name of the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pName
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pNewElementLoc
Description:

The default location of each new graphic object
drawn in the drawing area. (Each object drawn in the
drawing area is an element of the drawing area.)
This property specifies the position, in drawing area
coordinates, of the upper-left corner of the new
element.

Object Class ID:

cQDPoint

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenColor
Description:

The default color used to draw graphic objects in the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenPattern
Description:

The default pattern used to draw graphic objects in
the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cPixelMap

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPenWidth
Description:

The default width, in pixels, of the pen used to draw
graphic objects in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pPixelDepth
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Description:

The number of bits used to represent each pixel in the
drawing area

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pRotation
Description:

The default rotation for objects drawn in the drawing
area. This property is a cRotation object that
specifies (1) the number of degrees by which to rotate
the object and the direction in which to rotate it, and
(2) the point about which to rotate the object.

Object Class ID:

cRotation

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pScale
Description:

The default scaling for objects drawn in the drawing
area. The value is a multiplier; for example, a value
of 1.5 specifies that the object must be enlarged to
150% of its original size, whereas a value of 0.5
specifies that the object must be reduced to 50% of its
original size.

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of cGraphicText
objects drawn in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextColor
Description:

The default color for cGraphicText objects drawn in
the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTextFont
Description:

The default font for cGraphicText objects drawn in
the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextPointSize
Description:

The default point size for cGraphicText objects drawn
in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextStyles
Description:

The default text styles for cGraphicText objects
drawn in the drawing area

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode
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Description:

The default transfer mode for graphic objects drawn
in the drawing area. The value must be one of the
following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy,
kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic,
kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor, kAEQDNotXor,
kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin, kAEQDSubOver,
kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to
QuickDraw constants (such as Copy, Xor, and
addOver) that are used to specify source transfer
modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for
color graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and
drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTranslation
Description:

A cQDPoint object that specifies the default
repositioning for objects drawn in the drawing area.
The coordinate values of the cQDPoint object specify
the number of pixels the object is shifted, vertically
and/or horizontally, before it is drawn in the
drawing area. If the horizontal and vertical
coordinate values are both 0, the object is drawn at
the location specified by its pBounds property. If the
vertical coordinate is not 0, the object is shifted down
(if the value is positive) or up (if the value is
negative) by the number of pixels specified by the
coordinate. If the horizontal coordinate is not 0, the
object is shifted right (if the value is positive) or left
(if the value is negative) by the number of pixels
specified by the coordinate.

Object Class ID:

cQDPoint

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUpdateOn
Description:

If this property contains the value TRUE, the
drawing area is to be redrawn (thereby making the
changes visible) immediately after each change. If
the value is FALSE, the drawing area is not redrawn;
changes that are made while the value is FALSE are
not displayed until the value is set to TRUE.

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Arcs

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cArc

Key Forms:
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cGraphicLine
Description:

Graphic lines

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Text objects drawn in the drawing area

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGraphicText

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Collections of graphic objects that are manipulated
as a group

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGroupedGraphic

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Ovals

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cOval

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Sets of pixels contained in rectangular areas

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cPixelMap

Key Forms:
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cPolygon
Description:

Polygons

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Rectangles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cRectangle

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

cRoundedRectangle
Description:

Rectangles with rounded corners

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Many of the properties of cDrawingArea are default values for
objects that are drawn in the drawing area. These default values are
used if the corresponding properties in the objects being drawn
contain null values.
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cGroupedGraphic—grouped graphics
The cGroupedGraphic object class is the class for collections of graphic objects that
are manipulated as a group. The group can contain any of the subclasses of
cGraphicObject.
The definition of cGroupedGraphic in this suite is an extension of the
cGroupedGraphic object class definition in the QuickDraw Graphics suite. It includes
three properties—pRotation, pScale, and pTranslation—that are not included in the
QuickDraw Graphics suite.
Superclass

cGraphicObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeGroupedGraphic

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pBounds
Description:

The smallest rectangle that contains the entire
grouped graphic. The two points (in the
cQDRectangle object) specifying the rectangle are
coordinates local to the drawing area. The sides of
this rectangle must be parallel to the sides of the
cDrawingArea object that contains it.

Object Class ID:

cQDRectangle

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass
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pDefaultType
Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pGraphicObjects
Description:

A list of object specifier records (descriptor records
whose descriptor type is typeObjectSpecifier) for the
graphic objects included in the group. This list must
include all the graphic objects that are the elements
of the cGroupedGraphic object. The order of the
graphic objects in this list determines the order in
which they are displayed (the first graphic object in
the list is frontmost, the second is behind the first if
the two overlap, and so on).

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The name of the grouped graphic

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pName

pRotation
Description:

Specifies the rotation of the grouped graphic when it
is drawn in the drawing area. This property is a
cRotation object that specifies (1) the number of
degrees by which to rotate the grouped graphic and
the direction in which to rotate it, and (2) the point
about which to rotate the grouped graphic.

Object Class ID:

cRotation

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pScale
Description:

Specifies the scaling of the grouped graphic when it
is drawn in the drawing area. The value is a
multiplier; for example, a value of 1.5 specifies that
the grouped graphic must be enlarged to 150% of its
original size, whereas a value of 0.5 specifies that
the grouped graphic must be reduced to 50% of its
original size.

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTransferMode
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Description:

The transfer mode used for drawing the grouped
graphic in the drawing area. The value must be one of
the following constants: kAEQDCopy,
kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr, kAEQDNotOr,
kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax,
kAEQDAdMin, or kAEQDBlend. These constants
correspond to QuickDraw constants (such as Copy,
Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes
used for color graphics. For descriptions of these
transfer and drawing modes, see Chapter 4, “Color
QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

Yes, from cGraphicObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pTranslation
Description:

A cQDPoint object that specifies where to reposition
the grouped graphic when it is drawn in the drawing
area. The coordinate values of the cQDPoint object
specify the number of pixels the grouped graphic is
shifted, vertically and/or horizontally, before it is
drawn in the drawing area. If the horizontal and
vertical coordinate values are both 0, the grouped
graphic is drawn at the location specified by its
pBounds property. If the vertical coordinate is not 0,
the grouped graphic is shifted down (if the value is
positive) or up (if the value is negative) by the
number of pixels specified by the coordinate. If the
horizontal coordinate is not 0, the grouped graphic is
shifted right (if the value is positive) or left (if the
value is negative) by the number of pixels specified
by the coordinate.

Object Class ID:

cQDPoint

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Arcs

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cArc

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Graphic lines

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGraphicLine

Key Forms:
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cGraphicText
Description:

Text objects that are included in the group

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Collections of graphic objects that are manipulated
as a group

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cGroupedGraphic

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Ovals

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cOval

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Sets of pixels contained in rectangular areas

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cPixelMap

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

Polygons

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cPolygon

Key Forms:
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cRectangle
Description:

Rectangles

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

cRoundedRectangle
Description:

Rectangles with rounded corners

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Objects of class cGroupedGraphic can have other objects of class
cGroupedGraphic as elements.
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Primitive object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite
Table 6-2 lists the primitive Apple event object classes (classes with no properties
and only one element) defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite.

■

Table 6-2

Primitive object classes defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite

Object class ID

Descriptor type of element

Description

cAEList

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

cBoolean

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

cColorTable

typeColorTable

A color table

cEnumeration

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a set of
related codes

cFixed

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

cIntlText

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and
script system

cIntlWritingCode

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that specify a language and
a script system

cQDPoint

typeQDPoint

A QuickDraw point

cQDRectangle

typeQDRectangle

A QuickDraw rectangle

cRGBColor

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

cRotation

typeRotation

A rotation specifier for a graphic
object

cShortInteger

typeShortInteger

A short integer

cTextStyles

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

cType

typeType

A four-character code
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Descriptor types defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite
The descriptor types defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite are
described in the following sections. Table 6-3 lists these descriptor types.

■

Table 6-3

Descriptor types defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental
suite

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

typeColorTable

A color table

typeData

Data from a data block

typeDrawingArea

A drawing area

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a set of related codes

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

typeGroupedGraphic

Grouped graphic objects

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and script system

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that specify a language and a script system

typeLongInteger

A long integer

typeObjectSpecifier

An Apple event object specifier record

typePixelMap

A pixel map

typePixMapMinus

A QuickDraw PixMap record without data blocks

typeQDPoint

A QuickDraw point

typeQDRectangle

A QuickDraw rectangle

typeRGB16

A 2-byte color specifier

typeRGB96

A 12-byte color specifier

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

typeRotation

A rotation specifier for a graphic object

typeShortInteger

A 2-byte integer

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

typeType

A four-character code
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typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record contains a list of descriptor records. The descriptor
records in the list can be of any descriptor type, and they need not all be of the same
type. For more information about descriptor records and descriptor lists, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeBoolean—a Boolean value
A typeBoolean descriptor record contains a Boolean value.
Data Size

1 byte

Note

The value 1 is used to represent TRUE, and the value 0 is used to
represent FALSE.

typeColorTable—a color table
A typeColorTable descriptor record is an Apple event list that contains
typeRGBColor descriptor records. Each descriptor record in the list represents a color
in a color table.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

The typeColorTable descriptor type is equivalent to typeAEList.
Although it is possible to represent color table names with
typeAEList descriptor records, using typeColorTable allows
applications to provide coercion handlers that can automatically
coerce typeColorTable descriptor records into other descriptor types.
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typeData—data from a data block
A typeData descriptor record contains the data pointed to by a pointer or handle. If
a descriptor record contains the data for a specific operating-system data structure,
and the structure includes one or more references to data rather than the actual data,
typeData descriptor records can be used to contain the data pointed to by the data
references. (For an example of how typeData descriptor records are used, see the
definition of the typePixelMap descriptor type in this chapter.)
Data Size

Variable

typeDrawingArea—a drawing area
A typeDrawingArea descriptor record contains the data for a cDrawingArea object.
It includes all the information necessary to recreate the original cDrawingArea
object.
Description

To create a typeDrawingArea descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeDrawingArea descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBgndColor

typeRGBColor

The color used to fill in
unoccupied areas of the drawing
area

keyAEBgndPattern

typeRGBColor

The pattern used to fill in
unoccupied areas of the drawing
area

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle

The rectangle that contains the
drawing area

keyAEColorTable

typeColorTable

The color table for the drawing
area

keyAEFillColor

typeRGBColor

The default fill color used for
graphic objects drawn in the
drawing area

keyAEFillPattern

typePixelMap

The default fill pattern used for
graphic objects drawn in the
drawing area
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keyAEGraphicObjects typeAEList

A list of descriptor records that
contains the graphic objects
drawn in the drawing area. This
list can include descriptor records
for any graphic objects (that is,
descriptor records for objects
belonging to any subclass of
cGraphicObject, such as cArc,
cGraphicLine, and
cGraphicText). The order of the
graphic objects in this list
determines the order in which
they are displayed (the first
graphic object in the list is
frontmost, the second is behind
the first if the two overlap, and
so on).

keyAEName

The name of the drawing area

typeIntlText

keyAENewElementLoc typeQDPoint

The default location of each new
text or graphic object drawn in
the drawing area. (Each object
drawn in the drawing area is an
element of the drawing area.)
This descriptor record specifies
the position, in drawing area
coordinates, of the upper-left
corner of the new element.

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

The default color used to draw
graphic objects in the drawing
area

keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The default pattern used to draw
graphic objects in the drawing
area

keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The default width, in pixels, of
the pen used to draw graphic
objects in the drawing area

keyAEPixelDepth

typeShortInteger

The number of bits used to
represent each pixel in the
drawing area

keyAERotation

typeRotation

The default rotation for objects
drawn in the drawing area
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keyAEScale

typeFixed

The default scaling for objects
drawn in the drawing area. The
value is a multiplier; for
example, a value of 1.5 specifies
that the object must be enlarged
to 150% of its original size,
whereas a value of 0.5 specifies
that the object must be reduced to
50% of its original size.

keyAEScriptTag

typeIntlWritingCode A number that indicates the
default script system for text
objects drawn in the drawing area

keyAETextColor

typeRGBColor

The default color for text objects
drawn in the drawing area

keyAETextFont

typeIntlText

The default font for text objects
drawn in the drawing area

keyAETextPointSize

typeFixed

The default point size for text
objects drawn in the drawing area

keyAETextStyles

typeTextStyles

The default text style(s) for text
objects drawn in the drawing area

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The default transfer mode for
graphic objects drawn in the
drawing area

keyAETranslation

typeQDPoint

The default repositioning for
objects drawn in the drawing area

keyAEUpdateOn

typeBoolean

Specifies whether to redraw the
drawing after each change

In the keyAEBounds field, the two points in the typeQDRectangle
descriptor record specifying the rectangle are coordinates local to the
application window containing the drawing area.
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The keyAETransferMode field contains the default transfer mode for
graphic objects drawn in the drawing area. The value must be one of
the following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
The keyAETranslation field contains a typeQDPoint descriptor
record that specifies the default repositioning for objects drawn in
the drawing area. The coordinate values of the typeQDPoint
descriptor record specify the number of pixels the object is shifted,
vertically and/or horizontally, before it is drawn in the drawing
area. If the horizontal and vertical coordinate values are both 0, the
object is drawn at the location specified by its pBounds property. If
the vertical coordinate is not 0, the object is shifted down (if the
value is positive) or up (if the value is negative) by the number of
pixels specified by the coordinate. If the horizontal coordinate is not
0, the object is shifted right (if the value is positive) or left (if the
value is negative) by the number of pixels specified by the
coordinate.
If the keyAEUpdateOn field contains the value TRUE, the drawing
area is to be redrawn (thereby making the changes visible)
immediately after each change. If the value is FALSE, the drawing
area is not redrawn; changes that are made while the value is
FALSE are not displayed until the value is set to TRUE.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size
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Variable
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typeEnumeration—a four-character code from a set of
related codes
A typeEnumeration descriptor record contains a four-character code from a set of
related codes. The set of related codes (such as { 'yes ', 'no ', 'ask ' } ) is
known as an enumeration, and the constants that identify the codes in the set (such as
the kAEYes, kAENo, and kAEAsk constants defined in the Core suite) are known as
enumerators.
Data Size

4 bytes

Notes

It is up to each Apple event server application to determine whether
the code in a typeEnumeration descriptor record belongs to the correct
enumeration.

typeFixed—a fixed-point number
A typeFixed descriptor record contains a fixed-point number. The number is a 32-bit
signed quantity in which the high-order 16 bits represent the integer part of the
number and the low-order 16 bits represent the fractional part. Negative numbers are
the two’s complement; they’re formed by treating the fixed-point number as a long
integer, inverting each bit, and adding 1 to the least significant bit. This
representation is the same as for the Fixed data type defined in Chapter 3,
“Macintosh Memory Management: An Introduction,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size

4 bytes
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typeGroupedGraphic—grouped graphic objects
A typeGroupedGraphic descriptor record contains the data for a cGroupedGraphic
object. It includes all the information necessary to recreate the original
cGroupedGraphic object.
Description
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To create a typeGroupedGraphic descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeGroupedGraphic descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle The smallest rectangle that
contains the entire grouped
graphic

keyAEGraphicObjects typeAEList

A list of descriptor records that
contains the graphic objects in
the group. This list can include
descriptor records for any
graphic objects (that is,
descriptor records that contain
objects belonging to any subclass
of cGraphicObject, such as
cArc, cGraphicLine, and
cPolygon). The order of the
graphic objects in this list
determines the order in which
they are displayed within the
group (the first graphic object
in the list is frontmost, the
second is behind the first if the
two overlap, and so on).

keyAEName

typeIntlText

The name of the grouped
graphic

keyAERotation

typeRotation

Specifies the rotation of the
grouped graphic when it is
drawn in the drawing area
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keyAEScale

typeFixed

Specifies the scaling of the
grouped graphic when it is
drawn in the drawing area.
The value is a multiplier; for
example, a value of 1.5
specifies that the grouped
graphic must be enlarged to
150% of its original size,
whereas a value of 0.5
specifies that the grouped
graphic must be reduced to 50%
of its original size.

keyAETranslation

typeQDPoint

Specifies the repositioning of
the grouped graphic when it is
drawn in the drawing area

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The default transfer mode used
to draw the grouped graphic in
the drawing area

The keyAETranslation field contains a typeQDPoint descriptor
record that specifies where to reposition the grouped graphic when
it is drawn in the drawing area. The coordinate values of the
typeQDPoint descriptor record specify the number of pixels the
grouped graphic is shifted, vertically and/or horizontally, before it
is drawn in the drawing area. If the horizontal and vertical
coordinate values are both 0, the grouped graphic is drawn at the
location specified by its pBounds property. If the vertical coordinate
is not 0, the grouped graphic is shifted down (if the value is
positive) or up (if the value is negative) by the number of pixels
specified by the coordinate. If the horizontal coordinate is not 0, the
grouped graphic is shifted right (if the value is positive) or left (if
the value is negative) by the number of pixels specified by the
coordinate.
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The keyAETransferMode field contains the transfer mode to be used
for drawing the grouped graphic. The value must be one of the
following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeIntlText—text in a specific language
and script system
A typeIntlText descriptor record contains identifiers for the language and script
system of text followed by the text itself. This descriptor type should be used in
place of typeChar (a simpler text descriptor type defined in the Core suite) in any
applications intended for a worldwide audience.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlText descriptor record contains
the following:
■

a 2-byte script code that identifies the script system of the text

■

a 2-byte language code that identifies the language of the text

■

the characters in the text (a series of either 1- or 2-byte
characters; the script system determines whether the characters
are 1 or 2 bytes in length)

The language and script system must be the same for all the
characters of the text.
The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
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Data Size

Variable

typeIntlWritingCode—codes that identify a language and a
script system
A typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record contains codes that specify the language
and script system for text.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record
contains the same data as the following Pascal record:
TYPE
WritingCode = RECORD
theScriptCode : INTEGER; {
{
{
theLangCode : INTEGER;
{
{
{
END;

Code that identifies }
the script system of }
the text }
Code that identifies }
the language of the }
text }

The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

4 bytes
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typeLongInteger—a 4-byte integer
A typeLongInteger descriptor record contains a 4-byte long integer.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeObjectSpecifier—an Apple event
object specifier record
A typeObjectSpecifier descriptor record is an Apple event object specifier record. (For
information about object specifier records, see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.)
Data Size

Variable

typePixelMap—a pixel map
A typePixelMap descriptor record contains a pixel map.
Description
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To create a typePixelMap descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typePixelMap
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBaseAddr

typeData

The data from the data block
pointed to by the baseAddr
field of the PixMap record

keyAEPixMapMinus

typePixMapMinus A QuickDraw PixMap record

keyAEPMTable

typeData
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The data from the data block
pointed to by the pmTable
field of the PixMap record

The baseAddr and pmTable fields of a QuickDraw PixMap record
are references to data blocks rather than the actual data. By
including the data from these data blocks in a typePixelMap
descriptor (in the keyAEBaseAddr and keyAEPMTable fields), it is
possible to send all the data for a pixel map to another computer,
where the data references in the PixMap record would no longer be
valid.
For information about QuickDraw PixMap records, see Chapter 4,
“Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Data Size

Variable

typePixMapMinus—a QuickDraw PixMap record without
data blocks
A typePixMapMinus descriptor record contains a QuickDraw PixMap record. One of
the fields used to create a typePixelMap descriptor record (a descriptor that contains
all the data for a pixel map) is a typePixMapMinus descriptor record.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typePixMapMinus descriptor record
contains the same data as a QuickDraw PixMap record. Because two
of the fields of a PixMap record contain references to data blocks,
rather than the actual data, a PixMap record by itself cannot be used
to move pixel maps to other computers. (A typePixelMap descriptor
record includes two fields that contain the data pointed to by the
two PixMap fields. The “-Minus” in “typePixMapMinus” indicates
that this additional data is not included in a typePixMapMinus
descriptor.)
For information about QuickDraw PixMap records, see Chapter 4,
“Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

Variable
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typeQDPoint—a QuickDraw point
A typeQDPoint descriptor record contains a QuickDraw point.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeQDPoint descriptor record contains
the same data as the following QuickDraw Point record:
TYPE
Point = RECORD
v : INTEGER; { The vertical position of the point }
h : INTEGER; { The horizontal position of the }
{ point }
END;
For complete information about QuickDraw Point records, see
Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.

Data Size

4 bytes

typeQDRectangle—a QuickDraw rectangle
A typeQDRectangle descriptor record contains a QuickDraw rectangle.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeQDRectangle descriptor record
contains the same data as the following QuickDraw Rect record:
TYPE
Rect = RECORD
topLeft : Point;

{
{
bottomRight : Point; {
{
END;

The top-left point of the }
rectangle }
The bottom-right point of }
the rectangle }

For complete information about QuickDraw Rect records, see Chapter
6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size
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typeRGB16—a 2-byte color specifier
A typeRGB16 descriptor record contains a 16-bit integer that specifies the color of an
object in terms of its red, green, and blue components. The low-order 5 bits represent
the red value, the next 5 bits represent the green value, and the next 5 bits represent
the blue value. The high-order bit is unused.
Data Size

2 bytes

Notes

Your application must provide coercion handlers for coercing
typeRGB16 descriptor records into typeRGBColor descriptor records
and for coercing typeRGBColor descriptor records into typeRGB16
descriptor records.

typeRGB96—a 12-byte color specifier
A typeRGB96 descriptor record specifies the color of an object in terms of its red,
green, and blue components. In this descriptor record, 32-bit integers are used to store
the red, green, and blue values.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeRGB96 descriptor record contains the
same data as the following Pascal record:
TYPE
RGB96Record = RECORD
red : LongInt;
{ the red value }
green : LongInt; { the green value }
blue : LongInt; { the blue value }
END;

Data Size

12 bytes

Notes

Your application must provide coercion handlers for coercing
typeRGB96 descriptor records into typeRGBColor descriptor records
and for coercing typeRGBColor descriptor records into typeRGB96
descriptor records.
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typeRGBColor—a 6-byte color specifier
A typeRGBColor descriptor record contains the color of an object in terms of its red,
green, and blue components.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeRGBColor descriptor record contains
the same data as the following Color QuickDraw RGBColor record:
TYPE
RGBColor = RECORD
red : INTEGER;
{ the red value }
green : INTEGER; { the green value }
blue : INTEGER; { the blue value }
END;
For information about Color QuickDraw RGBColor records, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

6 bytes

Notes

If your application supports other descriptor types for representing
colors (such as those defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite), it should also provide coercion handlers for
coercing these additional color types into typeRGBColor and for
coercing descriptor records of type typeRGBColor into the additional
color types
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typeRotation—a rotation specifier for a graphic object
A typeRotation descriptor record specifies how a graphic object is to be rotated.
Description

To create a typeRotation descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeRotation
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEAngle

typeFixed

The amount of rotation, in
degrees

keyAERotPoint

typeQDPoint

The point around which to
rotate the object

The keyAEAngle field specifies the number of degrees to rotate the
object. The base of the angle of rotation is the vertical line that
passes through the point specified by the keyAERotPoint field. A
positive value specifies that the object is to be rotated clockwise. A
negative value specifies that the object is to be rotated
counterclockwise. For values larger than 360, the value modulo 360 is
used.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeShortInteger—a 2-byte integer
A typeShortInteger descriptor record contains a 2-byte short integer.
Data Size

2 bytes

Notes

The typeShortInteger descriptor type is used for 2-byte integers. For
4-byte integers, use typeLongInteger.
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typeTextStyles—a text style specifier
A typeTextStyles descriptor record specifies the styles of a text object.
Description

To create a typeTextStyles descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeTextStyles
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEOffStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles supported by
the application that do not
apply to (or are to be removed
from) the text object (see
“Notes”)

keyAEOnStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records (of
type typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles that apply
(or are added) to the text object
(see “Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

To get or set the styles of a text object, you get or set its pTextStyles
property. This property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive
object whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. The meaning
of a typeTextStyles descriptor record varies according to whether
you are getting or setting the styles of a text object. When you get
styles (by sending a Get Data Apple event with a text object’s
pTextStyles property as the direct parameter), you get the styles of
the first character of the text object. When you set styles (by sending
a Set Data Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as
the direct parameter and a typeTextStyles descriptor record as the
data), you set all the characters in the text object to the styles
specified by the typeTextStyles descriptor record.
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Applications set the styles of a text object as follows:
■

Styles specified in the keyAEOnStyles list (one of the two lists
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are added to
the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a word
is already bold but has no other styles. If the keyAEOnStyles list
contains kAEBold, kAEItalic, and kAEShadow, all the
characters of the word remain bold, and the word is also
italicized and shadowed.

■

The styles specified in the keyAEOffStyles list (the second list
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are removed
from the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a
word is underlined. If the keyAEOffStyles list contains
kAEUnderline, the word is no longer underlined.

■

If a current style for the object is not included in either list, the
style remains the same. For example, if a word is already bold
and neither the keyAEOnStyles list nor the keyAEOffStyles list
contains kAEBold, the word remains bold.

If the same style enumerator appears in both lists, the server
application must return errAEEventFailed as the result.
When setting text styles, a client application can use a special
enumerator—kAEPlain—to specify that the text object is to be plain,
that is, have no text styles. If style enumerators other than
kAEPlain are also included in the keyAEOnStyles list, the server
application must ignore the other style enumerators. If kAEPlain is
included in the keyAEOffStyles list, the server application must
return errAEEventFailed as the result.
Applications get the styles of a text object by sending a Get Data
Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles of the first character of the text object. This works as
follows:
■

The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.
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■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify all the styles
of the first character of the text object. The enumerators in the
keyAEOffStyles list specify all the styles supported by the
server application that are not included in the keyAEOnStyles
list. Together, the enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles lists specify all the styles that the application
supports.

To find out what text styles are “on” or “off” for all the characters in
a text object, you get its pUniformStyles property. Like pTextStyles,
this property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive object
whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. Applications get
the uniform styles of a text object by sending a Get Data Apple event
with a text object’s pUniformStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles that are uniformly “on” (that is, that are styles of all the
characters of the text object) or uniformly “off” (that is, that are not
styles of any of the characters of the text object). This works as
follows:
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■

The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.

■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify the styles
that are “on” for all the characters in the text object. (If all the
characters are uniformly “plain,” that is, with no text styles, the
keyAEOnStyles list contains the enumerator kAEPlain.) The
enumerators in the keyAEOffStyles list specify the styles that
are “off” for all characters in the text object.

■

If some styles are “on” for some, but not all, of the characters in
the text object, these styles appear in neither the keyAEOnStyles
list nor the keyAEOffStyles list.
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The two descriptor lists used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor
record can contain any of the following enumerators (descriptor
records of type typeEnumeration): kAEBold (bold text), kAEItalic
(italic text), kAEOutline (outlined text), kAEShadow (shadowed
text), kAEUnderline (underlined text), kAESuperscript (superscript
text), kAESubscript (subscript text), kAEStrikethrough
(strikethrough or crossout text), kAESmallCaps (text in small
capitals), kAEAllCaps (letters are all uppercase), kAELowercase
(letters are all lowercase), kAECondensed (spacing between
characters is reduced), kAEExpanded (space between characters is
expanded), and kAEHidden (text is not visible). Applications
supporting text styles that aren’t listed can define new enumerators
for the additional styles.

typeType—a four-character code
A typeType descriptor record contains a four-character code (such as the codes used
for event classes and event IDs for Apple events).
Data Size

4 bytes

Key forms defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental
suite
Table 6-4 lists the key forms defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental
suite. The italicized words in each example correspond to the key (the portion of the
object specifier record that distinguishes an object from other objects of the same class
in the same container). For more information about keys and key forms, see the Apple
Event Object Support Library Developer Note.
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■

Table 6-4

Key forms defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite

Key form constant

Description

formAbsolutePosition

Specifies the position of an element in relation to the
beginning or end of its container (for example, “word 5 of .
. . ”), or specifies one or more elements with a constant
defined in the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note, such as kAEFirst (for example, “the
first word in paragraph 12 . . . ”) or kAEAll (for example,
“all the words in paragraph 12 . . . ”)

formName

Specifies an element by its name (for example, “the
document named ‘MyDoc’ ”)

formPropertyID

Specifies a property of an object by its four-character
property ID (for example, “the font of word 1”)

formRange

Specifies a list of elements between two other elements
(for example, “the words between ‘Wild’ and ‘Zanzibar,’
inclusive”)

formRelativePosition

Specifies an element immediately before or after a
container (for example, “the next word after the words
whose style is bold”)

formTest

Specifies one or more elements that pass a test; values of
one or more properties or elements can be tested (for
example, “the first paragraph that is centered and that
begins with the word ‘Wild’ ”)
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Comparison operators defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite
Table 6-5 lists the comparison operators defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite.

■

Table 6-5

Comparison operators defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite

Comparison operator constant

Operator

Meaning

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

The value of the first operand begins with
the value of the second operand (for
example, the string “operand” begins with
the string “opera”).

kAEContains

'cont'

The value of the first operand contains the
value of the second operand (for example,
the string “operand” contains the string
“era”).

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

The value of the first operand ends with
the value of the second operand (for
example, the string “operand” ends with
the string “and”).

kAEEquals

'=

'

The value of the first operand is equal to
the value of the second operand.

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

The value of the first operand is greater
than the value of the second operand.

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

The value of the first operand is greater
than or equal to the value of the second
operand.

kAELessThan

'<

'

The value of the first operand is less than
the value of the second operand.

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

The value of the first operand is less than
or equal to the value of the second operand.
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Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental
suite
Table 6-6 lists the constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite.

■

Table 6-6

Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

cAEList

'list'

formPropertyID

'prop'

cArc

'carc'

formRange

'rang'

cBoolean

'bool'

formRelativePosition

'rele'

cColorTable

'clrt'

formTest

'test'

cDrawingArea

'cdrw'

kAEAllCaps

'alcp'

cEnumeration

'enum'

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

cFixed

'fixd'

kAEBold

'bold'

cGraphicLine

'glin'

kAECondensed

'cond'

cGraphicText

'cgtx'

kAEContains

'cont'

cGroupedGraphic

'cpic'

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

cIntlText

'itxt'

kAEEquals

'=

cIntlWritingCode

'intl'

kAEExpanded

'pexp'

cOval

'covl'

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

cPixelMap

'cpix'

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

cPolygon

'cpgn'

kAEHidden

'hidn'

cQDPoint

'QDpt'

kAEItalic

'ital'

cQDRectangle

'qdrt'

kAELessThan

'<

'

cRectangle

'crec'

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

cRGBColor

'cRGB'

kAELowercase

'lowc'

cRotation

'trot'

kAEOutline

'outl'

cRoundedRectangle

'crrc'

kAEPlain

'plan'

cShortInteger

'shor'

kAEQDAddOver

'addo'

cTextStyles

'tsty'

kAEQDAddPin

'addp'

cType

'type'

kAEQDAdMax

'admx'

formAbsolutePosition

'indx'

kAEQDAdMin

'admn'

formName

'name'

kAEQDBic

'bic '

'

(continued)
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■

Table 6-6

Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite
(continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

kAEQDBlend

'blnd'

keyAEPixMapMinus

'kpmm'

kAEQDCopy

'cpy '

keyAEPMTable

'kpmt'

kAEQDNotBic

'nbic'

keyAERotation

'krot'

kAEQDNotCopy

'ncpy'

keyAERotPoint

'krtp'

kAEQDNotOr

'ntor'

keyAEScale

'kscl'

kAEQDNotXor

'nxor'

keyAEScriptTag

'kStg'

kAEQDOr

'or

keyAETextColor

'ktxc'

kAEQDSubOver

'subo'

keyAETextFont

'ktxf'

kAEQDSubPin

'subp'

keyAETextPointSize

'ktps'

kAEQDXor

'xor '

keyAETextStyles

'txts'

kAEShadow

'shad'

keyAETransferMode

'ktrn'

kAESmallCaps

'smcp'

keyAETranslation

'ktrl'

kAEStrikethrough

'strk'

keyAEUpdateOn

'kupd'

kAESubscript

'sbsc'

pBackgroundColor

'pbcl'

kAESuperscript

'spsc'

pBackgroundPattern

'pbpt'

kAEUnderline

'undl'

pBestType

'pbst'

keyAEAngle

'kang'

pBounds

'pbnd'

keyAEBaseAddr

'badd'

pClass

'pcls'

keyAEBgndColor

'kbcl'

pColorTable

'cltb'

keyAEBgndPattern

'kbpt'

pDefaultType

'deft'

keyAEBounds

'kbnd'

pFillColor

'flcl'

keyAEColorTable

'kcls'

pFillPattern

'flpt'

keyAEFillColor

'kfcl'

pGraphicObjects

'gobs'

keyAEFillPattern

'kfpt'

pName

'pnam'

keyAEGraphicObjects

'kgrs'

pNewElementLoc

'pnel'

keyAEName

'knam'

pPenColor

'ppcl'

keyAENewElementLoc

'knel'

pPenPattern

'pppa'

keyAEOffStyles

'ofst'

pPenWidth

'ppwd'

keyAEOnStyles

'onst'

pPixelDepth

'pdpt'

keyAEPenColor

'kpcl'

pRotation

'prot'

keyAEPenPattern

'kpat'

pScale

'pscl'

keyAEPenWidth

'kpwd'

pScriptTag

'psct'

keyAEPixelDepth

'kpdp'

pTextColor

'ptxc'

'

(continued)
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■

Table 6-6

Constants defined in the QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite
(continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

pTextFont

'ptxf'

typeIntlWritingCode

'intl'

pTextPointSize

'ptps'

typeLongInteger

'long'

pTextStyles

'txst'

typeObjectSpecifier

'obj '

pTransferMode

'pptm'

typePixelMap

'tpix'

pTranslation

'ptrs'

typePixMapMinus

'tpmm'

pUpdateOn

'pupd'

typeQDPoint

'QDpt'

typeAEList

'list'

typeQDRectangle

'qdrt'

typeBoolean

'bool'

typeRGB16

'tr16'

typeColorTable

'clrt'

typeRGB96

'tr96'

typeData

'tdta'

typeRGBColor

'RGB '

typeDrawingArea

'tdar'

typeRotation

'trot'

typeEnumeration

'enum'

typeShortInteger

'shor'

typeFixed

'fixd'

typeTextStyles

'tsty'

typeGroupedGraphic

'tgru'

typeType

'type'

typeIntlText

'itxt'
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Chapter 7 The Table Suite

The Table suite contains definitions of Apple event constructs that
support operations involving spreadsheets, databases, and other
data that can be represented as a two-dimensional table. This suite
should be supported by spreadsheets, databases, and all other
applications that use tabular data.

1

Introduction to the Table suite
The Table suite defines four simple object classes—cCell, cRow, cColumn, and
cTable—that provide a common denominator for the applications, such as
spreadsheets and databases, that use tabular data. These object classes provide the
basis for a number of simple operations, such as adding data to and extracting data
from database records, that can provide a great deal of functionality with a
minimum of effort.
The Table suite also defines descriptor types that contain all the data for the
corresponding object classes, making it possible to recreate objects in other
applications.
The Table suite does not define any new Apple events. To work with cCell, cRow,
cColumn, and cTable objects, use the Apple events defined in the Core suite.

Using object specifier records in place of other parameters
In all of the suites except the Required and Finder suites, you can substitute an object
specifier record for any Apple event parameter that is not already defined as an
object specifier record. When you substitute an object specifier record for another
parameter and the object specifier record specifies a single object, the value of the
parameter becomes the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object
(that is, the value returned by a Get Data Apple event for the object when you do not
specify a particular descriptor type for the result). If the object specifier record
specifies more than one object, the value of the parameter becomes a descriptor list (a
typeAEList descriptor) containing a default descriptor record for each object
specified by the object specifier record. If the descriptor type of the resulting
descriptor is not the descriptor type specified for the parameter in the definition of
the Apple event, the server application should attempt to coerce the resulting
descriptor record into the necessary descriptor type.

2
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Object classes defined in the Table suite
The Apple event object classes defined in the Table suite are described in the
following sections. Table 7-1 lists these object classes.

■

Table 7-1

Apple event object classes defined in the Table suite

Object class ID

Description

cCell

Cells in a table
Properties:

pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pFormula,
pProtection
Element Classes: None
cColumn

Columns in a table
Properties:
pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pName,
pProtection
Element Class:
cCell

cRow

Rows in a table
Properties:

Element Class:
cTable

pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pName,
pProtection
cCell

Tables
Properties:

pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pName,
pProtection
Element Classes: cCell, cColumn, cRow
Figure 7-1 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for the object classes defined in the
Table suite. Listed for each object class are the properties, element classes, and
Apple events that have not been inherited from object classes higher in the
inheritance hierarchy.
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■

Figure 7-1

Object inheritance hierarchy for the Table suite

cObject
pBestType
pClass
pDefaultType
Clone
Count Elements
Create Element
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data

cCell
pFormula
pProtection
cColumn
pName
pProtection
cCell
cRow
pName
pProtection
cCell
cTable
pName
pProtection
cCell
cColumn
cRow

4
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Key:
Properties & element classes
Apple events

cCell—cells in a table
The cCell object class is the class for cells in a table.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeCell

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The formula for the cell

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

pFormula
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pProtection

Element
Classes

Description:

Specifies whether the element(s) or pFormula
property of the cell can be changed. The value must
be one of the following: kAENonmodifiable (neither
elements nor the pFormula property can be changed),
kAEFormulaProtect (elements can be changed but not
the pFormula property), or kAEModifiable (both
elements and the pFormula property can be changed).

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

None (see “Notes”)

Apple Events
Events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

Server applications must extend the definition of the cCell class to
include one or more element classes for the contents of the cell.
The formula for the cell stored in the pFormula property is written in
the server application’s formula or macro language. The current
Table suite does not define a standard formula or macro language
that can be used by all applications.

6
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cColumn—columns in a table
The cColumn object class is the class for columns in a table. A cColumn object can be
used to represent a column in a spreadsheet or a set of similar fields for all the
records in a database.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeColumn

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the column

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

pName
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pProtection
Description:

Specifies whether the element(s) or pFormula
properties of cells in the column can be changed. The
value must be one of the following:
kAENonmodifiable (neither elements nor pFormula
properties can be changed), kAEFormulaProtect
(elements can be changed but not pFormula
properties), or kAEModifiable (both elements and
pFormula properties can be changed).

Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The cells in the column

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Class
cCell

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Events from the Core suite:

8

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

If the value of the pProtection property of a cColumn object is
different from the value of the pProtection property of the cTable
object that contains it, the value for the column overrides the value
for the table. If the value of the pProtection property of a cRow
object that contains a particular cell is different from the value of
the pProtection property of the cColumn object that contains the
same cell, the value for the row overrides the value for the column.
Finally, if the value of the pProtection property of a cCell object is
different from the value of the pProtection property of the cRow or
cColumn objects that contain it, the value for the cell overrides the
value for the row and/or column.
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cRow—rows in a table
The cRow object class is the class for rows in a table. A cRow object can be used to
represent a row in a spreadsheet or a record in a database.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeRow

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the row

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

pName

pProtection
Description:

10

Specifies whether the element(s) or pFormula
properties of cells in the row can be changed. The
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value must be one of the following:
kAENonmodifiable (neither elements nor pFormula
properties can be changed), kAEFormulaProtect
(elements can be changed but not pFormula
properties), or kAEModifiable (both elements and
pFormula properties can be changed).
Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The cells in the row

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Class
cCell

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

12

If the value of the pProtection property of a cRow object is different
from the value of the pProtection property of the cTable object that
contains it, the value for the row overrides the value for the table. If
the value of the pProtection property of a cRow object that contains a
particular cell is different from the value of the pProtection
property of the cColumn object that contains the same cell, the value
for the row overrides the value for the column. Finally, if the value
of the pProtection property of a cCell object is different from the
value of the pProtection property of the cRow or cColumn objects that
contain it, the value for the cell overrides the value for the row
and/or column.
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cTable—tables
The cTable object class is the class for tables. A cTable object can be used to represent a
spreadsheet or a database.
Superclass

cObject (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeTable

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the table

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

pName

pProtection
Description:

Specifies whether the element(s) or pFormula
properties of cells in the table can be changed. The
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value must be one of the following:
kAENonmodifiable (neither elements nor pFormula
properties can be changed), kAEFormulaProtect
(elements can be changed but not pFormula
properties), or kAEModifiable (both elements and
pFormula properties can be changed).
Object Class ID:

cEnumeration

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cCell
Description:

The cells in the table. If there are n cells in each row
of the table, the top-left cell in the table is cell 1,
the top-right cell is cell n, the leftmost cell in the
second row is cell n + 1, and so on.

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

The columns of the table

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cColumn

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

The rows of the table

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cRow

Key Forms:

14

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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Apple Events
Events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

If the value of the pProtection property of a cRow or cColumn object is
different from the value of the pProtection property of the cTable
object that contains it, the value for the row or column overrides the
value for the table.
The cells contained in a table are numbered from left to right and
from top to bottom.
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Primitive object classes defined in the Table suite
Table 7-2 lists the primitive Apple event object classes (classes with no properties
and only one element) defined in the Table suite.

■

Table 7-2

Primitive object classes defined in the Table suite

Object class ID

Descriptor type of element

Description

cEnumeration

typeEnumeration

cIntlText

typeIntlText

A four-character code from a set
of related codes
Text in a specific language and
script system

cType

typeType

A four-character code

Descriptor types defined in the Table suite
The descriptor types defined in the Table suite are described in the following
sections. Table 7-3 lists these descriptor types.

■

Table 7-3

Descriptor types defined in the Table suite

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

typeCell

A cell in a table

typeColumn

A column in a table

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a set of related codes

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and script system

typeRow

A row in a table

typeTable

A table
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typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record contains a list of descriptor records. The descriptor
records in the list can be of any descriptor type, and they need not all be of the same
type. For more information about descriptor records and descriptor lists, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeCell—a cell in a table
A typeCell descriptor record contains the data from a cCell object.
Description

To create a typeCell descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeCell
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEFormula

typeIntlText

The formula for the cell

keyAEProtection

typeEnumeration

Specifies whether the
elements or pFormula property
of the cell can be changed

Additional field(s) for storing elements

(See the “Notes” section in this
definition.)

The value of the keyAEProtection field must be one of the following:
kAENonmodifiable (neither elements nor the pFormula property can
be changed), kAEFormulaProtect (elements can be changed but not
the pFormula property), or kAEModifiable (both elements and the
pFormula property can be changed).
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record
into any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is
not required.
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Data Size

Variable

Notes

Server applications must extend the definition of the typeCell
descriptor type to include the elements of the cell. When the
definition of the descriptor type is extended, one or more fields must
be added to the corresponding AE record to contain the data in the
elements.

typeColumn—a column in a table
A typeColumn descriptor record contains the data from a cColumn object.
Description

To create a typeColumn descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeColumn
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAECellList

typeAEList

A list of typeCell descriptor
records

keyAEName

typeIntlText

The name of the column

keyAEProtection

typeEnumeration

Specifies whether the
elements or pFormula
properties of cells in the
column can be changed

The keyAECellList field contains the data from the cells in
the column.
The value of the keyAEProtection field must be one of the following:
kAENonmodifiable (neither elements nor pFormula properties can be
changed), kAEFormulaProtect (elements can be changed but not
pFormula properties), or kAEModifiable (both elements and
pFormula properties can be changed).
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Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record
into any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is
not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeEnumeration—a four-character code from a set of
related codes
A typeEnumeration descriptor record contains a four-character code from a set of
related codes. The set of related codes (such as { 'yes ', 'no ', 'ask ' } ) is
known as an enumeration, and the constants that identify the codes in the set (such as
the kAEYes, kAENo, and kAEAsk constants defined in the Core suite) are known as
enumerators.
Data Size

4 bytes

Notes

It is up to each Apple event server application to determine whether
the code in a typeEnumeration descriptor record belongs to the correct
enumeration.
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typeIntlText—text in a specific language
and script system
A typeIntlText descriptor record contains identifiers for the language and script
system of text followed by the text itself. This descriptor type should be used in
place of typeChar (a simpler text descriptor type defined in the Core suite) in any
applications intended for a worldwide audience.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlText descriptor record contains
the following:
■

a 2-byte script code that identifies the script system of the text

■

a 2-byte language code that identifies the language of the text

■

the characters in the text (a series of either 1- or 2-byte
characters; the script system determines whether the characters
are 1 or 2 bytes in length)

The language and script system must be the same for all the
characters of the text.
The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size
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typeRow—a row in a table
A typeRow descriptor record contains the data from a cRow object.
Description

To create a typeRow descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeRow
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAECellList

typeAEList

A list of typeCell descriptor
records

keyAEName

typeIntlText

The name of the row

keyAEProtection

typeEnumeration

Specifies whether the
elements or pFormula
properties of cells in the row
can be changed

The keyAECellList field contains the data from the cells in the row.
The value of the keyAEProtection field must be one of the following:
kAENonmodifiable (neither elements nor pFormula properties can be
changed), kAEFormulaProtect (elements can be changed but not
pFormula properties), or kAEModifiable (both elements and
pFormula properties can be changed).
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record
into any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is
not required.
Data Size

Variable
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typeTable—a table
A typeTable descriptor record contains the data from a cTable object.
Description

To create a typeTable descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeTable
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEName

typeIntlText

The name of the table

keyAEProtection

typeEnumeration

Specifies whether the
elements or pFormula
properties of cells in the table
can be changed

keyAERowList

typeAEList

A list of typeRow descriptor
records

The value of the keyAEProtection field must be one of the following:
kAENonmodifiable (neither elements nor pFormula properties can be
changed), kAEFormulaProtect (elements can be changed but not
pFormula properties), or kAEModifiable (both elements and
pFormula properties can be changed).
The keyAERowList field contains the rows of the table.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record
into any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is
not required.
Data Size
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Key forms defined in the Table suite
Table 7-4 lists the key forms defined in the Table suite. The italicized words in each
example correspond to the key (the portion of the object specifier record that
distinguishes an object from other objects of the same class in the same container). For
more information about keys and key forms, see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.

■

Table 7-4

Key forms defined in the Table suite

Key form constant

Description

formAbsolutePosition

Specifies the position of an element in relation to the
beginning or end of its container (for example, “word 5 of .
. . ”), or specifies one or more elements with a constant
defined in the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note, such as kAEFirst (for example, “the
first word in paragraph 12 . . . ”) or kAEAll (for example,
“all the words in paragraph 12 . . . ”)

formName

Specifies an element by its name (for example, “the
document named ‘MyDoc’ ”)

formPropertyID

Specifies a property of an object by its four-character
property ID (for example, “the font of word 1”)

formRange

Specifies a list of elements between two other elements
(for example, “the words between ‘Wild’ and ‘Zanzibar,’
inclusive”)

formRelativePosition

Specifies an element immediately before or after a
container (for example, “the next word after the words
whose style is bold”)

formTest

Specifies one or more elements that pass a test; values of
one or more properties or elements can be tested (for
example, “the first paragraph that is centered and that
begins with the word ‘Wild’ ”)
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Comparison operators defined in the Table suite
Table 7-5 lists the comparison operators defined in the Table suite.

■

Table 7-5

Comparison operators defined in the Table suite

Comparison operator constant

Operator

Meaning

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

The value of the first operand begins
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
begins with the string “opera”).

kAEContains

'cont'

The value of the first operand
contains the value of the second
operand (for example, the string
“operand” contains the string “era”).

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

The value of the first operand ends
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
ends with the string “and”).

kAEEquals

'=

'

The value of the first operand is
equal to the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than or equal to the value of
the second operand.

kAELessThan

'<

'

The value of the first operand is less
than the value of the second
operand.

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

The value of the first operand is less
than or equal to the value of the
second operand.
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Constants defined in the Table suite
Table 7-6 lists the constants defined in the Table suite.

■

Table 7-6

Constants defined in the Table suite

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

cCell

'ccel'

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

cColumn

'ccol'

kAEModifiable

'modf'

cEnumeration

'enum'

kAENonmodifiable

'nmod'

cIntlText

'itxt'

keyAECellList

'kclt'

cRow

'crow'

keyAEFormula

'kfla'

cTable

'ctbl'

keyAEName

'knam'

cText

'ctxt'

keyAEProtection

'kptc'

cType

'type'

keyAERowList

'krls'

formAbsolutePosition

'indx'

pBestType

'pbst'

formName

'name'

pClass

'pcls'

formPropertyID

'prop'

pDefaultType

'deft'

formRange

'rang'

pFormula

'pfor'

formRelativePosition

'rele'

pName

'pnam'

formTest

'test'

pProtection

'ppro'

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

typeAEList

'list'

kAEContains

'cont'

typeCell

'cell'

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

typeColumn

'colm'

kAEEquals

'=

typeEnumeration

'enum'

kAEFormulaProtect

'fpro'

typeIntlText

'itxt'

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

typeRow

'row '

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

typeTable

'tabl'

kAELessThan

'<

'

typeType

'type'

'
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Chapter 8 The Finder Suite

The Finder suite contains definitions of the Apple events and other
Apple event constructs understood by the Finder.

1

Introduction to the Finder suite
The Finder suite was developed before the Apple Event Manager and the Apple
Event Object Support Library were complete. As a result, the Finder suite does not
support Apple event objects or the Core Apple events. Because the Finder suite does
not take advantage of the current capabilities of Apple events, it should not be used
as a model for new suites.
Many Finder Apple events have a keySelection parameter. This parameter is a
descriptor list—a descriptor record of typeAEList—that specifies one or more Finder
icons. The icons specified by this parameter must always be in the same folder.

Sending Finder Apple events from other computers
The Finder accepts all the Apple events defined in the Finder suite from
applications that are running on the same computer. It accepts only two events from
applications that are running on another computer: Open Selection and Print
Selection.

2
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Apple events defined in the Finder suite
The Apple events defined in the Finder suite are described in the following sections.
Table 8-1 lists these Apple events.

■

Table 8-1

Apple events defined in the Finder suite

Name

Requested action

About

Display the About This Macintosh window

Close Window

Close a Finder window

Drag Selection

Move copies of specified icons to a new folder

Duplicate Selection

Duplicate the specified icons

Empty Trash

Empty the Trash

Get Info

Display Info windows for the specified icons

Make Alias

Create aliases for the specified icons

Move Selection

Move specified icons to a new folder

Move Window

Move a Finder window

Open Selection

Open the specified icons

Page Setup

Display the Page Setup window

Print Selection

Print the specified documents

Print Window

Print the contents of a Finder window

Put Away

Put away icons on the desktop or in the Trash

Resize Window

Change the size of a window

Restart

Restart the computer

Reveal

Display the window containing specified icons and
select the icons

Set View

Specify the view in a folder window

Sharing

Display Sharing windows for the specified icons

Show Clipboard

Display the Clipboard window

Shut Down

Shut down the computer

Sleep

Put a portable Macintosh computer into sleep mode

Zoom Window

Make a Finder window larger or smaller
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About—display the About This Macintosh window
An About Apple event asks the Finder to display the About This Macintosh window.
Sending this Apple event has the same effect as choosing About This Macintosh from
the Apple menu of the Finder.
Event Class

kCoreEventClass

Event ID

kAEAbout

Parameters

None

Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

You send an About Apple event to display an About This Macintosh
window for the user. It’s up to the user to close the About This
Macintosh window that’s displayed.

Result Codes

None

Close Window—close a Finder window
A Close Window Apple event asks the Finder to close one of its windows.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEClose

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The window to close

Descriptor Type:

typeFinderWindow

Required or Optional?

Required

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None

4
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Drag Selection—move copies of specified icons
to a new folder
A Drag Selection Apple event asks the Finder to move copies of one or more icons in
the same folder to a new folder. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as (1)
selecting one or more icons in the same folder and then (2) dragging the selected icons
to a new folder while holding down the Option key.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEDrag

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies the destination
folder (the folder into which to move the
copied icons)

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The position of the icons in the destination
folder. The high-order 16 bits specify the
vertical offset (the number of pixels between
the top of the content region of the folder
window and the top of the topmost icon in the
selection). The low-order 16 bits specify the
horizontal offset (the number of pixels between
the left edge of the content region of the folder
window and the left side of the leftmost icon in
the selection).

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
Each alias record in the list specifies an icon to
be copied and moved. These icons all must be in
the same folder.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keyMiscellaneous

keySelection
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Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

The Drag Selection Apple event copies the specified icons. To move
the specified icons without copying them, use the Move Selection
Apple event.

Result Codes

None

Duplicate Selection—duplicate the specified icons
A Duplicate Selection Apple event asks the Finder to duplicate one or more icons in
the same folder. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as (1) selecting one or
more icons in the same folder and then (2) choosing Duplicate from the File menu of
the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEDuplicateSelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. All of
the icons to be duplicated must be in this folder.
This alias record must contain a full alias, not a
minimal alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons to be
duplicated.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection

6
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Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None

Empty Trash—empty the Trash
An Empty Trash Apple event asks the Finder to empty the Trash. Sending this
Apple event has the same effect as (1) choosing Empty Trash from the Special menu
of the Finder and then (2) selecting OK in the dialog box that appears.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEEmptyTrash

Parameters

None

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None
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Get Info—display Info windows for the specified icons
A Get Info Apple event asks the Finder to display Info windows for one or more icons
in the same folder. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as (1) selecting one
or more icons in the same folder and then (2) choosing Get Info from the File menu of
the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEGetInfoSelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. All of
the icons whose Info windows are to be
displayed must be in this folder. This alias
record must contain a full alias, not a minimal
alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons whose Info
windows are to be displayed.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection

Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

To close an Info window, send a Close Window Apple event with a
typeFinderWindow descriptor record as the direct object. When you
create the FinderWindow record that is the data for the
typeFinderWindow descriptor record, use kAEInfo (the constant that
specifies an Info window) as the value of the windowType field.

Result Codes

None
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Make Alias—create aliases for the specified icons
A Make Alias Apple event asks the Finder to create aliases for one or more icons in
the same folder. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as (1) selecting one or
more icons in the same folder and then (2) choosing Make Alias from the File menu of
the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEAliasSelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. All of
the icons for which aliases are to be created
must be in this folder. This alias record must
contain a full alias, not a minimal alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons for which
aliases are to be created.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None
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Move Selection—move specified icons to a new folder
A Move Selection Apple event asks the Finder to move one or more icons to a new
folder. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as (1) selecting one or more icons
and then (2) dragging the selected icons to a new folder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEMove

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies the destination
folder (the folder into which to move the icons)

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The position of the icons in the destination
folder. The high-order 16 bits specify the
vertical offset (the number of pixels between
the top edge of the content region of the folder
window and the top of the topmost icon in the
selection). The low-order 16 bits specify the
horizontal offset (the number of pixels between
the left edge of the content region of the folder
window and the left side of the leftmost icon in
the selection).

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
Each alias record in the list specifies an icon to
be moved.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keyMiscellaneous

keySelection

Reply
Parameters
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Notes

If you use the Move Selection Apple event to move icons to a folder on
another volume, the icons remain in the source folder, and copies of
the icons are created in the destination folder. To copy the icons
when moving them to a folder on the same volume, use the Drag
Selection Apple event.

Result Codes

None

Move Window—move a Finder window
A Move Window Apple event asks the Finder to move one of its windows to a
specified location.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAESetPosition

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The window to move

Descriptor Type:

typeFinderWindow

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The point at which to position the upper-left
corner of the structure region of the window.
(The structure region of a window includes both
the content region of the window—the area an
application draws in—and the window frame.)
The point must be specified in global
coordinates. The high-order 16 bits specify the
vertical position of the point. The low-order 16
bits specify the horizontal position of the
point.

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

keyMiscellaneous

Reply
Parameters

None
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Notes

If the value of the high-order 16 bits of the keyMiscellaneous
parameter (which specify the vertical position of the window) is
less than the height, in pixels, of the menu bar, the part of the
window that overlaps the menu bar is concealed by it. You can use
the GetMBarHeight function (described in Volumes V and VI of
Inside Macintosh) to get the height of the menu bar.

Result Codes

None

Open Selection—open the specified icons
An Open Selection Apple event asks the Finder to open one or more icons in the same
folder. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as (1) selecting one or more icons
in the same folder and then (2) choosing Open from the File menu of the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEOpenSelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. All of
the icons to be opened must be in this folder.
This alias record must contain a full alias, not a
minimal alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons to be
opened.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection
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Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None

Page Setup—display the Page Setup window
A Page Setup Apple event asks the Finder to display the Page Setup window for a
specified Finder window.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEPageSetup

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies the Finder
window for which to display a Page Setup
window

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

You send a Page Setup Apple event to display the Page Setup
window for the user. It’s then up to the user to change the Page Setup
settings; there are no Finder Apple events that allow an application
to change the settings. It’s also up to the user to close the Page Setup
window that’s displayed (by clicking the OK or Cancel button in the
window); there is no way to specify a Page Setup window in a Close
Window Apple event.

Result Codes

None
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Print Selection—print the specified documents
A Print Selection Apple event asks the Finder to print the contents of one or more
documents. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as (1) selecting one or more
document icons in the same folder and then (2) choosing Print from the File menu of
the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEPrintSelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. The
icons for all the documents to be printed must be
in this folder. This alias record must contain a
full alias, not a minimal alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons for all the
documents to be printed.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection

Reply
Parameters
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Result Codes

None

Notes

Although the Finder does not display any dialog boxes when
handling a Print Selection Apple event, the applications that do the
printing may display dialog boxes if they don’t support Apple
events.
The Finder handles a Print Selection Apple event by sending Print
Documents Apple events to the appropriate applications. If an
application is open when it receives the Print Documents Apple
event, it remains open. If an application is not already open, it quits
after printing the document(s).

Print Window—print the contents of a Finder window
A Print Window Apple event asks the Finder to print the contents of one of its
windows.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEPrintWindow

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The window whose contents are to be printed

Descriptor Type:

typeFinderWindow

Required or Optional?

Required

Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

When the Finder receives a valid Print Window Apple event, it
displays a Print dialog box for the user. It’s then up to the user to
change the printer settings, if necessary, and then click the OK or
Cancel button; there are no Finder Apple events that allow an
application to change the settings or click the OK or cancel buttons.

Result Codes

None
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Put Away—put away icons on the desktop
or in the Trash
A Put Away Apple event asks the Finder to put one or more icons on the desktop or in
the Trash back into the folders from which they were last moved. Sending this
Apple event has the same effect as (1) selecting one or more icons—either on the
desktop or in the Trash—and then (2) choosing Put Away from the File menu of the
Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEPutAwaySelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. For the
Put Away Apple event, this folder must be
either the Trash folder or the Desktop folder.
All of the icons to be put away must be in this
folder. This alias record must contain a full
alias, not a minimal alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons to be put
away.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None
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Resize Window—change the size of a window
A Resize Window Apple event asks the Finder to set the size of a Finder window.
Sending this Apple event has the same effect as dragging the window’s size box (the
box at the lower-right corner of the window): the upper-left corner of the window
remains at the same position, and the lower-right corner changes.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEGrow

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The window whose size is to be set

Descriptor Type:

typeFinderWindow

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The width and height, in pixels, of the
window. The high-order 16 bits specify the
height of the window; the low-order 16 bits
specify the width of the window.

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

keyMiscellaneous

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None
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Restart—restart the computer
A Restart Apple event asks the Finder to terminate all open applications and restart
the computer. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as choosing Restart from
the Special menu of the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAERestart

Parameters

None

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None

Notes

If you send a Restart Apple event and any of the open applications
have documents that have been changed but not saved, the
applications display the same “Save changes?” dialog boxes they
display when the user chooses the Restart menu item. It is then up to
the user to respond to the dialog box(es); there are no Finder Apple
events that allow applications to respond to dialog boxes.

18
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Reveal—display the window containing specified icons and
select the icons
A Reveal Apple event asks the Finder to (1) display the window for the folder that
contains specified icons and (2) select those icons.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAERevealSelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. The
icons to be revealed all must be in this folder.
This alias record must contain a full alias, not a
minimal alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons to be
revealed.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None
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Set View—specify the view in a folder window
A Set View Apple event specifies what view of a folder window’s contents the
Finder should display. The views correspond to the views that a user can choose from
the View menu of the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEChangeView

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. The
icons to be revealed all must be in this folder.
This alias record must contain a full alias, not a
minimal alias.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A long integer that specifies the view of the folder’s
contents. The possible values for this parameter
correspond to menu items in the View menu.
—kByCommentView (corresponds to “by Comments”)
—kByDateView (corresponds to “by Date”)
—kByIconView (corresponds to “by Icon”)
—kByKindView (corresponds to “by Kind”)
—kByLabelView (corresponds to “by Label”)
—kByNameView (corresponds to “by Name”)
—kBySizeView (corresponds to “by Size”)
—kBySmallIcon (corresponds to “by Small Icon”)
—kByVersionView (corresponds to “by Version”)

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

keyMiscellaneous

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None
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Sharing—display Sharing windows for
the specified icons
A Sharing Apple event asks the Finder to display Sharing windows for one or more
icons in the same folder. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as
(1) selecting one or more icons in the same folder and then (2) choosing Sharing from
the File menu of the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEGetPrivilegeSelection

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies a folder. All of
the icons whose Sharing windows are to be
displayed must be in this folder. This alias
record must contain a full alias, not a minimal
alias.
Note: If an icon—such as a disk icon—is not
contained in a folder, the keyDirectObject
parameter must be an alias for the icon itself.

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A list of alias records. (The items in this list—
descriptor records of type typeAlias—can
contain either complete or minimal aliases.)
These alias records specify the icons whose
Sharing windows are to be displayed.

Descriptor Type:

typeAEList

Required or Optional?

Required

keySelection

Reply
Parameters

None
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You send a Sharing Apple event to display the Sharing window for
the user. It’s then up to the user to change the Sharing settings; there
are no Finder Apple events that allow an application to change the
settings.

Notes

To close a Sharing window, send a Close Window Apple event with a
typeFinderWindow descriptor record as the direct object. When you
create the FinderWindow record that is the data for the
typeFinderWindow descriptor record, use kAESharing (the constant
that specifies a Sharing window) as the value of the windowType
field.
Result Codes

None

Show Clipboard—display the Clipboard window
A Show Clipboard Apple event asks the Finder to display the Clipboard window.
The result is the same as the result of choosing Show Clipboard from the Edit menu
of the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEShowClipboard

Parameters

None

Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

You send a Show Clipboard Apple event to display the Clipboard
window for the user. It’s up to the user to close the Clipboard window
(by clicking the window’s close box).

Result Codes

None
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Shut Down—shut down the computer
A Shut Down Apple event asks the Finder to terminate all open applications in
preparation for turning off the power. When sent to the Finder on a Macintosh
Portable computer, any member of the Macintosh II family of computers, or any
member of the Macintosh PowerBook family of computers, the Shut Down Apple
event also asks the Finder to turn off the power. Sending this Apple event has the
same effect as choosing Shut Down from the Special menu of the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEShutDown

Parameters

None

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None

Notes

If you send a Shut Down Apple event and any of the open
applications have documents that have been changed but not saved,
the applications display the same “Save changes?” dialog boxes
they display when the user chooses the Shut Down menu item. It is
then up to the user to respond to the dialog box(es); there are no
Finder Apple events that allow applications to respond to dialog
boxes.
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Sleep—put a portable Macintosh computer
into sleep mode
The Sleep Apple event puts a portable Macintosh computer (the Macintosh Portable
or any member of the Macintosh PowerBook family of computers) into its powerconserving state known as system sleep. This event has no effect when sent to a
computer other than the Macintosh Portable or any member of the Macintosh
PowerBook family of computers. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as
choosing Sleep from the Special menu of the Finder.
Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAESleep

Parameters

None

Reply
Parameters

None

Result Codes

None

Zoom Window—make a Finder window
larger or smaller
A Zoom Window Apple event asks the Finder either to (1) “zoom out” a Finder
window by changing its size to its largest standard size (a size predefined by the
Finder), or to (2) “zoom in” a previously “zoomed out” window, returning it to its
original size.

s

Important

In system software version 7.0, “zooming out” does not necessarily
enlarge a window, and “zooming in” does not necessarily reduce
the size of a window. See the “Notes” for a complete description
of what happens. s

Event Class

kAEFinderEvents

Event ID

kAEZoom
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Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

An alias record that specifies the window to be
zoomed

Descriptor Type:

typeFinderWindow

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

A long integer that specifies whether to zoom
the window in or out. Possible values are
zoomOut (changes the size of the window to its
largest standard size) and zoomIn (returns the
window to its original size).

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

keyMiscellaneous

Reply
Parameters

None

Notes

In system software version 7.0, the largest standard size for a Finder
window (the size of the window when it’s “zoomed out”) is the
smallest size that allows the entire contents of the window to be
displayed. For example, when you zoom out a folder window
containing only three icons, the resulting window is quite small. For
this reason, zooming out can make a window smaller if it’s larger
than it needs to be to display its contents, and zooming in this same
window returns it to its previous (larger) size.

Result Codes

None
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Descriptor types defined in the Finder suite
The descriptor types defined in the Finder suite are described in the following
sections. Table 8-2 lists these descriptor types.

■

Table 8-2

Descriptor types defined in the Finder suite

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList
typeAlias
typeFinderWindow
typeLongInteger

A list of descriptor records
An alias record
A Finder window
A 4-byte integer

typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record contains a list of descriptor records. The descriptor
records in the list can be of any descriptor type, and they need not all be of the same
type. For more information about descriptor records and descriptor lists, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeAlias—an alias record
A typeAlias descriptor record contains an alias record. (For information about alias
records, see Chapter 27, “The Alias Manager,” in Inside Macintosh,
Volume VI.)
Data Size

Variable

Notes

The Apple Event Manager provides a built-in coercion handler for
coercing typeAlias descriptor records to typeFSS descriptor records
that contain file system specifications. (File system specifications
are described in Chapter 25, “The File Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.) This coercion handler lets you choose the
type of document reference that is easiest for your application to
handle. (For information about coercion, see Chapter 6, “The Apple
Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
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typeFinderWindow—a Finder window
A typeFinderWindow descriptor record specifies a Finder window.
Description

The data for a typeFinderWindow descriptor record consists of a long
integer that specifies the type of the window (either a normal
Finder window, an Info window, or a Sharing window) followed by
an alias descriptor record (a descriptor record whose descriptor type
is typeAlias) that specifies the Finder icon for which the window is
displayed. The data for this descriptor record is the same as the
data for the following Pascal record:
TYPE
FinderWindow = RECORD
windowType : LongInt;
aliasType : DescType;

{
{
{
{
{
aliasLength : LongInt; {
{
alias : AliasRecord;
{
END;

the type of the window }
the descriptor type of }
the alias descriptor }
record; }
must be typeAlias }
the length of the alias }
record }
the alias record }

The value for the windowType field must be kAEMain (specifies an
ordinary Finder window), kAEInfo (specifies an Info window), or
kAESharing (specifies a Sharing window).
Data Size

Variable

typeLongInteger—a 4-byte integer
A typeLongInteger descriptor record contains a 4-byte long integer.
Data Size

4 bytes
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Constants defined in the Finder suite
Table 8-3 lists the constants defined in the Finder suite.

■

Table 8-3

Constants defined in the Finder suite

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

kAEAbout

'abou'

kAERevealSelection

'srev'

kAEAliasSelection

'sali'

kAESetPosition

'posn'

kAEChangeView

'view'

kAESharing

13

kAEClose

'clos'

kAEShowClipboard

'shcl'

kAEDrag

'drag'

kAEShutDown

'shut'

kAEDuplicateSelection

'sdup'

kAESleep

'slep'

kAEEmptyTrash

'empt'

kAEZoom

'zoom'

kAEFinderEvents

'FNDR'

kByCommentView

6

kAEGetInfoSelection

'sinf'

kByDateView

3

kAEGetPrivilegeSelection

'sprv'

kByIconView

1

kAEGrow

'grow'

kByKindView

5

kAEInfo

11

kByLabelView

7

kAEMain

0

kByNameView

2

kAEMove

'move'

kBySizeView

4

kAEOpenSelection

'sope'

kBySmallIcon

0

kAEPageSetup

'pgsu'

kByVersionView

8

kAEPrintSelection

'spri'

kCoreEventClass

'aevt'

kAEPrintWindow

'pwin'

keyDirectObject

'----'

kAEPutAwaySelection

'sput'

keyMiscellaneous

'fmsc'

kAERestart

'rest'

keySelection

'fsel'

typeAEList

'list'

typeLongInteger

'long'

typeAlias

'alis'

zoomIn

7

typeFinderWindow

'fwin'

zoomOut

8
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Chapter 9 Miscellaneous Standards

Miscellaneous standards are standard Apple event constructs that
don’t belong to a suite. The constructs extend the standard vocabulary
for interapplication communication.
If any of the miscellaneous standards applies to a particular
application, the application should support the standard construct
rather than define a new, custom construct that is specific to the
application. Because the miscellaneous standards are not a suite,
applications need not support all of them.
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Introduction to the miscellaneous standards
The miscellaneous standards include Apple event constructs for
■

getting news that an application has terminated

■

initiating and ending transactions

■

getting news that a transaction has terminated

■

creating Edition Manager publishers

■

executing scripts that control applications

■

editing and converting graphics

■

performing cut, copy, and paste operations

■

bringing a set of objects into view within a window

■

undoing and redoing operations

■

restoring one or more objects to their last saved state

■

finding out if a set of objects has the same value for a specified property

The miscellaneous standards also include miscellaneous object classes (for Macintosh
menus, menu items, and delimited text items, as well as an extension to the
cApplication object class defined in the Core suite that specifies the delimiters for
delimited text items) and a variety of miscellaneous descriptor types.

Apple events and the Clipboard
The pClipboard property of cApplication objects contains the contents of the
application’s Clipboard. The Cut, Copy, and Paste Apple events defined in the
miscellaneous standards can be used to put data on and take data off the Clipboard.
Application developers must decide how their applications use the Clipboard and
what they put on the Clipboard. The definitions of the Cut, Copy, and Paste Apple
events do not assume that the Clipboard is used in a particular way.
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Using object specifier records in place of other parameters
In all of the suites except the Required and Finder suites, you can substitute an object
specifier record for any Apple event parameter that is not already defined as an
object specifier record. When you substitute an object specifier record for another
parameter and the object specifier record specifies a single object, the value of the
parameter becomes the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object
(that is, the value returned by a Get Data Apple event for the object when you do not
specify a particular descriptor type for the result). If the object specifier record
specifies more than one object, the value of the parameter becomes a descriptor list (a
typeAEList descriptor record) containing a default descriptor record for each object
specified by the object specifier record. If the descriptor type of the resulting
descriptor record is not the descriptor type specified for the parameter in the
definition of the Apple event, the server application should attempt to coerce the
resulting descriptor record into the necessary descriptor type.
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Miscellaneous standard Apple events
The Apple events defined in the miscellaneous standards are described in the
following sections. Table 9-1 lists these Apple events.

■

Table 9-1

Miscellaneous standard Apple events

Name

Requested action

Application Died

Receive news (from the Process Manager) that an
application has terminated

Begin Transaction

Begin a transaction and return a transaction ID

Copy

Copy the current selection to the Clipboard

Create Publisher

Create an Edition Manager publisher

Cut

Cut the current selection and put it on the Clipboard

Do Script

Perform actions specified in a script

Edit Graphic

Let the user edit a graphic

End Transaction

End a transaction

Image Graphic

Convert and/or enhance a graphic

Is Uniform

Tell if the value of a property is the same for a set of
objects

Make Objects Visible

Bring a set of objects into view

Paste

Paste the contents of the Clipboard

Redo

Reverse the action of the immediately preceding
Undo

Revert

Restore a set of objects to their last saved state

Transaction Terminated

Receive news that a transaction has terminated

Undo

Undo the result of the previous Apple event or user
action
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Application Died—receive news that an application
has terminated
If an application launched by your application terminates, either normally or as the
result of an error, the Process Manager can notify your application by sending it an
Application Died Apple event. To receive this notification, you must set the
acceptAppDied flag in your application’s 'SIZE' resource. (For a complete
description of the 'SIZE' resource, see Chapter 5, “The Event Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.)
Unlike most Apple events, an Application Died Apple event is simply a “news
report,” not a request for action. An application that receives an Application Died
Apple event can take any action that is appropriate, or no action at all.

s

Important

Applications must never send Application Died Apple events.
Only the Process Manager can send Application Died Apple
events. s

Event Class

kCoreEventClass (not kAEMiscStandards, the event class for the
other Apple events in the miscellaneous standards)

Event ID

kAEApplicationDied

Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

A sign-extended OSErr value returned by the
Process Manager. A value of noErr indicates
that the application terminated normally; any
other value specifies the error that caused the
application to terminate.

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

keyProcessSerialNumber

Reply
Parameters

Description:

The process serial number of the application
that terminated

Descriptor Type:

typeProcessSerialNumber

None (The Process Manager does not check for a reply.)
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The Process Manager gets the value of the keyErrorNumber
parameter from the system global variable DSErrCode. This value
can be set either by the application before it terminates, or by the
operating system. (The operating system may set this value if there
is a hardware exception or other problem.)

Notes

The Process Manager does not check for a reply. Returning the result
code errAEEventNotHandled (defined by the Apple Event Manager)
allows applications that do not handle the Application Died Apple
event themselves to pass the event to a system event handler.

Begin Transaction—begin a transaction and return a
transaction ID
The Begin Transaction Apple event is a request to begin a transaction and return a
transaction ID for subsequent events in the transaction.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEBeginTransaction

Parameters

None

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult
Description:

The transaction ID. This ID is used to identify
subsequent Apple events that are part of the
same transaction. The application must
guarantee that the ID is unique among
transaction IDs until the transaction ends.

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

keyErrorNumber
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keyErrorString

Notes

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

A transaction is a series of Apple events that must be processed
without interruption from other Apple events. Except for the Begin
Transaction Apple event that initiates a transaction, all the events
in a transaction have the same transaction ID (the ID returned by
the server application in response to the Begin Transaction Apple
event). Each Apple event includes a transaction ID as one of its
attributes. If an Apple event is not part of a transaction, its
transaction ID is specified by the constant kAnyTransactionID.
A transaction is complete when the server application successfully
handles an End Transaction Apple event that includes the
transaction ID for the transaction. To specify the transaction ID, the
client application uses the transactionID parameter of the Apple
Event Manager AECreateAppleEvent function.
If a server application supports multiple threads of execution, the
events in a transaction can be handled by a separate thread. If a
server application has only one thread of execution and a transaction
is in progress, it must reject events that are not part of the
transaction. A server application returns the result code
errAEInTransaction to indicate that an Apple event cannot be
handled because it is not part of an Apple event transaction.
Applications that initiate transactions should handle Transaction
Terminated Apple events, which provide news that a transaction
has terminated.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Copy—copy the current selection to the Clipboard
The Copy Apple event is a request to copy the objects in the current user selection and
put them on the Clipboard.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAECopy

Parameters

None

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
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Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)
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keyErrorString

Notes

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

A Copy Apple event produces the same result as a user’s choosing the
application’s Copy menu item: the current user selection is copied and
replaces the contents of the Clipboard. The current user selection (an
object of class cSelection) is specified by the pUserSelection property
of the cApplication object.
If there is no current selection to be copied, the contents of the
Clipboard must remain the same, and the error
errAENoUserSelection must be returned.

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENoUserSelection

–10013

There is no current user selection

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Create Publisher—create an Edition Manager publisher
The Create Publisher Apple event is a request to create an Edition Manager
publisher. For information about the Edition Manager and publishers, see Chapter 4,
“The Edition Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAECreatePublisher

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to publish

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the user selection)

keyAEEditionFileLoc
Description:

An alias to the edition container file for the
publisher

Descriptor Type:

typeAlias

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the default edition
container for the application)

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString
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Notes

If the optional keyAEEditionFileLoc parameter is included in a
Create Publisher Apple event, the server application does not need
to interact with the user to find out what container file to create. To
ensure that the server does not interact with the user for any other
reason, the client application must set the kAENeverInteract flag in
the SendMode parameter of the Apple Event Manager AESend
function. (For information about user interaction and user interaction
flags, see Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.)
If the optional keyAEEditionFileLoc parameter is not included, the
server application should call the Apple Event Manager
AEInteractWithUser function as part of handling this event. If user
interaction is allowed, the server application must display a New
Publisher dialog box, which gives the user an opportunity to specify
the name and location of the edition container for the publisher. If
user interaction is not allowed, the server application must use the
default edition container for the application. (For information about
the AEInteractWithUser function, see Chapter 6, “The Apple Event
Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Cut—cut the current selection and put it
on the Clipboard
The Cut Apple event is a request to remove the set of objects in the current user
selection and put them on the Clipboard.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAECut

Parameters

None

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes

A Cut Apple event produces the same result as a user’s choosing the
application’s Cut menu item: the current user selection is removed
and replaces the contents of the Clipboard. The current user selection
(an object of class cSelection) is specified by the pUserSelection
property of the cApplication object.
If there is no current selection to be cut, the contents of the Clipboard
must remain the same, and the error errAENoUserSelection must be
returned.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENoUserSelection

–10013

There is no current user selection

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Do Script—perform actions specified in a script
The Do Script Apple event asks an application that understands a scripting language
to perform the actions specified in a script.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEDoScript

Parameter
keyDirectObject

404

Description:

The script to execute

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText or typeAlias (see “Notes”)

Required or Optional?

Required
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Reply Parameters
keyAEResult
Description:

The descriptor record returned by the script

Descriptor Type:

Can be any descriptor type

Required or Optional?

Optional

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

The direct parameter for this event contains either the script to be
executed (in a typeIntlText descriptor record) or an alias record (in a
typeAlias descriptor record) that specifies a file containing the
script to be executed.
Applications that return additional result codes for scripts should
extend the definition of this event to include these additional codes.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Edit Graphic—let the user edit a graphic
The Edit Graphic Apple event is a request to let the user edit a graphic. The client
application sends a drawing area (a typeDrawingArea descriptor record) that
contains the graphic to be edited. The server application allows the user to edit the
drawing area and returns the edited version in the reply.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEEditGraphic

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The drawing area to be edited

Descriptor Type:

typeDrawingArea

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The edited drawing area

Descriptor Type:

typeDrawingArea

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

It is up to the server application to inform the user that the incoming
graphic must be edited, to provide an appropriate title for the
graphic being edited, to interrupt other tasks if necessary, and to
determine when the user has finished editing the graphic.
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To allow interaction with the user, the keyInteractLevelAttr
attribute of an Edit Graphic Apple event must include either a
kAECanInteract or kAEAlwaysInteract flag. For more information
about the keyInteractLevelAttr attribute, see Chapter 6, “The
Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The graphic is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The graphic currently cannot be
modified

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

End Transaction—end a transaction
The End Transaction Apple event informs an application that an Apple event
transaction is complete. This allows the application to perform any required tasks,
such as disposing of data structures that are no longer needed.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEEndTransaction

Parameters

None (see “Notes”)

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes

A transaction is a series of Apple events that must be processed
without interruption from other Apple events. Except for the Begin
Transaction Apple event that initiates a transaction, all the events
in a transaction have the same transaction ID (the ID returned by
the server application in response to the Begin Transaction Apple
event). Each Apple event includes a transaction ID as one of its
attributes. If an Apple event is not part of a transaction, its
transaction ID is specified by the constant kAnyTransactionID.
A transaction is complete when the server application successfully
handles an End Transaction Apple event that includes the
transaction ID for the transaction. (To specify the transaction ID, the
client application uses the transactionID parameter of the Apple
Event Manager AECreateAppleEvent function.)
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If a server application supports multiple threads of execution, the
events in a transaction can be handled by a separate thread. If a
server application has only one thread of execution and a transaction
is in progress, it must reject events that are not part of the
transaction. A server application returns the result code
errAEInTransaction to indicate that an Apple event cannot be
handled because it is not part of an Apple event transaction.
Applications that initiate transactions should handle Transaction
Terminated Apple events, which provide news that a transaction
has terminated.
Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Image Graphic—convert and/or enhance a graphic
The Image Graphic Apple event is a request to convert a graphic from one format to
another and/or to enhance it by performing any of a number of specialized imaging
techniques (such as antialiasing or dithering).
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEImageGraphic

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The graphic to be converted or formatted

Descriptor Type:

typeEPS, typePict, typeTIFF, or typeAlias (see
“Notes”)

Required or Optional?

Required

keyAEDoAntiAlias
Description:

If TRUE, specifies to use antialiasing when
imaging the resulting graphic

Descriptor Type:

typeBoolean

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyAEDoDithered
Description:

If TRUE, specifies to use dithering when
imaging the graphic

Descriptor Type:

typeBoolean

Required or Optional?

Optional

Description:

Specifies how to rotate the resulting graphic.
This parameter is a typeRotation descriptor
record that specifies (1) the number of degrees
by which to rotate the graphic and the
direction in which to rotate the graphic, and
(2) the point about which to rotate the graphic.

Descriptor Type:

typeRotation

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyAEDoRotate
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keyAEDoScale
Description:

The factor by which to scale the resulting
graphic. The value is a multiplier; for
example, a value of 1.5 specifies that the
graphic must be enlarged to 150% of its original
size, whereas a value of 0.5 specifies that the
graphic must be reduced to 50% of its original
size.

Descriptor Type:

typeFixed

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyAEDoTranslate
Description:

A typeQDPoint descriptor record that specifies
how to reposition the source graphic in the
resulting graphic. Its coordinate values specify
the number of pixels the graphic is shifted,
vertically and/or horizontally, in the resulting
graphic. If the horizontal and vertical
coordinate values are both 0, the source graphic
is not shifted. If the vertical coordinate is not 0,
the graphic is shifted down (if the value is
positive) or up (if the value is negative) by the
number of pixels specified by the coordinate. If
the horizontal coordinate is not 0, the graphic
is shifted right (if the value is positive) or left
(if the value is negative) by the number of
pixels specified by the coordinate.

Descriptor Type:

typeQDPoint

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyAEFlipHorizontal
Description:

If TRUE, specifies to flip the graphic
horizontally

Descriptor Type:

typeBoolean

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyAEFlipVertical
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Description:

If TRUE, specifies to flip the graphic
vertically

Descriptor Type:

typeBoolean

Required or Optional?

Optional
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keyAEImageQuality
Description:

Specifies the image quality of the resulting
graphic. The constant kAEFast specifies that
the graphic should be imaged as quickly as
possible; the constant kAERegular specifies
that the graphic should be imaged normally;
the constant kAEHiQuality specifies that the
graphic should be imaged at the highest
quality possible, regardless of speed.

Descriptor Type:

typeEnumeration

Required or Optional?

Optional

Description:

The graphics format in which to return the
result. The format can be specified with one of
the following constants: typeEPS (specifies
Encapsulated PostScript format), typePict
(specifies PICT format), or typeTIFF (specifies
Tagged Image File Format). Applications can
also define additional constants for other
graphics formats.

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Required

keyAERenderAs

keyAETryAsStructGraf
Description:

If TRUE, specifies to return an object graphic (a
graphic composed of individual graphic objects
that can be manipulated separately) rather
than a pixel map

Descriptor Type:

typeBoolean

Required or Optional?

Optional

Description:

The graphic that is returned

Descriptor Type:

typeEPS, typePict, typeTIFF, or typeAlias (see
“Notes”)

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber
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keyErrorString

Notes

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

The Event Manager currently limits the size of event buffers (the
buffers used to transport Apple events) to 64K bytes. If the size of the
graphic to be imaged is less than 64K bytes, the direct parameter can
be a descriptor record of type typeEPS, typePict, or typeTIFF. If the
size of the graphic is less than 64K bytes, the direct parameter must
be an alias record (a typeAlias descriptor record) that specifies a
file containing the graphic. The first 4 bytes of this file must be the
format ID (the constant typeEPS, typePict, or typeTIFF); following
the format ID is the data for the graphic.
If the graphic returned by an Image Graphic Apple event is larger
than 64K bytes, an alias to a file containing the graphic is returned.
The first 4 bytes of this file are the format ID (the constant typeEPS,
typePict, or typeTIFF); following the format ID is the data for the
graphic.
A specification for the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) is included
in the TIFF Developer’s Toolkit available from Aldus Corporation.
For information about the toolkit, contact Aldus Corporation Product
Information at 206-628-2320. A specification for the Encapsulated
PostScript (EPS) file format Version 3.0 is included in the PostScript
Language Reference Manual, second edition. For information about
this manual, contact Adobe Systems Incorporated at 415-961-4111.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Is Uniform—tell if the value of a property
is the same for a set of objects
The Is Uniform Apple event is a request for information about a set of objects. The
server application responds by indicating whether the value of a specified property
is the same for all the objects in the set. For example, you can use Is Uniform to check
if the font size of all the characters in a paragraph is the same.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEIsUniform

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

Specifies the set of objects to be checked for
uniformity

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The property ID for the property to be checked
for uniformity

Descriptor Type:

typeType

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

Indicates whether all the objects in the set
have the same value for the specified property

Descriptor Type:

typeBoolean

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

keyAEProperty

Reply Parameters
keyAEResult

keyErrorNumber
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keyErrorString
Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Make Objects Visible—bring a set of objects into view
The Make Objects Visible Apple event asks an application to bring a set of objects
into view within one of the application’s windows. The objects can be the current user
selection or any other visible objects.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEMakeObjectsVisible

Parameters
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to be made visible

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The window in which to display the set of
objects

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the active window of
the application)

keyAEWindow

keyAEShowWhere
Description:

The point (specified in window coordinates) at
which to display the top-left corner of the topleft object

Descriptor Type:

typeQDPoint

Required or Optional?

Optional (default value: the top-left corner of
the window)

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
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keyErrorString
Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Paste—paste the contents of the Clipboard
The Paste Apple event is a request to make a copy of the objects on the Clipboard and
either (1) have them replace the current user selection or (2) move them to the
current insertion point.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEPaste

Parameters

None

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes
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Sending a Paste Apple event has the same effect as a user’s choosing
the application’s Paste menu item. A copy of the objects on the
Clipboard replaces the current user selection or, if there is no current
user selection, is inserted at the current insertion point. Where the
contents of the Clipboard are inserted (either a selection to be
replaced or an insertion point) is specified by the pInsertionLoc
property of the cApplication object.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The object is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object currently cannot be modified

errAENotAnElement

–10008

A specified object is a property, not an
element

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes

The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Redo—reverse the action of the immediately
preceding Undo
The Redo Apple event is a request to reverse the action of the undo operation
(resulting from the user’s choosing the Undo menu item or from an Undo Apple event)
that immediately preceded the Redo Apple event.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAERedo

Parameters

None
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Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

If any “undoable” action occurs after the last undo operation and
before the Redo Apple event is sent, the Redo Apple event has no
effect.

Notes

Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object or data currently cannot be
changed

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Revert—restore a set of objects to their last saved state
The Revert Apple event is a request to replace a set of objects with the versions of the
object that were most recently saved.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAERevert

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The set of objects to be replaced by the version
of the objects that were most recently saved

Descriptor Type:

typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString

Notes

The majority of applications save only cDocument objects. As a result,
these applications can restore only cDocument objects to their last
saved state.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object or data currently cannot be
changed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot handle
objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Transaction Terminated—receive news that a transaction
has terminated
The Transaction Terminated Apple event informs an application that a transaction
in progress (one begun by the application receiving the Transaction Terminated
Apple event) has been terminated.
Unlike most Apple events, a Transaction Terminated Apple event is simply a “news
report,” not a request for action. An application that receives a Transaction
Terminated Apple event can take any action that is appropriate, or no action
at all.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAETransactionTerminated

Parameter
keyDirectObject
Description:

The transaction ID of the terminated
transaction

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Required

Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber

keyErrorString
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key form
for this object

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large to
be valid

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because the
handler only accepts object specifiers
that specify single objects

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Undo—undo the result of the previous Apple event
or user action
The Undo Apple event is a request to undo the result of the immediately preceding
Apple event or user action.
Event Class

kAEMiscStandards

Event ID

kAEUndo

Parameters

None

Reply Parameters
keyErrorNumber
Description:

The result code for the event

Descriptor Type:

typeLongInteger

Required or Optional?

Optional (The absence of a keyErrorNumber
parameter in the reply indicates that the event
was handled successfully.)

Description:

A character string describing the error, if any,
that occurred when the event was handled

Descriptor Type:

typeIntlText

Required or Optional?

Optional

keyErrorString

Notes

If the results of the last Apple or user action cannot be undone, the
server application must return the result code errAECantUndo.
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Result Codes
errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed when
attempting to handle the Apple event

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object or data currently cannot be
changed

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a valid
transaction; the transaction may never
have begun, or it may have been
terminated

errAECantUndo

–10015

Cannot undo the results of the previous
Apple event or user action

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from an
application running on the same
computer

Other result codes
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The result code for the specific error
condition (such as a Memory Manager or
an Apple Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail

Miscellaneous standard object classes
The Apple event object classes included in the miscellaneous standards are described
in the following sections. Table 9-2 lists these object classes.

■

Table 9-2

Miscellaneous standard object classes

Object class ID

Description

cApplication

Macintosh applications
Properties:
pBestType, pClass, pClipboard,
pDefaultType, pInsertionLoc,
pIsFrontProcess, pName,
pTextItemDelimiters,
pUserSelection, pVersion
Element Classes: cDocument, cWindow

cItem

Delimited text strings
Properties:
pBestType, pClass, pColor,
pDefaultType, pFont, pPointSize,
pScriptTag, pTextStyles,
pUniformStyles
Element Classes: cChar, cText

cMenu

Macintosh menus
Properties:
pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pMenuID, pName
Element Class:
cMenuItem

cMenuItem

Macintosh menu items
Properties:
pBestType, pClass,
pDefaultType, pEnabled,
pItemNumber, pName
Element Classes: None

Figure 9-1 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for the object classes defined in the
miscellaneous standards. Listed for each object class are the properties, element
classes, and Apple events that have not been inherited from object classes higher in
the inheritance hierarchy.
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Figure 9-1

■

Object inheritance hierarchy for the miscellaneous standards

cOpenableObject
pName
Close
Open
cObject
pBestType
pClass
pDefaultType
Clone
Count Elements
Create Element
Delete
Do Objects Exist
Get Class Info
Get Data
Get Data Size
Move
Set Data
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cMenu
pMenuID
pName
cMenuItem

cApplication
pClipboard
pInsertionLoc
plsFrontProcess
pTextItemDelimiters
pUserSelection
pVersion
cDocument
cWindow

cMenuItem
pEnabled
pItemNumber
pName
cText
pColor
pFont
pPointSize
pScriptTag
pTextStyles
pUniformStyles
cChar
cText

cItem

Key:
Properties & element classes
Apple events
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cApplication—Macintosh applications
The cApplication object class is the class for standard Macintosh applications. This
object class is an extension of the cApplication object class defined in the Core suite
that is required for applications that support the cItem object class. The sole
addition is the pTextItemDelimiters property that specifies one or a set of
characters that can be used to delimit text items (objects of class cItem).
Superclass

cOpenableObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeObjectSpecifier (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pClipboard
Description:

The Clipboard for the application. The contents of
the Clipboard are represented by a descriptor list;
the data for each descriptor record in the list is one of
the desk scrap data types (such as 'TEXT' or 'PICT')
supported by the application (see “Notes”).

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable
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pDefaultType
Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pInsertionLoc
Description:

The location where the contents of the Clipboard are
inserted by a paste operation

Object Class ID:

cInsertionLoc

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pIsFrontProcess
Description:

If TRUE, indicates that the application is the
frontmost process

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the application

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

Yes, from cOpenableObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pName

pTextItemDelimiters
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Description:

A list containing the characters that can delimit
cItem objects in the application or any of its
documents (see “Notes”). The values in the list are
typeIntlText descriptor records, each of which
contains a single character.

Object Class ID:

cAEList

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable
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pUserSelection
Description:

The current user selection for the application or, if
there is no current user selection for the application,
the location of the current insertion point

Object Class ID:

cSelection

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The version number of the application

Object Class ID:

cLongInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pVersion

Element Classes
cDocument
Description:

The documents for the application that are currently
open

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

The windows for the application that are currently
displayed

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

cWindow

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Close

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Open

Inherited from cOpenableObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

For nearly all applications, the cApplication object is the top of the
application’s container hierarchy. For this reason, the cApplication
object class must be extended to include, as elements, those object
classes that are next to the top in the container hierarchy.

Notes

The pClipboard property of an application contains the contents of
the application’s Clipboard. Because the Clipboard can contain
different representations of the same information, the pClipboard
property is a descriptor list whose items contain the different
representations. (For information on how data is stored on the
Clipboard, see Chapter 15, “The Scrap Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume I.) The descriptor types of the descriptor records
in the list correspond to desk scrap data types supported by the
application. The four-character codes for these descriptor types must
be the same as the codes for the corresponding desk scrap data types.
This version of the Apple Event Registry defines three descriptor
types whose data is the same as the data for three standard desk
scrap data types: typeChar (= 'TEXT'), typePict (= 'PICT'), and
typeScrapStyles (= 'styl').

s
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Important

Applications that define new desk scrap data types must also
define descriptor types that correspond to the desk scrap data
types. The four-character codes for these descriptor types must
be the same as the codes for the corresponding desk scrap data
types. s
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A client application can specify the descriptor type of the data it
wants to get from the Clipboard by sending a Get Data Apple event
with the pClipboard property as the direct parameter and the
desired descriptor type as the value of the keyAERequestedType
parameter. The server application must return the result code
errAECantSupplyType if the specified descriptor type is neither a
type of one of the items currently in the pClipboard property nor a
type into which one of the items can be coerced.
Although the pClipboard property is a descriptor list, a client
application can set the data of the Clipboard by sending a Set Data
Apple event with the pClipboard property as the direct parameter
and a descriptor record that isn’t a list as the value of the
keyAEData parameter. (This works because the Apple Event
Manager includes a built-in coercion handler that coerces a single
descriptor record into a descriptor list containing a single item.) The
one exception is when the data for a single item on the Clipboard is
itself a list. In this case, the client application must create an empty
list (a typeAEList descriptor record), insert the list that is the data
for the Clipboard into the newly created empty list, and use the
resulting single-item list as the value of the keyAEData parameter.
The pUserSelection property is the current user selection, if any, for
the application. This is the selection that is placed on the
Clipboard when the user chooses the application’s Cut or Copy menu
item (and is the default value for parameters in several Apple
events, such as Cut and Copy). For nearly all applications, the
current user selection is the selection in the application’s active
window.
The pTextItemDelimiters property contains a list of characters that can
delimit text items (objects belonging to class cItem). Text items are
strings that are separated from each other by a delimiting character,
such as a comma. (If a server application does not need special
delimiters, it should define the comma as the only delimiter.) If there
is more than one character in the pTextItemDelimiters property, a
single instance of any of the characters can be used to separate the text
items in a series of text items.
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Default descriptor records for objects of this object class do not contain
data from the objects. They instead contain object specifier records
that serve as efficient references to the objects. The server
application must return the most efficient object specifier records it
can (that is, the object specifier records that allow it to find the
specified objects most quickly). Client applications receiving these
object specifiers can use them to construct object specifier records for
properties and elements of the objects. The resulting object specifiers
provide the fastest possible access to the relevant properties and
elements.

cItem—delimited text strings
The cItem object class is the class for text items, which are strings that are separated
from each other by one or more delimiting characters, such as a comma. A series of
text items can represent a list of arguments for a function (as in HyperCard), the
fields in a database record, or any other information that can be represented as a list
of text strings.

s

Important

If your application supports the cItem object class, it must also support
the extension to the cApplication object class defined in the
miscellaneous standards. The extended definition for cApplication
includes an additional property, pTextItemDelimiters, that
specifies the character or set of characters that can be used to delimit
text items. s

Superclass

cText (Core suite)

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText
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Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Color of the first character of the item

Object Class ID:

cRGBColor

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the font of the first character of the item

Object Class ID:

cText

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Description:

Size, in points, of the first character of the item

Object Class ID:

cFixed

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pClass

pColor

pDefaultType

pFont

pPointSize
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pScriptTag
Description:

The script system and language of the first character
of the item

Object Class ID:

cIntlWritingCode

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pTextStyles
Description:

Text styles of the item
Note: A Get Data Apple event to get text styles
returns the styles of the first character of the item. A
Set Data Apple event to change text styles changes
the styles of all the characters of the item.

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

pUniformStyles
Description:

Specifies text styles that are uniformly “on” or “off”
for all the characters of the item

Object Class ID:

cTextStyles

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Characters contained in the item

Inherited?

Yes, from cText (Core suite)

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

Element Classes
cChar

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Description:

The text objects contained in the item (see “Notes”)

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Modifiable

cText

Key Forms:
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formAbsolutePosition, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest
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Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

The character(s) used to delimit a series of text items are defined by
the application (in the pTextItemDelimiters property of the
application’s cApplication object). The miscellaneous standards
contain an extended definition of cApplication that includes the
pTextItemDelimiters property.
Every text object class has a cText element class. A cText object is a
series of characters (such as “the text between character 2 and
character 20 . . .”), and the cText elements of a text object are all of
the possible series of characters contained within the object. It’s
seldom useful to refer to a cText element with the
formAbsolutePosition key form (such as “the third series of
characters in word 5”), because cText elements can begin with any
character in the text object and end with any subsequent character in
the text object. (For this reason, applications are not required to
support formAbsolutePosition keys for cText objects.) Other key
forms, in particular formRange, are useful for cText elements. For
example, “the text between character 2 and character 20 . . .”
illustrates how a cText element can refer to a range of text within
another text object.
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Many of the properties of text objects—such as the font and point
size—are properties of individual characters and can change from
one character of the object to the next. As a result, when a client
application gets the value of any of these properties (by sending a
Get Data Apple event), it gets the characteristics of only the first
character of the object. To find out if the characteristics are the same
for all the characters in the object, client applications can use the Is
Uniform Apple event (defined in this chapter) if the server
application supports this event. To determine whether the text
styles are the same for all the characters in a text object, client
applications can check the pUniformStyles property of the object.

cMenu—Macintosh menus
The cMenu object class is the class for Macintosh menus.
Superclass

cObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeObjectSpecifier (see “Notes”)

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

pClass

pDefaultType
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Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The menu ID for the menu

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the menu

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

A menu item

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pMenuID

pName

Element Class
cMenuItem

Key Forms:

formAbsolutePosition, formName, formRange,
formRelativePosition, formTest

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:
Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject
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Notes

The definition of cMenu includes only non-modifiable properties and
elements. If your application supports changes to menus, you can
extend the definition of cMenu by changing any or all of the nonmodifiable properties and elements to modifiable properties and
elements.
Default descriptor records for objects of this object class do not contain
data from the objects. They instead contain object specifier records
that serve as efficient references to the objects. The server
application must return the most efficient object specifier records it
can (that is, the object specifier records that allow it to find the
specified objects most quickly). Client applications receiving these
object specifiers can use them to construct object specifier records for
properties and elements of the objects. The resulting object specifiers
provide the fastest possible access to the relevant properties and
elements.
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cMenuItem—menu items
The cMenuItem object class is the class for menu items in Macintosh menus.
Superclass

cObject

Default
Descriptor
Type

typeIntlText

Properties
pBestType
Description:

The descriptor type that can contain the most
information from objects of this object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The four-character class ID for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The default descriptor type for the object class

Object Class ID:

cType

Inherited?

Yes, from cObject

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

Specifies whether the menu item is enabled

Object Class ID:

cBoolean

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pClass

pDefaultType

pEnabled
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pItemNumber
Description:

The menu item number

Object Class ID:

cShortInteger

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

Description:

The name of the menu item

Object Class ID:

cIntlText

Inherited?

No

Modifiable or
Non-modifiable?

Non-modifiable

pName

Element
Classes

None

Apple Events
Apple events from the Core suite:

Notes

Clone

Inherited from cObject

Count Elements

Inherited from cObject

Create Element

Inherited from cObject

Delete

Inherited from cObject

Do Objects Exist

Inherited from cObject

Get Class Info

Inherited from cObject

Get Data

Inherited from cObject

Get Data Size

Inherited from cObject

Move

Inherited from cObject

Set Data

Inherited from cObject

The definition of cMenuItem includes only non-modifiable
properties. If your application supports changes to menus, you can
extend the definition of cMenuItem by changing any or all of the nonmodifiable properties to modifiable properties.
Applications can extend the definition of cMenuItem to include
properties for specifying keyboard equivalents, icons displayed in
menu items, the character style of menu items, and other
characteristics of menu items.
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Primitive object classes defined in the
miscellaneous standards
Table 9-3 lists the primitive Apple event object classes (classes with no properties
and only one element) defined in the miscellaneous standards.

■

Table 9-3

Primitive object classes defined in the miscellaneous standards

Object class ID

Descriptor type of element

Description

cAEList

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

cBoolean

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

cInsertionLoc

typeInsertionLoc

A location at which to insert
elements

cIntlText

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and
script system

cQDPoint

typeQDPoint

A QuickDraw point

cShortInteger

typeShortInteger

A 2-byte integer

cTextStyles

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

cType

typeType

A four-character code
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Miscellaneous standard descriptor types
The descriptor types included in the miscellaneous standards are defined in the
following sections. Table 9-4 lists these descriptor types.

■

Table 9-4

Miscellaneous standard descriptor types

Descriptor type

Description

typeAEList

A list of descriptor records

typeAERecord

An AE record

typeAEText

Styled or unstyled text with script information

typeAlias

An alias record

typeAppleEvent

An Apple event

typeBoolean

A Boolean value

typeChar

A series of characters

typeColorTable

A color table

typeComp

A SANE comp value

typeData

Data from a data block

typeDrawingArea

A drawing area

typeEnumeration

A four-character code from a set of related codes

typeEPS

A graphic in Encapsulated PostScript format

typeExtended

A SANE extended-precision floating-point value

typeFalse

A Boolean FALSE value

typeFixed

A fixed-point number

typeFloat

A 64-bit floating-point value

typeFSS

A file system specification

typeInsertionLoc

A location at which to insert elements

typeInteger

A 4-byte integer

typeIntlText

Text in a specific language and script system

typeIntlWritingCode

Codes that specify a language and a script system

typeKeyword

An Apple event keyword

typeLongFloat

A 64-bit floating-point value

typeLongInteger

A 4-byte integer

typeMagnitude

A 32-bit unsigned value
(continued)
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■

Table 9-4

Miscellaneous standard descriptor types (continued)

Descriptor type

Description

typeNull

The null descriptor record

typeObjectSpecifier

An Apple event object specifier record

typePict

A graphic in PICT format

typePixelMap

A pixel map

typePixMapMinus

A QuickDraw PixMap record without data blocks

typeProcessSerialNumber A process serial number
typeQDPoint

A QuickDraw point

typeQDRectangle

A QuickDraw rectangle

typeRGBColor

A 6-byte color specifier

typeRotation

A rotation specifier for a graphic object

typeScrapStyles

Style information for text

typeSessionID

A session reference number

typeShortFloat

A 32-bit floating-point value

typeShortInteger

A 2-byte integer

typeSMFloat

A 32-bit floating-point value

typeSMInt

A 2-byte integer

typeStyledText

Styled text

typeTargetID

A target ID

typeTextStyles

A text style specifier

typeTIFF

A graphic in Tagged Image File Format (TIFF)

typeTrue

A Boolean TRUE value

typeType

A four-character code
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typeAEList—a list of descriptor records
A typeAEList descriptor record contains a list of descriptor records. The descriptor
records in the list can be of any descriptor type, and they need not all be of the same
type. For more information about descriptor records and descriptor lists, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeAERecord—an AE record
A typeAERecord descriptor record is an Apple event list in which each item is a
keyword-specified descriptor record. For information about AE records, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

Variable

typeAEText—styled or unstyled text with
script information
A typeAEText descriptor record contains styled or unstyled text. Descriptor records of
type typeAEText also include information about the language and script system for
the text.
Description

448

To create a typeAEText descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeAEText
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEScriptTag

typeIntlWritingCode

Identifies the
language and script
system of the text

keyAEStyles

typeScrapStyles

Style information for
the text

keyAEText

typeChar

The characters in
the text

Apple Event Registry: Standard Suites

The keyAEStyles field contains the style information for the text as it
would be stored in the 'styl' scrap type on the Clipboard. (For
information about the 'styl' scrap type, see Chapter 14, “TextEdit,” in
Inside Macintosh, Volume V.) Omission of the keyAEStyles field
indicates that the text is unstyled.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeAlias—an alias record
A typeAlias descriptor record contains an alias record. (For information about alias
records, see Chapter 27, “The Alias Manager,” in Inside Macintosh,
Volume VI.)
Data Size

Variable

Notes

The Apple Event Manager provides a built-in coercion handler for
coercing typeAlias descriptor records to typeFSS descriptor records
that contain file system specifications. (File system specifications
are described in Chapter 25, “The File Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.) This coercion handler lets you choose the
type of document reference that is easiest for your application to
handle. (For information about coercion, see Chapter 6, “The Apple
Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)

typeAppleEvent—an Apple event
A typeAppleEvent descriptor record contains the parameters of an Apple event as
well as other information about an Apple event that is private to the Apple Event
Manager. (For information about Apple events and how to create them, see Chapter
6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
Data Size

Variable
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typeBoolean—a Boolean value
A typeBoolean descriptor record contains a Boolean value.
Data Size

1 byte

Notes

The value 1 is used to represent TRUE, and the value 0 is used to
represent FALSE.

typeChar—a series of characters
A typeChar descriptor record contains a series of characters. The text is represented
in the same way as 'TEXT' desk scrap data on the Clipboard. For information about
the 'TEXT' desk scrap data type, see Chapter 15, “The Scrap Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume I.
Size

Variable

Notes

The typeIntlText descriptor type should be used in place of typeChar
in any applications intended for a worldwide audience.

typeColorTable—a color table
A typeColorTable descriptor record is an Apple event list that contains
typeRGBColor descriptor records. Each descriptor record in the list represents a color
in a color table.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

The typeColorTable descriptor type is equivalent to typeAEList.
Although it is possible to represent color table names with
typeAEList descriptor records, using typeColorTable allows
applications to provide coercion handlers that can automatically
coerce typeColorTable descriptor records into other descriptor types.
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typeComp—a SANE comp value
A typeComp descriptor record contains a Standard Apple Numerics Environment
(SANE) comp value. (For information about SANE, see the Apple Numerics Manual,
second edition.)
Data Size

8 bytes

typeData—data from a data block
A typeData descriptor record contains the data pointed to by a pointer or handle. If
a descriptor record contains the data for a specific operating-system data structure,
and the structure includes one or more references to data rather than the actual data,
typeData descriptor records can be used to contain the data pointed to by the data
references. (For an example of how typeData descriptor records are used, see the
definition of the typePixelMap descriptor type in this chapter.)
Data Size

Variable
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typeDrawingArea—a drawing area
A typeDrawingArea descriptor record contains the data for a cDrawingArea object.
It includes all the information necessary to recreate the original cDrawingArea
object.
Description

452

To create a typeDrawingArea descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeDrawingArea descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBgndColor

typeRGBColor

When an object is
removed from the
drawing area, this color
is used for the area that
was occupied by the
object.

keyAEBgndPattern

typeRGBColor

When an object is
removed from the
drawing area, this
pattern is used for the
area that was occupied
by the object.

keyAEBounds

typeQDRectangle

The rectangle that
contains the drawing
area

keyAEColorTable

typeColorTable

The color table for the
drawing area

keyAEFillColor

typeRGBColor

The default fill color
used for graphic objects
drawn in the drawing
area

keyAEFillPattern

typePixelMap

The default fill pattern
used for graphic objects
drawn in the drawing
area
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keyAEGraphicObjects

typeAEList

A list of descriptor
records that contains
the graphic objects
drawn in the drawing
area. This list can
include descriptor
records for any graphic
objects (that is,
descriptor records for
objects belonging to any
subclass of
cGraphicObject, such as
cArc, cGraphicLine, and
cGraphicText). The
order of the graphic
objects in this list
determines the order in
which they are
displayed (the first
graphic object in the list
is frontmost, the second
is behind the first if the
two overlap, and so on).

keyAEName

typeIntlText

keyAENewElementLoc

typeQDPoint

The name of the
drawing area
The default location of
each new text or graphic
object drawn in the
drawing area. (Each
object drawn in the
drawing area is an
element of the drawing
area.) This descriptor
record specifies the
position, in drawing
area coordinates, of the
upper-left corner of the
new element.

keyAEPenColor

typeRGBColor

Chapter 9

The default color used to
draw graphic objects in
the drawing area
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keyAEPenPattern

typePixelMap

The default pattern
used to draw graphic
objects in the drawing
area

keyAEPenWidth

typeShortInteger

The default width, in
pixels, of the pen used to
draw graphic objects in
the drawing area

keyAEPixelDepth

typeShortInteger

The number of bits used
to represent each pixel
in the drawing area

keyAEScriptTag

typeIntlWritingCode A number that indicates
the default script
system for text objects
drawn in the drawing
area

keyAETextColor

typeRGBColor

The default color for
text objects drawn in the
drawing area

keyAETextFont

typeIntlText

The default font for text
objects drawn in the
drawing area

keyAETextPointSize

typeFixed

The default point size
for text objects drawn in
the drawing area

keyAETextStyles

typeTextStyles

The default text style(s)
for text objects drawn in
the drawing area

keyAETransferMode

typeEnumeration

The default transfer
mode for graphic objects
drawn in the drawing
area

keyAEUpdateOn

typeBoolean

Specifies whether to
redraw the drawing
after each change

In the keyAEBounds field, the two points in the typeQDRectangle
descriptor record that specify the rectangle are coordinates local to
the application window that contains the drawing area.
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The keyAETransferMode field contains the default transfer mode for
graphic objects drawn in the drawing area. The value must be one of
the following constants: kAEQDCopy, kAEQDNotCopy, kAEQDOr,
kAEQDNotOr, kAEQDBic, kAEQDNotBic, kAEQDXor,
kAEQDNotXor, kAEQDAddOver, kAEQDAddPin,
kAEQDSubOver, kAEQDSubPin, kAEQDAdMax, kAEQDAdMin, or
kAEQDBlend. These constants correspond to QuickDraw constants
(such as Copy, Xor, and addOver) that are used to specify source
transfer modes and the arithmetic drawing modes used for color
graphics. For descriptions of these transfer and drawing modes, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
If the keyAEUpdateOn field contains the value TRUE, the drawing
area is to be redrawn (thereby making the changes visible)
immediately after each change. If the value is FALSE, the drawing
area is not redrawn; changes that are made while the value is
FALSE are not displayed until the value is set to TRUE.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

typeEnumeration—a four-character code from
a set of related codes
A typeEnumeration descriptor record contains a four-character code from a set of
related codes. The set of related codes (such as { 'yes ', 'no ', 'ask ' } ) is
known as an enumeration, and the constants that identify the codes in the set (such as
the kAEYes, kAENo, and kAEAsk constants defined in the Core suite) are known as
enumerators.
Data Size

4 bytes

Notes

It is up to each Apple event server application to determine whether
the code in a typeEnumeration descriptor record belongs to the correct
enumeration.
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typeEPS—a graphic in Encapsulated PostScript format
A typeEPS descriptor record contains a graphic in Encapsulated PostScript
(EPS) format.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

A specification for the Encapsulated PostScript file format Version
3.0 is included in the PostScript Language Reference Manual, second
edition. For information about this manual, contact Adobe Systems
Incorporated at 415-961-4111.

typeExtended—a SANE extended-precision
floating-point value
A typeExtended descriptor record contains a Standard Apple Numerics Environment
(SANE) extended-precision floating-point value. (For information about SANE, see
the Apple Numerics Manual, second edition.)
Data Size

10 bytes

typeFalse—a Boolean FALSE value
A typeFalse descriptor record specifies a Boolean FALSE value.
Data Size

0 bytes

Notes

A typeFalse descriptor record is equivalent to, and 1 byte smaller
than, a typeBoolean descriptor record whose data is 0. The
dataHandle field of a typeFalse descriptor record contains NIL,
which specifies that there is no data for the descriptor record.
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typeFixed—a fixed-point number
A typeFixed descriptor record contains a fixed-point number. The number is a 32-bit
signed quantity in which the high-order 16 bits represent the integer part of the
number and the low-order 16 bits represent the fractional part. Negative numbers are
the two’s complement; they’re formed by treating the fixed-point number as a long
integer, inverting each bit, and adding 1 to the least significant bit. This
representation is the same as for the Fixed data type defined in Chapter 3,
“Macintosh Memory Management: An Introduction,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeFloat—a 64-bit floating-point value
A typeFloat descriptor record contains a Standard Apple Numerics Environment
(SANE) 64-bit floating-point value. (For information about SANE, see the Apple
Numerics Manual, second edition.)
Data Size

8 bytes

Notes

Descriptor records of type typeFloat and type typeLongFloat are
interchangeable 64-bit floating-point values. The typeShortFloat
descriptor type is used for 32-bit floating-point values.
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typeFSS—a file system specification
A typeFSS descriptor record contains a file system specification. This descriptor
record contains the same data as the corresponding File Manager FSSpec record. (For
information about FSSpec records, see Chapter 25, “The File Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI.)
Data Size

70 bytes

Notes

The Apple Event Manager can coerce a typeAlias descriptor record (a
descriptor record that contains an alias record) into the
corresponding typeFSS descriptor record, but it cannot coerce a
typeFSS descriptor record into the corresponding typeAlias
descriptor record.

typeInsertionLoc—a location at which to insert elements
A typeInsertionLoc descriptor record defines an insertion location, a location at
which an element or a set of elements can be inserted into a specific container.
Description
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To create a typeInsertionLoc descriptor record, you coerce an AE
record containing the following fields into the equivalent
typeInsertionLoc descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEObject

typeObjectSpecifier

An object specifier that
must specify a single
object. The meaning of
this object specifier is
determined by the value
of the keyAEPosition
field (see “Notes”).

keyAEPosition

typeEnumeration

A value that specifies
where to put the
element(s) in relation to
the object specified in
the keyAEObject field
(see “Notes”)
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Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

The keyAEPosition field must contain one of the following values:
■

The constant kAEBefore specifies to insert the element(s)
(1) into the same container as the container for the object specified
by the keyAEObject field, and (2) immediately before the first
object specified by the keyAEObject field.

■

The constant kAEAfter specifies to insert the element(s) (1) into
the same container as the container for the object specified by the
keyAEObject field, and (2) immediately after the last object
specified by the keyAEObject field.

■

The constant kAEBeginning specifies to insert the element(s)
(1) into the container specified by the keyAEObject field, and (2)
before all other elements of the same class in that container.

■

The constant kAEEnd specifies to insert the element(s) (1) into the
container specified by the keyAEObject field, and (2) after all
other elements of the same class in that container.

■

The constant kAEReplace specifies that the element(s) to be
inserted are to replace the object specified by the keyAEObject
field.

The keyAEObject field must specify a single object. Applications can,
however, extend the definition of typeInsertionLoc to allow the
keyAEObject field to specify more than one object. These
applications must specify what occurs when the field specifies
multiple objects.
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typeInteger—a 4-byte integer
A typeInteger descriptor record contains a 4-byte integer. This type, which appears
in the Apple Event Manager header files, is identical to typeLongInteger.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeIntlText—text in a specific language
and script system
A typeIntlText descriptor record contains identifiers for the language and script
system of text followed by the text itself. This descriptor type should be used in
place of typeChar (a simpler text descriptor type defined in the Core suite) in any
applications intended for a worldwide audience.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlText descriptor record contains
the following:
■

a 2-byte script code that identifies the script system of the text

■

a 2-byte language code that identifies the language of the text

■

the characters in the text (a series of either 1- or 2-byte
characters; the script system determines whether the characters
are 1 or 2 bytes in length)

The language and script system must be the same for all the
characters of the text.
The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size
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Variable
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typeIntlWritingCode—codes that identify a language and a
script system
A typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record contains codes that specify the language
and script system for text.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeIntlWritingCode descriptor record
contains the same data as the following Pascal record:
TYPE
WritingCode = RECORD
theScriptCode : INTEGER; {
{
{
theLangCode : INTEGER;
{
{
{
END;

Code that identifies }
the script system of }
the text }
Code that identifies }
the language of the }
text }

The integer codes used to specify script systems and languages are
defined in the header files for the Script Manager. For information
about these codes, see Chapter 14, “Worldwide Software
Overview,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeKeyword—an Apple event keyword
A typeKeyword descriptor record contains an Apple event keyword. (Keywords are
used to distinguish fields within AE records and parameters within Apple events.)
Data Size

4 bytes
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typeLongFloat—a 64-bit floating-point value
A typeLongFloat descriptor record contains a Standard Apple Numerics Environment
(SANE) 64-bit floating-point value. (For information about SANE, see the Apple
Numerics Manual, second edition.)
Data Size

8 bytes

Notes

Descriptor records of type typeFloat and type typeLongFloat are
interchangeable 64-bit floating-point values. The typeShortFloat
descriptor type is used for 32-bit floating-point values.

typeLongInteger—a 4-byte integer
A typeLongInteger descriptor record contains a 4-byte long integer.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeMagnitude—a 32-bit unsigned integer
A typeMagnitude descriptor record contains a 32-bit unsigned integer.
Data Size
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4 bytes
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typeNull—the null descriptor record
A typeNull descriptor record is the null descriptor record. (For information about null
descriptor records and how they’re used, see the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note.)
Data Size

0 bytes (see “Notes”)

Notes

A null descriptor record must have NIL as the contents of its
dataHandle field.

typeObjectSpecifier—an Apple event object
specifier record
A typeObjectSpecifier descriptor record is an Apple event object specifier record. (For
information about object specifier records, see the Apple Event Object Support
Library Developer Note.)
Data Size

Variable

typePict—a graphic in PICT format
A typePict descriptor record contains a graphic in PICT format. The graphic is
represented as 'PICT' desk scrap data identical to what appears on the Clipboard.
(For information about the 'PICT' desk scrap data type, see Chapter 15, “The Scrap
Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I, and Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in
Inside Macintosh, Volume V.)
Data Size

Variable
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typePixelMap—a pixel map
A typePixelMap descriptor record contains a pixel map.
Description

To create a typePixelMap descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typePixelMap
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEBaseAddr

typeData

The data from the data
block pointed to by the
baseAddr field of the
PixMap record

keyAEPixMapMinus

typePixMapMinus

A QuickDraw PixMap
record

keyAEPMTable

typeData

The data from the data
block pointed to by the
pmTable field of the
PixMap record

The baseAddr and pmTable fields of a QuickDraw PixMap record
are references to data blocks rather than the actual data. By
including the data from these data blocks in a typePixelMap
descriptor record (in the keyAEBaseAddr and keyAEPMTable
fields), it is possible to send all the data for a pixel map to another
computer, where the data references in the PixMap record would no
longer be valid.
For information about QuickDraw PixMap records, see Chapter 4,
“Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.
Data Size

Variable

typePixMapMinus—a QuickDraw PixMap record without
data blocks
A typePixMapMinus descriptor record contains a QuickDraw PixMap record. One of
the fields used to create a typePixelMap descriptor record (a descriptor record that
contains all the data for a pixel map) is a typePixMapMinus descriptor record.
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Description

The dataHandle field of a typePixMapMinus descriptor record
contains the same data as a QuickDraw PixMap record. Because two
of the fields of a PixMap record contain references to data blocks,
rather than the actual data, a PixMap record by itself cannot be used
to move pixel maps to other computers. (A typePixelMap descriptor
record includes two fields that contain the data pointed to by the
two PixMap fields. The “-Minus” in “typePixMapMinus” indicates
that this additional data is not included in a typePixMapMinus
descriptor record.)
For information about QuickDraw PixMap records, see Chapter 4,
“Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

Variable

typeProcessSerialNumber—a process serial number
A typeProcessSerialNumber descriptor record contains a process serial number. This
number can be used as an address for an Apple event. (For information about process
serial numbers, see Chapter 29, “Process Management,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume
VI. For information about addresses for Apple events, see Chapter 6, “The Apple
Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
Data Size

8 bytes

typeQDPoint—a QuickDraw point
A typeQDPoint descriptor record contains a QuickDraw point.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeQDPoint descriptor record contains
the same data as the following QuickDraw Point record:
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TYPE
Point = RECORD
v : INTEGER; { The vertical position of the point }
h : INTEGER; { The horizontal position of the }
{ point }
END;
For complete information about QuickDraw Point records, see
Chapter 6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeQDRectangle—a QuickDraw rectangle
A typeQDRectangle descriptor record contains a QuickDraw rectangle.
Description

The dataHandle field of a typeQDRectangle descriptor record
contains the same data as the following QuickDraw Rect record:
TYPE
Rect = RECORD
topLeft : Point;

{
{
bottomRight : Point; {
{
END;

The top-left point of the }
rectangle }
The bottom-right point of }
the rectangle }

For complete information about QuickDraw Rect records, see Chapter
6, “QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume I.
Data Size

8 bytes

typeRGBColor—a 6-byte color specifier
A typeRGBColor descriptor record contains the color of an object in terms of its red,
green, and blue components.
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Description

The dataHandle field of a typeRGBColor descriptor record contains
the same data as the following Color QuickDraw RGBColor record:
TYPE
RGBColor = RECORD
red : INTEGER;
{ the red value }
green : INTEGER; { the green value }
blue : INTEGER; { the blue value }
END;
For information about Color QuickDraw RGBColor records, see
Chapter 4, “Color QuickDraw,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

Data Size

6 bytes

Notes

If your application supports other descriptor types for representing
colors (such as those defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite), it should also provide coercion handlers for
coercing these additional color types into type typeRGBColor and for
coercing descriptor records of type typeRGBColor into the additional
color types
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typeRotation—a rotation specifier for a graphic object
A typeRotation descriptor record specifies how a graphic object is to be rotated.
Description

To create a typeRotation descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeRotation
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEAngle

typeFixed

The amount of rotation,
in degrees

keyAERotPoint

typeQDPoint

The point around which
to rotate the object

The keyAEAngle field specifies the number of degrees to rotate the
object. The base of the angle of rotation is the vertical line that
passes through the point specified by the keyAERotPoint field. A
positive value specifies that the object is to be rotated clockwise. A
negative value specifies that the object is to be rotated
counterclockwise. For values larger than 360, the value modulo 360 is
used.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size
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Variable
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typeScrapStyles—style information for text
A typeScrapStyles descriptor record contains the style information for text as it
would be stored in the 'styl' scrap type on the Clipboard. (For information about the
'styl' scrap type, see Chapter 14, “TextEdit,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.)
Data Size

Variable

Notes

In the 'styl' scrap type, fonts are specified by font numbers rather
than font names. Because different computers can assign different
font numbers for the same font, a typeScrapStyles descriptor record
may not specify the correct font on another computer.

typeSessionID—a session reference number
A typeSessionID descriptor record contains the session reference number for a
Program-to-Program Communications (PPC) session. This number can be used as an
address for an Apple event. (For information about PPC sessions, see Chapter 7, “The
Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI. For
information about addresses for Apple events, see Chapter 6, “The Apple Event
Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
Data Size

4 bytes

Notes

The typeSessionID descriptor type is equivalent to typeLongInteger.
Although it is possible to represent session IDs with the
typeLongInteger descriptor type, using typeSessionID allows
applications to provide coercion handlers that can coerce
typeSessionID descriptor records into other Apple event address
types.

typeShortFloat—a 32-bit floating-point value
A typeShortFloat descriptor record contains a SANE 32-bit floating-point value.
Data Size

4 bytes
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typeShortInteger—a 2-byte integer
A typeShortInteger descriptor record contains a 2-byte short integer.
Data Size

2 bytes

Notes

The typeShortInteger descriptor type is used for 2-byte integers. For
4-byte integers, use typeLongInteger.

typeSMFloat—a 32-bit floating-point value
A typeSMFloat descriptor record contains a SANE 32-bit floating-point value. This
type, which appears in the Apple Event Manager header files, is identical to
typeShortFloat.
Data Size

4 bytes

typeSMInt—a 2-byte integer
A typeSMInt descriptor record contains a 2-byte short integer. This type, which appears
in the Apple Event Manager header files, is identical to typeShortInteger.
Data Size

2 bytes

Notes

The typeSMInt and typeShortInteger descriptor types are used for 2byte integers. For 4-byte integers, use typeLongInteger.
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typeStyledText—styled text
A typeStyledText descriptor record contains styled text.
Description

To create a typeStyledText descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeStyledText
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEStyles

typeScrapStyles

Style information for
the text

keyAEText

typeChar

The characters in the
text

The keyAEStyles field contains the style information for the text as
it would be stored in the 'styl' scrap type on the Clipboard. (For
information about the 'styl' scrap type, see Chapter 14, “TextEdit,”
in Inside Macintosh, Volume V.)
Both typeStyledText and typeAEText contain styled text.
Applications intended for a worldwide audience should use
typeAEText—which includes language and script information—in
place of typeStyledText.
Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
Data Size

Variable

Notes

A typeAEText descriptor type can include all the information in a
typeStyledText descriptor record and, in addition, a field that
specifies the language and script system of the text.

typeTargetID—a target ID
A typeTargetID descriptor record contains the target ID for an Apple event or other
high-level event. This ID can be used as the address for an Apple event. (For
information about target IDs, see Chapter 5, “The Event Manager,” in Inside
Macintosh, Volume VI. For information about addresses for Apple events, see
Chapter 6, “The Apple Event Manager,” in Inside Macintosh, Volume VI.)
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Data Size

Variable

typeTextStyles—a text style specifier
A typeTextStyles descriptor record specifies the styles of a text object.
Description

To create a typeTextStyles descriptor record, you coerce an AE record
containing the following fields into the equivalent typeTextStyles
descriptor record:
Keyword

Descriptor type

Description

keyAEOffStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor
records (of type
typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles
supported by the
application that do not
apply to (or are to be
removed from) the text
object (see “Notes”)

keyAEOnStyles

typeAEList

A list of descriptor
records (of type
typeEnumeration) that
specify the styles that
apply (or are added) to
the text object (see
“Notes”)

Note that the Apple Event Manager can coerce any AE record into
any other descriptor type. A special coercion handler is not required.
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Data Size

Variable

Notes

To get or set the styles of a text object, you get or set its pTextStyles
property. This property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive
object whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. The meaning
of a typeTextStyles descriptor record varies according to whether
you are getting or setting the styles of a text object. When you get
styles (by sending a Get Data Apple event with a text object’s
pTextStyles property as the direct parameter), you get the styles of
the first character of the text object. When you set styles (by sending
a Set Data Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as
the direct parameter and a typeTextStyles descriptor record as the
data), you set all the characters in the text object to the styles
specified by the typeTextStyles descriptor record.
Applications set the styles of a text object as follows:
■

Styles specified in the keyAEOnStyles list (one of the two lists
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are added to
the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a word
is already bold but has no other styles. If the keyAEOnStyles list
contains kAEBold, kAEItalic, and kAEShadow, all the
characters of the word remain bold, and the word is also
italicized and shadowed.

■

The styles specified in the keyAEOffStyles list (the second list
used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor record) are removed
from the current styles for the object. For example, suppose that a
word is underlined. If the keyAEOffStyles list contains
kAEUnderline, the word is no longer underlined.

■

If a current style for the object is not included in either list, the
style remains the same. For example, if a word is already bold
and neither the keyAEOnStyles list nor the keyAEOffStyles list
contains kAEBold, the word remains bold.

If the same style enumerator appears in both lists, the server
application must return errAEEventFailed as the result.
When setting text styles, a client application can use a special
enumerator—kAEPlain—to specify that the text object is to be plain,
that is, have no text styles. If style enumerators other than
kAEPlain are also included in the keyAEOnStyles list, the server
application must ignore the other style enumerators. If kAEPlain is
included in the keyAEOffStyles list, the server application must
return errAEEventFailed as the result.
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Applications get the styles of a text object by sending a Get Data
Apple event with a text object’s pTextStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles of the first character of the text object. This works as
follows:
■

The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.

■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify all the styles
of the first character of the text object. The enumerators in the
keyAEOffStyles list specify all the styles supported by the
server application that are not included in the keyAEOnStyles
list. Together, the enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles lists specify all the styles that the application
supports.

To find out what text styles are “on” or “off” for all the characters in
a text object, you get its pUniformStyles property. Like pTextStyles,
this property is an object of class cTextStyles, a primitive object
whose default descriptor type is typeTextStyles. Applications get
the uniform styles of a text object by sending a Get Data Apple event
with a text object’s pUniformStyles property as the direct
parameter. The result (a typeTextStyles descriptor record) specifies
the styles that are uniformly “on” (that is, that are styles of all the
characters of the text object) or uniformly “off” (that is, that are not
styles of any of the characters of the text object). This works as
follows:
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■

The typeTextStyles descriptor record returned as a result must be
coerced to a descriptor record. The two descriptor lists in the
resulting descriptor record—keyAEOnStyles and
keyAEOffStyles—contain enumerators (typeEnumeration
descriptor records) that specify individual styles.

■

The enumerators in the keyAEOnStyles list specify the styles
that are “on” for all the characters in the text object. (If all the
characters are uniformly “plain,” that is, with no text styles, the
keyAEOnStyles list contains the enumerator kAEPlain.) The
enumerators in the keyAEOffStyles list specify the styles that
are “off” for all characters in the text object.
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■

If some styles are “on” for some, but not all, of the characters in
the text object, these styles appear in neither the keyAEOnStyles
list nor the keyAEOffStyles list.

The two descriptor lists used to create a typeTextStyles descriptor
record can contain any of the following enumerators (descriptor
records of type typeEnumeration): kAEBold (bold text), kAEItalic
(italic text), kAEOutline (outlined text), kAEShadow (shadowed
text), kAEUnderline (underlined text), kAESuperscript (superscript
text), kAESubscript (subscript text), kAEStrikethrough
(strikethrough or crossout text), kAESmallCaps (text in small
capitals), kAEAllCaps (letters are all uppercase), kAELowercase
(letters are all lowercase), kAECondensed (spacing between
characters is reduced), kAEExpanded (space between characters is
expanded), and kAEHidden (text is not visible). Applications
supporting text styles that aren’t listed can define new enumerators
for the additional styles.

typeTIFF—a graphic in Tagged Image File Format
A typeTIFF descriptor record contains a graphic in Tagged Image File Format (TIFF).
Data Size

Variable

Notes

A specification for the Tagged Image File Format is included in the
TIFF Developer’s Toolkit available from Aldus Corporation. For
information about the toolkit, contact Aldus Corporation Product
Information at 206-628-2320.

typeTrue—a Boolean TRUE value
A typeTrue descriptor record specifies a Boolean TRUE value.
Data Size

0 bytes
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A typeTrue descriptor record is equivalent to, and 1 byte smaller
than, a typeBoolean descriptor record whose data is 1. The
dataHandle field of a typeTrue descriptor record contains NIL,
which specifies that there is no data for the descriptor record.

Notes

typeType—a four-character code
A typeType descriptor record contains a four-character code (such as the codes used
for event classes and event IDs for Apple events).
4 bytes

Data Size

Key forms defined in the miscellaneous standards
Table 9-5 lists the key forms defined in the miscellaneous standards. The italicized
words in each example correspond to the key (the portion of the object specifier
record that distinguishes an object from other objects of the same class in the same
container). For more information about keys and key forms, see the Apple Event
Object Support Library Developer Note.

■

Table 9-5

Key forms defined in the miscellaneous standards

Key form constant

Description

formAbsolutePosition

Specifies the position of an element in relation to the
beginning or end of its container (for example, “word 5 of .
. . ”), or specifies one or more elements with a constant
defined in the Apple Event Object Support Library
Developer Note, such as kAEFirst (for example, “the
first word in paragraph 12 . . . ”) or kAEAll (for example,
“all the words in paragraph 12 . . . ”)

formName

Specifies an element by its name (for example, “the
document named ‘MyDoc’ ”)

formPropertyID

Specifies a property of an object by its four-character
property ID (for example, “the font of word 1”)
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formRange

Specifies a list of elements between two other elements
(for example, “the words between ‘Wild’ and ‘Zanzibar,’
inclusive”)

formRelativePosition

Specifies an element immediately before or after a
container (for example, “the next word after the words
whose style is bold”)

formTest

Specifies one or more elements that pass a test; values of
one or more properties or elements can be tested (for
example, “the first paragraph that is centered and that
begins with the word ‘Wild’ ”)
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Comparison operators defined in the
miscellaneous standards
Table 9-6 lists the comparison operators defined in the miscellaneous standards.

■

Table 9-6

Comparison operators defined in the miscellaneous standards

Comparison operator constant

Operator

Meaning

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

The value of the first operand begins
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
begins with the string “opera”).

kAEContains

'cont'

The value of the first operand
contains the value of the second
operand (for example, the string
“operand” contains the string “era”).

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

The value of the first operand ends
with the value of the second operand
(for example, the string “operand”
ends with the string “and”).

kAEEquals

'=

'

The value of the first operand is
equal to the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than the value of the second
operand.

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

The value of the first operand is
greater than or equal to the value of
the second operand.

kAELessThan

'<

'

The value of the first operand is less
than the value of the second
operand.

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

The value of the first operand is less
than or equal to the value of the
second operand.
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Constants defined in the miscellaneous standards
Table 9-7 lists the constants defined in the miscellaneous standards.

■

Table 9-7

Constants defined in the miscellaneous standards

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

cAEList

'list'

errAENotAnElement

–10008

cApplication

'capp'

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

cBoolean

'bool'

errAENotModifiable

–10003

cChar

'cha '

errAENoUserSelection

–10013

cDocument

'docu'

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

cFixed

'fixd'

errAEReadDenied

–10005

cInsertionLoc

'insl'

errAETypeError

–10001

cIntlText

'itxt'

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

cIntlWritingCode

'intl'

formAbsolutePosition

'indx'

cItem

'citm'

formName

'name'

cLongInteger

'long'

formPropertyID

'prop'

cMenu

'cmnu'

formRange

'rang'

cMenuItem

'cmen'

formRelativePosition

'rele'

cQDPoint

'QDpt'

formTest

'test'

cRGBColor

'cRGB'

kAEAfter

'afte'

cSelection

'csel'

kAEAllCaps

'alcp'

cShortInteger

'shor'

kAEApplicationDied

'obit'

cText

'ctxt'

kAEBefore

'befo'

cTextStyles

'tsty'

kAEBeginning

'bgng'

cType

'type'

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

cWindow

'cwin'

kAEBeginTransaction

'begi'

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

kAEBold

'bold'

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

kAECondensed

'cond'

errAEEventFailed

–10000

kAEContains

'cont'

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

kAECopy

'copy'

errAEInTransaction

–10011

kAECreatePublisher

'cpub'

errAELocalOnly

–10016

kAECut

'cut '

kAEDoScript

'dosc'

errAENoSuchTransaction –10012

(continued)
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■

Table 9-7

Constants defined in the miscellaneous standards (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

kAEEditGraphic

'edit'

kAEQDOr

'or

kAEEnd

'end '

kAEQDSubOver

'subo'

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

kAEQDSubPin

'subp'

kAEEndTransaction

'endt'

kAEQDXor

'xor '

kAEEquals

'=

kAERedo

'redo'

kAEExpanded

'pexp'

kAERegular

'regl'

kAEFast

'fast'

kAEReplace

'rplc'

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

kAERevert

'rvrt'

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

kAEShadow

'shad'

kAEHidden

'hidn'

kAESmallCaps

'smcp'

kAEHiQuality

'hiqu'

kAEStrikethrough

'strk'

kAEImageGraphic

'imgr'

kAESubscript

'sbsc'

kAEIsUniform

'isun'

kAESuperscript

'spsc'

kAEItalic

'ital'

kAETransactionTerminated 'ttrm'

kAELessThan

'<

'

kAEUnderline

'undl'

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

kAEUndo

'undo'

kAELowercase

'lowc'

kAnyTransactionID

0

kAEMakeObjectsVisible

'mvis'

kCoreEventClass

'aevt'

kAEMiscStandards

'misc'

keyAEBaseAddr

'badd'

kAEOutline

'outl'

keyAEBgndColor

'kbcl'

kAEPaste

'past'

keyAEBgndPattern

'kbpt'

kAEPlain

'plan'

keyAEBounds

'kbnd'

kAEQDAddOver

'addo'

keyAEColorTable

'kcls'

kAEQDAddPin

'addp'

keyAEDoAntiAlias

'anta'

kAEQDAdMax

'admx'

keyAEDoDithered

'gdit'

kAEQDAdMin

'admn'

keyAEDoRotate

'kdrt'

kAEQDBic

'bic '

keyAEDoScale

'ksca'

kAEQDBlend

'blnd'

keyAEDoTranslate

'ktra'

kAEQDCopy

'cpy '

keyAEEditionFileLoc

'eloc'

kAEQDNotBic

'nbic'

keyAEFillColor

'kfcl'

kAEQDNotCopy

'ncpy'

keyAEFillPattern

'kfpt'

kAEQDNotOr

'ntor'

keyAEFlipHorizontal

'kfho'

kAEQDNotXor

'nxor'

keyAEFlipVertical

'kfvt'

'

'
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Table 9-7

Constants defined in the miscellaneous standards (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

keyAEGraphicObjects

'kgrs'

keyProcessSerialNumber

'psn '

keyAEImageQuality

'gqua'

keyWindow

'kwnd'

keyAEName

'knam'

pBestType

'pbst'

keyAENewElementLoc

'knel'

pClass

'pcls'

keyAEObject

'kobj'

pClipboard

'pcli'

keyAEOffStyles

'ofst'

pColor

'colr'

keyAEOnStyles

'onst'

pDefaultType

'deft'

keyAEPenColor

'kpcl'

pEnabled

'enbl'

keyAEPenPattern

'kpat'

pFont

'font'

keyAEPenWidth

'kpwd'

pInsertionLoc

'pins'

keyAEPixelDepth

'kpdp'

pIsFrontProcess

'pisf'

keyAEPixMapMinus

'kpmm'

pItemNumber

'itmn'

keyAEPMTable

'kpmt'

pMenuID

'mnid'

keyAEPosition

'kpos'

pName

'pnam'

keyAEProperty

'kprp'

pPointSize

'ptsz'

keyAERenderAs

'kren'

pScriptTag

'psct'

keyAEResult

'----'

pTextItemDelimiters

'txdl'

keyAERotPoint

'krtp'

pTextStyles

'txst'

keyAEScriptTag

'kStg'

pUniformStyles

'ustl'

keyAEShowWhere

'show'

pUserSelection

'pusl'

keyAEStyles

'ksty'

pVersion

'vers'

keyAEText

'ktxt'

typeAEList

'list'

keyAETextColor

'ktxc'

typeAERecord

'reco'

keyAETextFont

'ktxf'

typeAEText

'tTXT'

keyAETextPointSize

'ktps'

typeAlias

'alis'

keyAETextStyles

'txts'

typeAppleEvent

'AEVT'

keyAETransferMode

'ktrn'

typeBoolean

'bool'

keyAETryAsStructGraf

'toog'

typeChar

'TEXT'

keyAEUpdateOn

'kupd'

typeColorTable

'clrt'

keyAEWindow

'wndw'

typeComp

'comp'

keyDirectObject

'----'

typeData

'tdta'

keyErrorNumber

'errn'

typeDrawingArea

'tdar'

keyErrorString

'errs'

typeEnumeration

'enum'
(continued)
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Table 9-7

Constants defined in the miscellaneous standards (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

typeEPS

'EPS '

typePixMapMinus

'tpmm'

typeExtended

'exte'

typeProcessSerialNumber

'psn '

typeFalse

'fals'

typeQDPoint

'QDpt'

typeFixed

'fixd'

typeQDRectangle

'qdrt'

typeFloat

'doub'

typeRGBColor

'RGB '

typeFSS

'fss '

typeRotation

'trot'

typeInsertionLoc

'insl'

typeScrapStyles

'styl'

typeInteger

'long'

typeSessionID

'ssid'

typeIntlText

'itxt'

typeShortFloat

'sing'

typeIntlWritingCode

'intl'

typeShortInteger

'shor'

typeKeyword

'keyw'

typeSMFloat

'sing'

typeLongFloat

'doub'

typeSMInt

'shor'

typeLongInteger

'long'

typeStyledText

'STXT'

typeMagnitude

'magn'

typeTargetID

'targ'

typeNull

'null'

typeTextStyles

'tsty'

typeObjectSpecifier

'obj '

typeTIFF

'TIFF'

typePict

'PICT'

typeTrue

'true'

typePixelMap

'tpix'

typeType

'type'
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Appendix A Apple Events Defined in the
Apple Event Registry

Table A-1 lists the Apple events defined in the Apple Event
Registry. In the table, “Misc. Std.” refers to the miscellaneous
standards defined in Chapter 9.
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Table A-1

Apple events defined in the Apple Event Registry

Name

Suite

Requested action

About

Finder

Display the About This Macintosh window

Application Died

Misc. Std.

Receive news (from the Process Manager) that
an application has terminated

Begin Transaction

Misc. Std.

Begin a transaction and return a transaction ID

Clone

Core

Clone a set of objects

Close

Core

Close a set of objects

Close Window

Finder

Close a Finder window

Copy

Misc. Std.

Copy the current selection to the Clipboard

Count Elements

Core

Return the number of elements of a particular
class in a specified object

Create Element

Core

Create a new element

Create Publisher

Misc. Std.

Create an Edition Manager publisher

Cut

Misc. Std.

Cut the current selection and put it on the
Clipboard

Delete

Core

Delete a set of elements from an object

Do Objects Exist

Core

Tell if a set of objects exists

Do Script

Misc. Std.

Perform actions specified in a script

Drag Selection

Finder

Move copies of specified icons to a new folder

Duplicate Selection

Finder

Duplicate the specified icons

Edit Graphic

Misc. Std.

Let the user edit a graphic

Empty Trash

Finder

Empty the Trash

End Transaction

Misc. Std.

End a transaction

Get Class Info

Core

Return information about an object class

Get Data

Core

Return the data for a set of objects

Get Data Size

Core

Return the sizes of a set of objects

Get Event Info

Core

Return information about the Apple events in a
suite

Get Info

Finder

Display Info windows for the specified icons
(continued)
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Table A-1

Apple events defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Name

Suite

Requested action

Image Graphic

Misc. Std.

Convert and/or enhance a graphic

Is Uniform

Misc. Std.

Tell if the value of a property is the same for a
set of objects

Make Alias

Finder

Create aliases for the specified icons

Make Objects Visible

Misc. Std.

Bring a set of objects into view

Move

Core

Move a set of objects

Move Selection

Finder

Move specified icons to a new folder

Move Window

Finder

Move a Finder window

Open

Core

Open a set of objects

Open Application

Required

Perform tasks associated with
opening an application

Open Documents

Required

Open the specified documents

Open Selection

Finder

Open the specified icons

Page Setup

Finder

Display the Page Setup window

Paste

Misc. Std.

Paste the contents of the Clipboard

Print

Core

Print a set of objects

Print Documents

Required

Print the specified documents

Print Selection

Finder

Print the specified documents

Print Window

Finder

Print the contents of a Finder window

Put Away

Finder

Put away icons on the desktop or in the Trash

Quit Application

Core

Perform tasks necessary before terminating the
application, then terminate (includes an
additional optional parameter not in the
Required event)

Quit Application

Required

Perform tasks necessary before terminating the
application, then terminate

Redo

Misc. Std.

Reverse the action of the immediately
preceding Undo

Resize Window

Finder

Change the size of a window

Restart

Finder

Restart the computer

Reveal

Finder

Display the window containing specified icons
and select the icons
(continued)
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Table A-1

Apple events defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Name

Suite

Requested action

Revert

Misc. Std.

Restore a set of objects to their last saved state

Save

Core

Save a set of objects

Set Data

Core

Set the data of a set of objects

Set View

Finder

Specify the view in a folder window

Sharing

Finder

Display Sharing windows for the
specified icons

Show Clipboard

Finder

Display the Clipboard window

Shut Down

Finder

Shut down the computer

Sleep

Finder

Put a Macintosh Portable computer into
sleep mode

Transaction Terminated

Misc. Std.

Receive news that a transaction has terminated

Undo

Misc. Std.

Undo the result of the previous Apple event
or user action

Zoom Window

Finder

Make a Finder window larger or smaller
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Appendix B Object Classes Defined in the
Apple Event Registry

Table B-1 lists the Apple event object classes defined in the Apple
Event Registry. In the table, “QuickDraw” refers to the QuickDraw
Graphics suite, “QD Suppl.” refers to the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite, and “Misc. Std.” refers to the miscellaneous
standards defined in Chapter 9.
Some object classes appear more than once in the table. This
repetition indicates that the basic definition has been extended in
another suite.
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Table B-1

Apple event object classes defined in the Apple Event Registry

Object class ID

Suite

Description

cApplication

Core

Macintosh applications

cApplication

Misc. Std.

Macintosh applications

cArc

QuickDraw

Arcs

cCell

Table

Cells in a table

cChar

Core

Text characters

cChar

Text

Text characters

cColumn

Table

Columns in a table

cDocument

Core

Macintosh documents

cDrawingArea

QD Suppl.

Drawing areas

cDrawingArea

QuickDraw

Drawing areas

cGraphicLine

QuickDraw

Graphic lines

cGraphicObject

QuickDraw

Graphic objects

cGraphicShape

QuickDraw

Two-dimensional shapes

cGraphicText

QuickDraw

Series of characters in graphics

cGroupedGraphic

QD Suppl.

Grouped graphics

cGroupedGraphic

QuickDraw

Grouped graphics

cItem

Misc. Std.

Delimited text strings

cLine

Text

Lines of text

cMenu

Misc. Std.

Macintosh menus

cMenuItem

Misc. Std.

Macintosh menu items

cObject

Core

An abstract superclass; the root class of the
object inheritance hierarchy

cOpenableObject

Core

An abstract superclass; the superclass of
objects that can be opened (such as documents
and windows)

cOval

QuickDraw

Ovals

cParagraph

Text

Paragraphs

cPixel

QuickDraw

Pixels

cPixelMap

QuickDraw

Pixel maps

cPolygon

QuickDraw

Polygons
(continued)
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Table B-1

Apple event object classes defined in the Apple Event Registry
(continued)

Object class ID

Suite

Description

cRectangle

QuickDraw

Rectangles

cRoundedRectangle

QuickDraw

Rectangles with rounded corners

cRow

Table

Rows in a table

cSelection

Core

User or application selections

cTable

Table

Tables

cText

Core

Series of characters

cText

Text

Series of characters

cTextFlow

Text

Text flows

cWindow

Core

Macintosh windows

cWord

Text

Words

Appendix B
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Appendix C Constants Defined in the A p p l e
Event Registry

Table C-1 lists the constants defined in the Apple Event Registry and
their values.
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

cAEList

'list'

cPixel

'cpxl'

cApplication

'capp'

cPixelMap

'cpix'

cArc

'carc'

cPolygon

'cpgn'

cBoolean

'bool'

cQDPoint

'QDpt'

cCell

'ccel'

cQDRectangle

'qdrt'

cChar

'cha '

cRectangle

'crec'

cColorTable

'clrt'

cRGBColor

'cRGB'

cColumn

'ccol'

cRotation

'trot'

cDocument

'docu'

cRoundedRectangle

'crrc'

cDrawingArea

'cdrw'

cRow

'crow'

cEnumeration

'enum'

cSelection

'csel'

cFile

'file'

cShortInteger

'shor'

cFixed

'fixd'

cTable

'ctbl'

cGraphicLine

'glin'

cText

'ctxt'

cGraphicObject

'cgob'

cTextFlow

'cflo'

cGraphicShape

'cgsh'

cTextStyles

'tsty'

cGraphicText

'cgtx'

cType

'type'

cGroupedGraphic

'cpic'

cWindow

'cwin'

cInsertionLoc

'insl'

cWord

'cwor'

cIntlText

'itxt'

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

cIntlWritingCode

'intl'

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

cItem

'citm'

errAECantSupplyType

–10009

cLine

'clin'

errAEEventFailed

–10000

cLongInteger

'long'

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

cMenu

'cmnu'

errAEInTransaction

–10011

cMenuItem

'cmen'

errAELocalOnly

–10016

cObject

'cobj'

errAENoSuchTransaction –10012

cObjectSpecifier

'obj '

errAENotAnElement

–10008

cOpenableObject

'coob'

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

cOval

'covl'

errAENotModifiable

–10003

cParagraph

'cpar'

errAENoUserSelection

–10013
(continued)
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

kAECopy

'copy'

errAEReadDenied

–10005

kAECoreSuite

'core'

errAETypeError

–10001

kAECountElements

'cnte'

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

kAECreateElement

'crel'

formAbsolutePosition

'indx'

kAECreatePublisher

'cpub'

formName

'name'

kAECut

'cut '

formPropertyID

'prop'

kAEDelete

'delo'

formRange

'rang'

kAEDoObjectsExist

'doex'

formRelativePosition

'rele'

kAEDoScript

'dosc'

formTest

'test'

kAEDrag

'drag'

kAEAbout

'abou'

kAEDuplicateSelection

'sdup'

kAEAfter

'afte'

kAEEditGraphic

'edit'

kAEAliasSelection

'sali'

kAEEmptyTrash

'empt'

kAEAllCaps

'alcp'

kAEEnd

'end '

kAEApplicationDied

'obit'

kAEEndsWith

'ends'

kAEArrowAtEnd

'aren'

kAEEndTransaction

'endt'

kAEArrowAtStart

'arst'

kAEEquals

'=

kAEArrowBothEnds

'arbo'

kAEExpanded

'pexp'

kAEAsk

'ask '

kAEFast

'fast'

kAEBefore

'befo'

kAEFinderEvents

'FNDR'

kAEBeginning

'bgng'

kAEFormulaProtect

'fpro'

kAEBeginsWith

'bgwt'

kAEFullyJustified

'full'

kAEBeginTransaction

'begi'

kAEGetClassInfo

'qobj'

kAEBold

'bold'

kAEGetData

'getd'

kAECaseSensEquals

'cseq'

kAEGetDataSize

'dsiz'

kAECentered

'cent'

kAEGetEventInfo

'gtei'

kAEChangeView

'view'

kAEGetInfoSelection

'sinf'

kAEClone

'clon'

kAEGetPrivilegeSelection 'sprv'

kAEClose

'clos'

kAEGreaterThan

'>

'

kAECondensed

'cond'

kAEGreaterThanEquals

'>=

'

kAEContains

'cont'

kAEGrow

'grow'

'
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

kAEHidden

Value

'hidn'

Constant

Value

kAEQDAddOver

'addo'

kAEHiQuality

'hiqu'

kAEQDAddPin

'addp'

kAEImageGraphic

'imgr'

kAEQDAdMax

'admx'

kAEInfo

11

kAEQDAdMin

'admn'

kAEIsUniform

'isun'

kAEQDBic

'bic '

kAEItalic

'ital'

kAEQDBlend

'blnd'

kAELeftJustified

'left'

kAEQDCopy

'cpy '

kAELessThan

'<

'

kAEQDNotBic

'nbic'

kAELessThanEquals

'<=

'

kAEQDNotCopy

'ncpy'

kAELowercase

'lowc'

kAEQDNotOr

'ntor'

kAEMain

0

kAEQDNotXor

'nxor'

kAEMakeObjectsVisible

'mvis'

kAEQDOr

'or

kAEMiscStandards

'misc'

kAEQDSubOver

'subo'

kAEModifiable

'modf'

kAEQDSubPin

'subp'

kAEMove

'move'

kAEQDXor

'xor '

kAENo

'no

kAEQuitApplication

'quit'

kAENoArrow

'arno'

kAERedo

'redo'

kAENonmodifiable

'nmod'

kAERegular

'regl'

kAEOpen

'odoc'

kAEReplace

'rplc'

kAEOpenApplication

'oapp'

kAERestart

'rest'

kAEOpenDocuments

'odoc'

kAERevealSelection

'srev'

kAEOpenSelection

'sope'

kAERevert

'rvrt'

kAEOutline

'outl'

kAERightJustified

'rght'

kAEPageSetup

'pgsu'

kAESave

'save'

kAEPaste

'past'

kAESetData

'setd'

kAEPlain

'plan'

kAESetPosition

'posn'

kAEPrint

'pdoc'

kAEShadow

'shad'

kAEPrintDocuments

'pdoc'

kAESharing

13

kAEPrintSelection

'spri'

kAEShowClipboard

'shcl'

kAEPrintWindow

'pwin'

kAEShutDown

'shut'

kAEPutAwaySelection

'sput'

kAESleep
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

kAESmallCaps

'smcp'

keyAECurveHeight

'kchd'

kAEStrikethrough

'strk'

keyAECurveWidth

'kcwd'

kAESubscript

'sbsc'

keyAEDashStyle

'dsty'

kAESuperscript

'spsc'

keyAEData

'data'

kAETransactionTerminated 'ttrm'

keyAEDefinitionRect

'kdef'

kAEUnderline

'undl'

keyAEDescType

'dstp'

kAEUndo

'undo'

keyAEDestination

'dest'

kAEWholeWordEquals

'wweq'

keyAEDoAntiAlias

'anta'

kAEYes

'yes '

keyAEDoDithered

'gdit'

kAEZoom

'zoom'

keyAEDoRotate

'kdrt'

kAnyTransactionID

0

keyAEDoScale

'ksca'

kByCommentView

6

keyAEDoTranslate

'ktra'

kByDateView

3

keyAEEditionFileLoc

'eloc'

kByIconView

1

keyAEElements

'elms'

kByKindView

5

keyAEEndPoint

'kedp'

kByLabelView

7

keyAEEventClass

'evcl'

kByNameView

2

keyAEEventID

'evti'

kBySizeView

4

keyAEFile

'kfil'

kBySmallIcon

0

keyAEFileType

'fltp'

kByVersionView

8

keyAEFillColor

'kfcl'

kCoreEventClass

'aevt'

keyAEFillPattern

'kfpt'

keyAEAngle

'kang'

keyAEFlipHorizontal

'kfho'

keyAEArcAngle

'kend'

keyAEFlipVertical

'kfvt'

keyAEBaseAddr

'badd'

keyAEFont

'kfnt'

keyAEBgndColor

'kbcl'

keyAEFormula

'kfla'

keyAEBgndPattern

'kbpt'

keyAEGraphicObjects

'kgrs'

keyAEBounds

'kbnd'

keyAEImageQuality

'gqua'

keyAECellList

'kclt'

keyAEInsertHere

'insh'

keyAEClassID

'clID'

keyAEKeyForms

'keyf'

keyAEColor

'kclr'

keyAEKeyword

'kywd'

keyAELineArrow

'lnar'

keyAEColorTable

'kcls'
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

keyAEName

'knam'

keyAEScale

'kscl'

keyAENewElementLoc

'knel'

keyAEScriptTag

'kStg'

keyAEObject

'kobj'

keyAEShowWhere

'show'

keyAEObjectClass

'kocl'

keyAEStartAngle

'ksta'

keyAEOffStyles

'ofst'

keyAEStartPoint

'kstr'

keyAEOnStyles

'onst'

keyAEStyles

'ksty'

keyAEParameters

'prms'

keyAEText

'ktxt'

keyAEParamFlags

'pmfg'

keyAETextColor

'ktxc'

keyAEPenColor

'kpcl'

keyAETextFont

'ktxf'

keyAEPenPattern

'kpat'

keyAETextPointSize

'ktps'

keyAEPenWidth

'kpwd'

keyAETextStyles

'txts'

keyAEPixelDepth

'kpdp'

keyAETheText

'thtx'

keyAEPixMapMinus

'kpmm'

keyAETransferMode

'ktrn'

keyAEPMTable

'kpmt'

keyAETranslation

'ktrl'

keyAEPointList

'kpts'

keyAETryAsStructGraf

'toog'

keyAEPointSize

'kptz'

keyAEUniformStyles

'unis'

keyAEPosition

'kpos'

keyAEUpdateOn

'kupd'

keyAEPropData

'prdt'

keyAEUserTerm

'utrm'

keyAEProperties

'qpro'

keyAEWindow

'wndw'

keyAEProperty

'kprp'

keyAEWritingCode

'wrcd'

keyAEPropFlags

'prfg'

keyDirectObject

'----'

keyAEPropID

'prop'

keyErrorNumber

'errn'

keyAEProtection

'kptc'

keyErrorString

'errs'

keyAERenderAs

'kren'

keyMiscellaneous

'fmsc'

keyAERequestedType

'rtyp'

keyProcessSerialNumber 'psn '

keyAEResult

'----'

keySelection

'fsel'

keyAEResultInfo

'rsin'

keyWindow

'kwnd'

keyAERotation

'krot'

pArcAngle

'parc'

keyAERotPoint

'krtp'

pBackgroundColor

'pbcl'

keyAERowList

'krls'

pBackgroundPattern

'pbpt'

keyAESaveOptions

'savo'

pBestType

'pbst'
(continued)
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

pBounds

'pbnd'

pLineArrow

'arro'

pClass

'pcls'

pMenuID

'mnid'

pClipboard

'pcli'

pName

'pnam'

pColor

'colr'

pNewElementLoc

'pnel'

pColorTable

'cltb'

pPenColor

'ppcl'

pCornerCurveHeight

'pchd'

pPenPattern

'pppa'

pCornerCurveWidth

'pcwd'

pPenWidth

'ppwd'

pDashStyle

'pdst'

pPixelDepth

'pdpt'

pDefaultType

'deft'

pPointList

'ptlt'

pDefinitionRect

'pdrt'

pPointSize

'ptsz'

pEnabled

'enbl'

pProtection

'ppro'

pEndPoint

'pend'

pRotation

'prot'

pFillColor

'flcl'

pScale

'pscl'

pFillPattern

'flpt'

pScriptTag

'psct'

pFont

'font'

pSelection

'sele'

pFormula

'pfor'

pStartAngle

'pang'

pGraphicObjects

'gobs'

pStartPoint

'pstp'

pHasCloseBox

'hclb'

pTextColor

'ptxc'

pHasTitleBar

'ptit'

pTextFont

'ptxf'

pIndex

'pidx'

pTextItemDelimiters

'txdl'

pInsertionLoc

'pins'

pTextPointSize

'ptps'

pIsFloating

'isfl'

pTextStyles

'txst'

pIsFrontProcess

'pisf'

pTransferMode

'pptm'

pIsModal

'pmod'

pTranslation

'ptrs'

pIsModified

'imod'

pUniformStyles

'ustl'

pIsResizable

'prsz'

pUpdateOn

'pupd'

pIsStationeryPad

'pspd'

pUserSelection

'pusl'

pIsZoomable

'iszm'

pVersion

'vers'

pIsZoomed

'pzum'

pVisible

'pvis'

pItemNumber

'itmn'

typeAEList

'list'

pJustification

'pjst'

typeAERecord

'reco'
(continued)
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

typeAEText

'tTXT'

typeIntlWritingCode

'intl'

typeAlias

'alis'

typeKeyword

'keyw'

typeAppleEvent

'AEVT'

typeLongFloat

'doub'

typeArc

'tarc'

typeLongInteger

'long'

typeBest

'best'

typeMagnitude

'magn'

typeBoolean

'bool'

typeNull

'null'

typeCell

'cell'

typeObjectSpecifier

'obj '

typeChar

'TEXT'

typeOval

'tovl'

typeClassInfo

'clin'

typeParamInfo

'pmin'

typeColorTable

'clrt'

typePict

'PICT'

typeColumn

'colm'

typePixelMap

'tpix'

typeComp

'comp'

typePixMapMinus

'tpmm'

typeDashStyle

'tdas'

typePolygon

'tpol'

typeData

'tdta'

typeProcessSerialNumber 'psn '

typeDrawingArea

'tdar'

typePropInfo

'pinf'

typeElemInfo

'elin'

typeQDPoint

'QDpt'

typeEnumeration

'enum'

typeQDRectangle

'qdrt'

typeEPS

'EPS '

typeRectangle

'rcte'

typeEventInfo

'evin'

typeRGB16

'tr16'

typeExtended

'exte'

typeRGB96

'tr96'

typeFalse

'fals'

typeRGBColor

'RGB '

typeFinderWindow

'fwin'

typeRotation

'trot'

typeFixed

'fixd'

typeRoundedRectangle

'trdr'

typeFloat

'doub'

typeRow

'row '

typeFSS

'fss '

typeScrapStyles

'styl'

typeGraphicLine

'tgln'

typeSessionID

'ssid'

typeGraphicText

'gtxt'

typeShortFloat

'sing'

typeGroupedGraphic

'tgru'

typeShortInteger

'shor'

typeInsertionLoc

'insl'

typeSMFloat

'sing'

typeInteger

'long'

typeSMInt

'shor'

typeIntlText

'itxt'

typeStyledText

'STXT'
(continued)
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Table C-1

Constants defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

Value

Constant

Value

typeTable

'tabl'

typeType

'type'

typeTargetID

'targ'

typeWildCard

'****'

typeTextStyles

'tsty'

zoomIn

7

typeTIFF

'TIFF'

zoomOut

8

typeTrue

'true'
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Appendix D Result Codes Defined in the
Apple Event Registry

Table D-1 lists the result codes defined in the Apple Event Registry.
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Table D-1

Result codes defined in the Apple Event Registry

Constant

Value

Description

errAEEventFailed

–10000

The Apple event handler failed
when attempting to handle the
Apple event

errAETypeError

–10001

A descriptor type mismatch occurred

errAEBadKeyForm

–10002

The key form was not a valid key
form for this object

errAENotModifiable

–10003

The object or data is not modifiable

errAEPrivilegeError

–10004

A privilege violation occurred

errAEReadDenied

–10005

The read operation was not allowed

errAEWriteDenied

–10006

The object or data currently cannot be
changed

errAEIndexTooLarge

–10007

The index of the element is too large
to be valid

errAENotAnElement

–10008

A specified object is a property, not
an element

errAECantSupplyType

–10009

Cannot supply the requested
descriptor type for the data

errAECantHandleClass

–10010

The Apple event handler cannot
handle objects of this class

errAEInTransaction

–10011

Could not handle this Apple event
because it is not part of the current
transaction

errAENoSuchTransaction

–10012

The specified transaction is not a
valid transaction; the transaction
may never have begun, or it may
have been terminated

errAENoUserSelection

–10013

There is no current user selection
(continued)
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Table D-1

Result codes defined in the Apple Event Registry (continued)

Constant

Value

Description

errAENotASingleObject

–10014

Could not handle this event because
the handler only accepts object
specifiers that specify single objects

errAECantUndo

–10015

Cannot undo the results of the
previous Apple event or user action

errAELocalOnly

–10016

The server application only handles
this Apple event when it is sent from
an application running on the same
computer
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Index
= comparison operator 136
> comparison operator 136
>= comparison operator 136
< comparison operator 136
<= comparison operator 136
A
About Apple event 368
About This Macintosh window
Apple event for displaying 368
abstract object classes 86
abstract superclasses 10, 86
AEDA
how to contact xxiii
AE records
descriptor type for 117, 450
'aete' resource. See user terminology resources
'aeut' resource. See user terminology resources
aliases
Apple event for creating 373
alias records
descriptor type for 30, 390, 451
APDA
how to contact xxii
publications available from xxi
Apple event
descriptor type for 451
Apple event constructs. See constructs Apple
event
Apple Event Manager
information about xxi
Apple event objects. See objects, Apple event
Apple event parameters. See also
parameters, apple event
descriptor type for information
about 126–127

Apple events
complete list of standard 485–488
defined in the Core suite 36–82
defined in the Finder suite 367
defined in the miscellaneous
standards 396–430
defined in the Required suite 21–29
descriptor lists as results of 15
descriptor type for information
about 120–121
getting information about 64–66
guide to definitions of 5–7
maximum size of 14
number of objects handled by 13–14
result codes for 15
results of 15
user interaction in 14
Apple event suites. See suites
Apple Event User Terminology resources. See
user teminology resources
Apple Events Developer Association.
See AEDA
Apple Programmers and Developers
Association. See APDA
Application Died Apple event 397–398
applications
Apple event for opening 22–23
Apple event for quitting 28–29, 75–77
Apple events for launching 18–20
Apple events for terminating 18, 20
Apple event to inform that they have
terminated 397–398
object class for 90–94, 433–438
arcs
descriptor type for 253–254
object class for 199–202
audience for the registry xx
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B
Begins With comparison operator 136
Begin Transaction Apple event 398–400
Boolean FALSE values
descriptor type for 458
Boolean TRUE values
descriptor type for 478
Boolean values
descriptor type for 117, 254, 312, 452
boundary rectangles
effect of transformations on 193, 291
for graphic objects 192–193, 291
C
cAEList object class 115, 251, 310, 447
cApplication object class 90–94, 433–438
cArc object class 199–202
Case-Sensitive Equal To comparison operator
188
cBoolean object class 115, 251, 310, 447
cCell object class 341–342
cChar object class 95–98, 147–151
cColorTable object class 251, 310
cColumn object class 343–345
cDocument object class 99–101
cDrawingArea object class 203–210, 295–303
cells in tables
descriptor type for 353–354
object class for 341–342
cEnumeration object class 251, 310, 352
cFile object class 102–104
cFixed object class 115, 178, 251, 310
cGraphicLine object class 211–214
cGraphicObject object class 215–217
cGraphicShape object class 218–221
cGraphicText object class 222–226
cGroupedGraphic object class 227–231, 304–
309
changes in the latest registry xx
changing the size of a Finder window
Apple event for 381
characters, series of
object class for 163–167
characters, text
descriptor type for 118, 452
object class for 95–98, 147–151
cInsertionLoc object class 115, 447
cIntlText object class 115, 178, 251, 310, 352,
447
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cIntlWritingCode object class 115, 178, 251,
310
cItem object class 438–442
classes, Apple event object. See object classes
cLine object class 152–156
Clipboard
Apple event for copying to 400–401
Apple event for cutting to 405, 406
Apple event for displaying the Clipboard
window 386
Apple event for pasting from 422–423
Apple events for Clipboard operations 394
Clone Apple event 37–39
cLongInteger object class 115
cloning objects
Apple event for 37–39
Close Apple event 40–42
Close Window Apple event 368
closing Finder windows
Apple event for 368
closing objects
Apple event for 40–42
cMenuItem object class 445–446
cMenu object class 442–444
cObject object class 86–87
cObjectSpecifier object class 115
codes, result. See result codes for Apple events
codes, four-character
descriptor types for 120, 134, 179, 186, 260,
282, 317, 331, 355, 457, 478
restrictions on 12
color specifier
descriptor types for 130, 182, 276, 325, 326,
469
color tables
descriptor type for 255, 312, 452
columns in tables
descriptor type for 354–355
object class for 343–345
comparison operators
defined in the Core suite 136
defined in the miscellaneous standards 480
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
284
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite 333
defined in the Table suite 360
comparison operators (continued)
defined in the Text suite 188–189
definitions of 136, 188–189

comp data type
descriptor type for 453
constants
complete list of constants defined in the
Apple Event Registry 493–501
defined in the Core suite 137–139
defined in the Finder suite 392
defined in the miscellaneous standards
481–484
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
285–287
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite 334–336
defined in the Required suite 32
defined in the Table suite 361
defined in the Text suite 189–190
constructs, Apple event
types of 2
container hierarchy. See object container
hierarchy
Contains comparison operator 136
contiguous blocks of text
object class for 168–172
converting graphics formats
Apple event for 413–417
coordinates, QuickDraw
descriptor type for 273, 324, 468
cOpenableObject object class 88–89
Copy Apple event 400–401
copying Finder icons
Apple event for 370–371
copying objects
Apple event for 37–39
Core suite 33–139
Apple events defined in 36–82
comparison operators defined in 136
constants defined in 137–139
descriptor types defined in 116–134
key forms defined in 135
object classes defined in 83–114
object inheritance hierarchy in 84–85
primitive object classes defined in 115
Count Elements Apple event 43–45
counting elements
Apple event for 43–45
cOval object class 232–234
cParagraph object class 157–162
cPixelMap object class 237–239
cPixel object class 235–236
cPolygon object class 240–243

cQDPoint object class 251, 310, 447
cQDRectangle object class 115, 251, 310
Create Element Apple event 46–48
Create Publisher Apple event 402–404
creating elements
Apple event for 46–48
cRectangle object class 244–246
cRGBColor object class 115, 178, 251, 310
cRotation object class 310
cRoundedRectangle object class 247–250
cRow object class 346–348
cSelection object class 105–106
cShortInteger object class 251, 310, 447
cTable object class 349–351
cTextFlow object class 168–172
cText object class 107–110, 163–167
cTextStyles object class 115, 178, 251, 310, 447
cType object class 115, 178, 251, 310, 352, 447
Cut Apple event 405, 406
cWindow object class 111–114
cWord object class 173–177
D
dashed lines
descriptor type for dashes and spaces 255
data
getting from an object 56–60
getting size of for an object 61–63
setting for an object 81–82
data block
descriptor type for 256, 313, 453
default descriptor records
contents of 9
getting for an object 56–60
definition rectangles
effect of transformations on 193, 291
for graphic objects 192–193, 291
Delete Apple event 49–50
deleting objects
Apple event for 49–50
delimited text strings
object class for 438–442

Index
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descriptor lists
as Apple event results 15
descriptor type for 30, 117, 179, 253, 312,
353, 390, 450
descriptor records
data size of 13
null, descriptor type for 465
descriptor records, default. See default
descriptor records
descriptor types
defined in the Core suite 116–134
defined in the Finder suite 390–391
defined in the miscellaneous standards
448–478
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
252–282
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite 311–331
defined in the Required suite 30–31
defined in the Table suite 352–358
defined in the Text suite 178–186
guide to definitions of 10–11
desktop
Apple event to put away Finder icons on
380
direct object. See direct parameter
direct parameter 12
displaying and selecting Finder icons
Apple event for 383
displaying Finder windows
Apple events for 368, 372, 377
displaying Sharing windows
Apple event for 385–386
displaying the About This Macintosh
window
Apple event for 368
displaying the Clipboard window
Apple event for 386
displaying the Get Info window
Apple event for 372
displaying the Page Setup window
Apple event for 377
documents
Apple event to print 378–379
object class for 99–101
opening 24–25
printing 26–27
Do Objects Exist Apple event 51–52
Do Script Apple event 406–408
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dragging Finder icons
Apple event for 369–370
Drag Selection Apple event 369–370
drawing areas
descriptor type for 256–259, 313–316, 454–
457
object class for 203–210, 295–303
Duplicate Selection Apple event 370–371
duplicating Finder icons
Apple event for 370–371
duplicating objects
Apple event for 37–39
E
Edit Graphic Apple event 409–410
Edition Manager
Apple event for creating publishers 402–
404
element classes
descriptor type for information about 119–
120
elements
Apple event for counting 43–45
Apple event for creating 46–48
Apple event for deleting 49–50
non-modifiable vs. modifiable 9
emptying the Trash
Apple event for 371
Empty Trash Apple event 371
Encapsulated PostScript file format. See EPS
file format
Ends With comparison operator 136
End Transaction Apple event 411–412
enhancing graphics
Apple event for 413–417
enlarging Finder windows
Apple event for 388–389
enumerations
descriptor type for 120, 179, 260, 317, 355,
457
EPS file format
specification for xxii
EPS files
descriptor type for 458
Equal To comparison operator 136
errAEEventFailed result code
special meaning of 15
errAEEventNotHandled result code
special meaning of 15

events. See Apple events
existence of an object, checking for 51–52
extended data type
descriptor type for 458
extending Apple event constructs
for text formatting 142
F
FALSE values
descriptor type for 458
files
object class for 102–104
file system specifications
descriptor type for 460
Finder
Apple event for changing the size of a
Finder window 381
Apple event for closing Finder windows
368
Apple event for creating Finder aliases
373
Apple event for displaying and selecting
Finder icons 383
Apple event for displaying Sharing
windows 385–386
Apple event for displaying the Page Setup
window 377
Apple event for duplicating icons 370–371
Apple event for emptying the Trash 371
Apple event for moving a Finder window
375–376
Apple event for moving copies of icons 369–
370
Apple event for moving Finder icons 374–
375
Apple event for opening icons 376–377
Apple event for restarting the computer
382
Apple event for shutting down the
computer 387
Apple event for specifying the view in a
folder window 384
Apple events for displaying Finder
windows 368, 372, 385–386
Apple event to make Finder windows
larger or smaller 388–389
Apple event to print a Finder window 379
Apple event to print documents 378–379
Finder (continued)

Apple event to put away icons 380
descriptor type for Finder windows 391
Finder suite 365
Apple events defined in 367
constants defined in 392
descriptor types defined in 390–391
fixed-point numbers
descriptor type for 122, 179, 260, 317, 459
float data type
descriptor type for 459, 464
floating-point numbers
descriptor types for 453, 458, 459, 464, 471
float, short data type
descriptor type for 471
formAbsolutePosition key form 135
formats, graphics
Apple event for converting 413–417
formatting, text
extending Apple event constructs for 142
formName key form 135
formPropertyID key form 135
formRange key form 135
formRelativePosition key form 135
formTest key form 135
four-character codes
descriptor types for 120, 134, 179, 186, 260,
282, 317, 331, 355, 457, 478
restrictions on 12
G
Get Class Info Apple event 53–55
Get Data Apple event 56–60
Get Data Size Apple event 61–63
Get Event Info Apple event 64–66
Get Info Apple event 372
Get Info window
Apple event for displaying 372
grafPort data type
descriptor type for 256–259, 313–316, 454–
457
object class for 203–210, 295–303
graphic lines
descriptor type for 261–262
descriptor type for dashed line styles 255
object class for 211–214

Index
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graphic object classes
abstract superclass for 215–217
for arcs 199–202
extending to support transformations 193
for grouped graphics 227–231, 304–309
for lines 211–214
for ovals 232–234
for pixel maps 237–239
for pixels 235–236
for polygons 240–243
for rectangles 244–246
for rounded-corner rectangles 247–250
for text in graphics 222–226
graphic objects
boundary rectangle for 192–193, 291
definition rectangle for 192–193, 291
repositioning of 290–291
rotation of 290–291
scaling of 290–291
transformations of 290–291
translation (repositioning) of 290–291
unit of measure for 192
graphics
Apple event for converting and/or
enhancing 413–417
Apple event for editing 409–410
PICT graphics, descriptor type for 465
graphics, grouped. See grouped graphics
graphic shapes
abstract superclass for 218–221
graphic text
descriptor type for 262–263
object class for 222–226
Greater Than comparison operator 136
Greater Than or Equal To comparison operator
136
grouped graphics
descriptor type for 264–265, 318–320
object class for 227–231, 304–309
H
human-language description
of an Apple event 120–121
of an Apple event parameter 126–127
of an element class 119–120
of a property of an object 128–129
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I
icons, Finder
Apple event for duplicating 370–371
Apple event for moving 374–375
Apple event for moving copies of 369–370
Apple event for opening 376–377
Apple event to put away 380
Image Graphic Apple event 413–417
inheritance hierarchy. See object inheritance
hierarchy
inserting new elements
Apple event for 46–48
insertion locations
descriptor type for 122–123, 460–461
integers, long
descriptor type for 31, 125, 267, 322, 391,
464
integers, short
descriptor type for 130, 278, 327, 472
integers, unsigned
descriptor type for 464
interacting with the user 14
interapplication communication
information about xxi
Is Uniform Apple event 418–419
italic text
use in examples xxiii
items, text
object class for 438–442
K
kAEBeginsWith comparison operator 136
kAECaseSensEquals comparison operator 188
kAEContains comparison operator 136
kAEEndsWith comparison operator 136
kAEEquals comparison operator 136
kAEGreaterThan comparison operator 136
kAEGreaterThanEquals comparison operator
136
kAELessThan comparison operator 136
kAELessThanEquals comparison operator 136
kAEWholeWordEquals comparison operator
189
keyDirectObject parameter
meaning of 12

key forms
defined in the Core suite 135
defined in the miscellaneous standards
478–479
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
283
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite 331–332
defined in the Table suite 359
defined in the Text suite 187
definitions of 135
keyword, Apple event
descriptor type for 463
L
language code for text 125, 181, 266, 321, 463
language for text, specifying 31, 124, 180, 265–
266, 320–321, 356, 462
launching applications
Apple events for 18–20
Less Than comparison operator 136
Less Than or Equal To comparison operator
136
lines, graphic
descriptor type for 261–262
descriptor type for dashed line styles 255
object class for 211–214
lines of text
object class for 152–156
lists. See descriptor lists
long integers
descriptor type for 125, 267, 322, 464
M
Macintosh Portable
Apple event for putting into sleep mode
388
Make Alias Apple event 373
Make Objects Visible Apple event 420–421
maximum size of Apple event parameters 14
maximum size of Apple events 14
menu items
object class for 445–446
menus
object class for 442–444

miscellaneous standards 393–484
Apple events defined in 396–430
comparison operators defined in 480
constants defined in 481–484
descriptor types defined in 448–478
key forms defined in 478–479
object classes defined in 431–446
object inheritance hierarchy in 431–432
overview of 3
primitive object classes defined in 447
when applications should support them
393
modifiable elements and properties 9
Move Apple event 67–69
Move Selection Apple event 374–375
Move Window Apple event 375–376
moving a Finder window
Apple event for 375–376
moving copies of Finder icons
Apple event for 369–370
moving Finder icons
Apple event for 374–375
moving objects
Apple event for 67–69
N
naming forms. See key forms
non-modifiable containers 9
non-modifiable elements and properties 9
null descriptor records
descriptor type for 465
numbers
fixed-point, descriptor type for 122, 179,
260, 317, 459
long integers, descriptor type for 31, 125,
267, 322, 391, 464
short integers, descriptor type for 130, 278,
327, 472
numeric data types
information about xxi
O
object classes
Apple event for getting information about
53–55
complete list of standard object classes
489–491
defined in the Core suite 83–114
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object classes (continued)
defined in the miscellaneous standards
431–446
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
194–250
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite 293–309
defined in the Table suite 339–351
defined in the Text suite 144–177
descriptor type for information about 118
elements of the same class in 9
guide to definitions of 7–10
primitive 10
object container hierarchy
vs. object inheritance hierarchy 87
object inheritance hierarchy
for Core suite 84–85
for miscellaneous standards 431–432
vs. object container hierarchy 87
for QuickDraw Graphics suite 197–198
for QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental
suite 294
root class of 86–87
for Table suite 339–340
for Text suite 145–146
objects
primitive 10
objects, Apple event
information about xxi
number of objects handled by an Apple
event 13–14
object specifier records
conventions used in examples xxiii
as default descriptor records 9
descriptor type for 126, 267, 322, 465
used in place of other Apple event
parameters 7, 13
object specifiers
key forms for 135
openable objects
object class for 88–89
Open Apple event 70–71
Open Application Apple event 22–23
Open Documents Apple event 24–25
opening applications
Apple event for 22–23
opening documents
Apple event for 24–25
opening Finder icons
Apple event for 376–377
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opening objects
Apple event for 70–71
Open Selection Apple event 376–377
optional Apple event parameters 7
organization of the registry 2–3
ovals
descriptor type for 268–269
object class for 232–234
P
Page Setup Apple event 377
Page Setup window
Apple event for displaying 377
paragraphs
object class for 157–162
parameters, Apple event
descriptor type for information about 126–
127
maximum size of 14
optional parameters 7
required parameters 7
using object specifiers in place of other
parameters 7, 13
Paste Apple event 422–423
PICT graphics format
descriptor type for 465
pixel maps
descriptor type for 270, 322–323, 466
object class for 237–239
pixels
object class for 235–236
PixMap record
descriptor type containing 270, 322–323,
466
descriptor type for 271, 323, 467
points, QuickDraw. See QuickDraw points
polygons
descriptor type for 272–273
object class for 240–243
portable Macintosh computers
Apple event for putting into sleep mode
388
PowerBook
Apple event for putting into sleep mode
388
PPC
session reference numbers, descriptor type
for 471

primitive object classes 10
defined in the Core suite 115
defined in the miscellaneous standards 447
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics suite
251
defined in the QuickDraw Graphics
Supplemental suite 310
defined in the Table suite 352
defined in the Text suite 178
Print Apple event 72–74
Print Documents Apple event 26–27
printing a Finder window, Apple event for
379
printing documents
Apple event for 26–27, 378–379
printing objects
Apple event for 72–74
pPrint Selection Apple event 378–379
Print Window Apple event 379
rocess serial numbers
descriptor type for 467
properties
descriptor type for information about 128–
129
non-modifiable vs. modifiable 9
publishers, Edition Manager
Apple event for creating 402–404
Put Away Apple event 380
putting away Finder icons
Apple event for 380
Q
QuickDraw
PixMap records, descriptor type for 270,
271, 322–323, 466, 467
QuickDraw Graphics suite 191–287
comparison operators defined in 284
constants defined in 285–287
descriptor types defined in 252–282
key forms defined in 283
object classes defined in 194–250
object inheritance hierarchy in 197–198
primitive object classes defined in 251
QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite
289–336
comparison operators defined in 333
constants defined in 334–336
descriptor types defined in 311–331

QuickDraw Graphics Supplemental suite
(continued)
key forms defined in 331, 332
object classes defined in 293–309
object inheritance hierarchy in 294
primitive object classes defined in 310
QuickDraw points
descriptor type for 273, 324, 468
QuickDraw rectangles
descriptor type for 129, 274, 324, 468
Quit Application Apple event 28–29, 75–77
quitting applications
Apple event for 28–29, 75–77
R
records, Apple event
descriptor type for 117, 450
rectangles. See also QuickDraw rectangles,
rounded-corner rectangles
descriptor type for 274, 275
object class for 244–246
rectangles, boundary. See boundary rectangles
rectangles, definition. See definition
rectangles
rectangles, rounded-corner. See roundedcorner rectangles
Redo Apple event 423
removing objects
Apple event for 49–50
repositioning of graphic objects 290–291
required Apple event parameters 7
Required suite 17–32
Apple events defined in 21–29
constants defined in 32
descriptor types defined in 30–31
Resize Window Apple event 381
resizing a Finder window
Apple event for 381
Restart Apple event 382
restarting the computer
Apple event for 382
result codes for Apple events 15
complete list of result codes defined in the
Apple Event Registry 503–505
Reveal Apple event 383
Revert Apple event 425–426
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RGB color specifier
descriptor types for 130, 182, 276, 325, 326,
469
rotation of graphic objects 290–291
rotation specifiers for graphic objects
descriptor type for 327, 470
rounded-corner rectangles
descriptor type for 277–278
object class for 247–250
rows in tables
descriptor type for 357
object class for 346–348
S
SANE
comp data type, descriptor type for 453
extended data type, descriptor type for
458
float data type, descriptor type for 459,
464
short float data type, descriptor type for
471
SANE data types
information about xxi
Save Apple event 78–80
saving objects
Apple event for 78–80
scaling of graphic objects 290–291
scope of the registry xx
script information for text
descriptor type that includes 450–451
script statements. See human-language
description
script system for text
code for 125, 181, 266, 321, 463
specifying 31, 124, 180, 265–266, 320–321,
356, 462
scripting terms. See human-language
description, user terminology resources
scripts
Apple event for executing 406–408
selection
Apple event for copying 400–401
Apple event for cutting 405, 406
selections
object class for 105–106
session IDs
descriptor type for 471
Set Data Apple event 81–82
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setting the data of an object
Apple event for 81–82
Set View Apple event 384
shapes, graphic
abstract superclass for 218–221
shapes, two-dimensional
abstract superclass for 218–221
Sharing Apple event 385–386
Sharing windows
Apple event for displaying 385–386
short integers
descriptor type for 130, 278, 327, 472
Show Clipboard Apple event 386
shrinking Finder windows
Apple event for 388–389
Shut Down Apple event 387
shutting down the computer
Apple event for 387
size, data
getting for an object 61–63
sizes of descriptor records 13
Sleep Apple event 388
sleep mode
Apple event for putting the Macintosh
Portable into 388
styled text
descriptor type for 473
style information for text
descriptor type for 471
styles, text
descriptor type for 131–134, 183–186, 279–
282, 328–331, 474–477
suites
getting information about the Apple events
in 64–66
what’s contained in 2
superclass
definition of 9
superclasses, abstract 10, 86
T
tables
descriptor type for 358
descriptor type for cells in 353–354
descriptor type for columns in 354–355
descriptor type for rows in 357
object class for cells in 341–342
object class for columns in 343–345
object class for rows in 346–348

Table suite 337–361
comparison operators defined in 360
constants defined in 361
descriptor types defined in 352–358
key forms defined in 359
object classes defined in 339–351
object inheritance hierarchy in 339–340
primitive object classes defined in 352
tables, object class for 349–351
tabular data
descriptor type for 358
object class for 349–351
Tagged Image File Format. See TIFF file
format
target IDs
descriptor type for 474
terminating applications
Apple event for 18, 20, 28–29, 75–77
text
descriptor type for 31
descriptor type for text in graphics 262–
263
language information for 450–451
object class for 107–110, 163–167
object class for text in graphics 222–226
script information for 450–451
style information, descriptor type for 471
text, contiguous
object class for 168–172
text, international
descriptor type for 124, 180, 265–266, 320–
321, 356, 462
text, styled
descriptor type for 473
text, styled or unstyled
descriptor type for 450–451
text, unstyled
descriptor type for 450–451
text blocks
object class for 168–172
text flows
object class for 168–172
text formatting
extending Apple event constructs for 142
text items
object class for 438–442

text object classes
for characters 95–98, 147–151
for contiguous blocks of text 168–172
for lines of text 152–156
for paragraphs 157–162
for series of characters 107–110, 163–167
superclass of 107–110, 163–167
for text 107–110
for text blocks 168–172
for text flows 168–172
for words 173–177
text objects
extending to support formatting 142
text styles
descriptor type for 131–134, 183–186, 279–
282, 328–331, 474–477
Text suite 141–190
comparison operators defined in 188–189
constants defined in 189–190
descriptor types defined in 178–186
key forms defined in 187
object classes defined in 144–177
object inheritance hierarchy in 145–146
primitive object classes defined in 178
TIFF file format
specification for xxii
TIFF files
descriptor type for 477
transactions
Apple event for beginning 398–400
Apple event for ending 411–412
Apple event for news of termination 427–
428
Transaction Terminated Apple event 427–428
transformations of graphic objects 193, 290–
291
effects on boundary and definition
rectangles 193, 291
translation (repositioning) of graphic objects
290–291
Trash
Apple event for emptying 371
Apple event to put away Finder icons in
380
TRUE values
descriptor type for 478
two-dimensional shapes
abstract superclass for 218–221
typeAEList descriptor type 30, 117, 179, 253,
312, 353, 390, 450
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typeAERecord descriptor type 117, 450
typeAEText descriptor type 450–451
typeAlias descriptor type 30, 390, 451
typeAppleEvent descriptor type 451
typeArc descriptor type 253–254
typeBoolean descriptor type 117, 254, 312,
452
typeCell descriptor type 353–354
typeChar descriptor type 118, 452
typeClassInfo descriptor type 118
typeColorTable descriptor type 255, 312, 452
typeColumn descriptor type 354–355
typeComp descriptor type 453
typeDashStyle descriptor type 255
typeData descriptor type 256, 313, 453
typeDrawingArea descriptor type 256–259,
313–316, 454–457
typeElemInfo descriptor type 119–120
typeEnumeration descriptor type 120, 179,
260, 317, 355, 457
typeEPS descriptor type 458
typeEventInfo descriptor type 120–121
typeExtended descriptor type 458
typeFalse descriptor type 458
typeFinderWindow descriptor type 391
typeFixed descriptor type 122, 179, 260, 317,
459
typeFloat descriptor type 459
typeFSS descriptor type 460
typeGraphicLine descriptor type 261–262
typeGraphicText descriptor type 262–263
typeGroupedGraphic descriptor type 264–
265, 318–320
typeInsertionLoc descriptor type 122–123,
460–461
typeInteger descriptor type 462
typeIntlText descriptor type 31, 124, 180,
265–266, 320–321, 356, 462
typeIntlWritingCode descriptor type 125,
181, 266, 321, 463
typeKeyword descriptor type 463
typeLongFloat descriptor type 464
typeLongInteger descriptor type 31, 125, 267,
322, 391, 464
typeMagnitude descriptor type 464
typeNull descriptor type 465
typeObjectSpecifier descriptor type 126, 267,
322, 465
typeOval descriptor type 268–269
typeParamInfo descriptor type 126–127
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typePict descriptor type 465
typePixelMap descriptor type 270, 322–323,
466
typePixMapMinus descriptor type 271, 323,
467
typePolygon descriptor type 272–273
typeProcessSerialNumber descriptor type
467
typePropInfo descriptor type 128–129
typeQDPoint descriptor type 273, 324, 468
typeQDRectangle descriptor type 129, 274,
324, 468
typeRectangle descriptor type 274, 275
typeRGB16 descriptor type 325
typeRGB96 descriptor type 325
typeRGBColor descriptor type 130, 182, 276,
326, 469
typeRotation descriptor type 327, 470
typeRoundedRectangle descriptor type 277–
278
typeRow descriptor type 357
typeScrapStyles descriptor type 471
typeSessionID descriptor type 471
typeShortFloat descriptor type 471
typeShortInteger descriptor type 130, 278,
327, 472
typeSMFloat descriptor type 472
typeSMInt descriptor type 472
typeStyledText descriptor type 473
typeTable descriptor type 358
typeTargetID descriptor type 474
typeTextStyles descriptor type 131–134, 183–
186, 279–282, 328–331, 474–477
typeTIFF descriptor type 477
typeTrue descriptor type 478
typeType descriptor type 134, 186, 282, 331,
478
U
Undo Apple event 429–430
unsigned integers
descriptor type for 464
user interaction 14
user selections. See selections

user terminology resources
information about xxi
information about Apple events in 65
information about object classes in 55
user terms. See human-language description,
user terminology resources
V, W, Z
view, for Finder window 384
Whole Word Equal To comparison operator
189
window
object class for 111–114
windows, Finder
Apple event for changing the size of 381
Apple event for moving 375–376
Apple event to make larger or smaller
388–389
Apple event to print 379
descriptor type for 391
words
object class for 173–177
Zoom Window Apple event 388–389
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The Apple Publishing System
This Apple manual was written, edited,
and composed on a desktop publishing
system using Apple Macintosh computers
and Microsoft Word software. Proof
pages were created on Apple
LaserWriter printers. Final pages were
created on the Varityper VT600
imagesetter. Line art was created using
Adobe Illustrator. PostScript® , the
page-description language for the
LaserWriter, was developed by Adobe
Systems Incorporated.
Text type and display type are Palatino.
Bullets are ITC Zapf Dingbats®. Some
elements, such as program listings, are set in
Apple Courier.

